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Emily is selected for England Rugby Centre of Excellence Program 

It brings us great pleasure to announce that our Somerton’s U18’s Girls Rugby Scrum Half/Fly Half Emily 

Foster-Godley has been successful and selected for England Rugby Centre Of Excellence Program. 

From Emily’s representation this season for Somerset U18’s which the team come away unbeaten after playing 

Gloucestershire, Cornwall and Dorset & Wilts she was proudly offered the opportunity to attend trials on Sunday 

18th February which was also attended by players from all the South West Counties, the trials consisted of a full 

day of tests, fitness and rugby drills being closely evaluated by assesses and selectors.  

Being offered a place in the England Rugby CoE program is a huge achievement and recognition for all her hard 

work, we wish her all the success for the future. 

Messages: 

Goff Rumbles – SRFC President – ”Brilliant news!! Well done Emily very proud of you” 

Gary Saunders – Senior Team Captain & Coach – ”Well done Emily, what an achievement. Congratulations from 

all the senior men’s side at Somerton RFC” 

Steve Roberston – Yeovil U18’s Girls Rugby Coach – ” Well done Em, professional attitude is an example to us 

all. I’m really thrilled to see this, well done” 

  

https://www.facebook.com/SomertonRFC/posts/1554081814709833
https://www.facebook.com/SomertonRFC/posts/1554081814709833
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Somerton RFC v Winscombe II – Saturday 3 February 2018 

Somerton welcomed Winscombe II to their Gassons Lane ground on this cold Saturday afternoon with pitch 

conditions underfoot very slippery and a likely greasy ball making clean handling difficult. 

Somerton got the game underway and it looked a very even contest for the first 6-8 minutes until Winscombe’s 

number 11 charged upfield with pace from the half-way line being brought down just short of the try line by 

Somerton’s full back, Toby Pitman. The ball was quickly recyled by Winscombe and good hands saw play 

continue infield with a forward touching down just right of the posts with a good conversion kick to follow. 

For the next 10 minutes or so, Somerton were very busy forcing play in the Winscombe half with some good runs 

by Luke Conway up the left wing with some desperate defence required on Winscombe’s part to thwart the 

breakthrough Somerton sought. 

Somerton continued to assert pressure with some very positive phases close to the Winscombe line. Their 

reward came after 23 minutes when powerful centre, Matt Crunden, touched down for a well-deserved try with 

Chris Burrows gaining the extras. 

With the scores now level there was little to choose between the sides but Winscombe’s pack looked very strong 

and organised and were gaining confidence in the set piece. Winscombe’s second try came on the half-hour 

when a rolling maul was well executed leading to a push-over try. The conversion kick was missed. 

For the remainder of the half, it was Winscombe who looked like they would score again and replicated their 

second score with good work by the forwards just before half time with a successful conversion kick to follow. 

Somerton put some good phases of play together in this half but it was clear that Winscombe looked very 

organised with a very cohesive forward pack gaining confidence. 

There were some very determined runs by Somerton centre, Joel Bland and prop, Dan Dury, was very 

industrious covering lots of ground making himself available in support on many occasions and carrying strongly. 

Lock, Matt Beardshaw had a very good break mid half gaining many metres upfield. Somerton were, however, 

stripped of possession a few times in this half which halted the momentum they had created. However, the backs 

made many determined runs and were unlucky not to the break their oppososing line. 

Half time: Somerton RFC 7 – Winscombe II 19 

Winscombe got the second half underway and had the lions share of play for the first 10 minutes with Somerton 

not able to make progress into their opponents half. 

  

Winscombe’s forwards applied pressure to the Somerton line after a number of pick up and carries and a try was 

scored out wide on the right with no conversion after 12 minutes of play. 

On the 20 minute mark it was lock Matt Beardshaw who showed good intent to break away upfield gaining good 

ground. Somerton rallied and put in some good phases to see the ball passed along the backs with Ollie Phillips 

going over for a try following a good team effort. The conversion kick was missed. 

Winscombe responded and applied good pressure around the Somerton 22 metre line with a well won scrum 

leading to their nippy number 11 running around the back of the scrum to touch down out wide on the right with 

no conversion just over the half hour mark. 

The game, however, was not over and some spirited play by Somerton saw the team press forward with 

determination and they enjoyed good possession for the remainder of the game with Toby Pitman going over for 

a well-deserved try out wide on the left just before the end of the game to bring the final score a little closer. 
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This was an excellent, well-contested game played in the true spirit of rugby with both teams producing the type 

of rugby people want to see. Winscombe were well drilled, organised and strong in defence. Somerton had to 

soak up a lot of pressure during various stages of the game but did not let their heads drop and continued to 

make a game of it. Well done to both teams! 

Final score: Somerton RFC 17 – Winscombe II 29 
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Saturday 16 December 2017 – Wells II v Somerton RFC 

After 5 very creditable wins in succession, Somerton travelled to Wells knowing this was going to be a really 

tough, well-contested game, as they always were between these two sides. 

With good numbers attending training sessions in recent weeks, the Somerton squad knew they had prepared 

well for this fixture and the excellent team spirit that had been forged this season was going to stand the team in 

good stead. 

  

The Wells captain got off to a good start by winning the toss and choosing to play down the slope in the hope that 

first half pressure would pay off. However, Somerton knew that they had to play smart and control the game from 

the outset as this would allow the team to really open up in the second half and play the kind of open, fast flowing 

rugby that had become their trade-mark this season. 

  

Somerton really began to play with great cohesion from the kick off with solid scrums and excellent lineout play 

with great link play between forwards and backs that allowed the Somerton runners to cut through their opposing 

line with ball in hand with growing confidence. 

  

Over the last 4/5 weeks, the improvement in Somerton’s overall skills set, particularly in open play, has been 

really noticeable. The Somerton defence was tested relentlessly, however, it held firm leaving the visitors 10 

points ahead at half time which was testament to the strength in depth and the ‘can win’ mindset that has been 

an intrinsic part of making Somerton a hard team to beat at home or away this season! 

The second half didn’t start as well as anticipated by Somerton, despite having the slope advantage, and a try 

was conceded. However, this period of complacency was short lived and the team pulled together and responded 

absolutely superbly. With well-organised forward play and good ball retention the backs retained their authority 

and began to hit the gaps before them. 

  

There were some excellent offloads between the backs and forwards which allowed the Somerton players to 

assert their physicality on their opponents and cross the line three times in the second half. 

  

The final score was Wells II 5 – Somerton 29. On paper this could be perceived as a ‘simple win,’ but this was far 

from the truth. The Wells players made Somerton fight for every point scored and every yard gained. It was a 

very tough, physical encounter which required some gritty defensive play by Somerton, particularly from the 

backs whose line held firm keeping the points conceded to just 5 points and who were quick to counter running 

strongly with ball in hand. 

  

Wells were well drilled and played very positive, organised rugby. The positives for Somerton were certainly 

improved set-piece play and good mauling technique became a useful tool to maintain possession. 

  

The Somerton tries were scored by: Bottom of FormLuke Conway, Luke de Silva, Dan Ruddle and Elliot Wilson-

Chalon. Ollie Phillips kicked one penalty and three  conversions.  
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Saturday 25 November 2017: Somerton RFC v Bridgwater & Albion III 

Saturday 25 November 2017: Somerton RFC v Bridgwater & Albion III 

Yet another local derby saw Somerton welcome Bridgwater & Albion III to Gassons Lane on this bright but very 

cold afternoon. These games are always well contested and a good number of supporters lined the pitch in 

anticipation of an entertaining game. 

Somerton got the game underway and put their visitors under pressure right away with all play taking place in the 

Bridgwater half and the Somerton players looking well-motivated and hungry to score. 

It was clear that it was only a matter of time before the hosts got some points on the board and this came after 6 

minutes when Somerton’s powerful and industrious number 10, Matt Crunden, ran in powerfully to score a try out 

wide on the right. Ollie Phillips narrowly missed the conversion kick. 

With Somerton’s scrum and lineout looking very cohesive, the pressure being applied continued with Bridgwater 

struggling to make any progress into the Somerton half. Following a well-won scrum on half-way at the 10-minute 

mark, the Somerton pack pushed forward strongly linking well with the backs. The next phase of play saw good 

running with ball in hand from centre, Toby Pitman, who made good ground threading his way through the 

Bridgwater defence. The ball finally made its way out to wing, Liam Guest, who ran in strongly from the 22 metre 

line to score out wide on the right. In a similar position to the last conversion, Ollie Phillips put in an excellent kick 

to gain the extra points. 

More of the same continued for the next 10 minutes with the Bridgwater defence being tested constantly. From a 

rolling maul, number 8, Jake Ralph, broke away to power his way over the line out wide to the left. Another fine 

conversion kick from Ollie Phillips secured the extras. 

It was now, however, that the Bridgwater 15 appeared to settle down and put some good phases of play together 

taking the game into the Somerton half. This new momentum, saw pressure being applied to the hosts with the 

Somerton defence being tested with a number of ‘pick and carries’ from 5-metres out. The Somerton defence did 

well, however, a number of infringements were penalised. With one penalty too many, the referee felt it 

necessary to award a penalty try just before half time which was testament to the determination and endeavour 

shown by the revitalised visitors. 

This was a very entertaining first half which saw Somerton enjoy the ‘lions share’ of possession following good 

set-piece play from the forwards creating a good platform on which to take the game to their opponents. Matt 

Crunden and Toby Pitman looked threatening every time they ran with ball in hand. 

Half-time: Somerton RFC 19 – Bridgwater & Albion III 7 

With the second half underway, it was clear that Somerton were going to get the upper hand with all play 

concentrated in the Bridgwater half. With quick ball, Matt Crunden and Toby Pitman continued to cause their 

opposite numbers problems with a number of breaks gaining good ground. 

After 5 minutes, Jake Ralph got himself into a good support-play position and powered his way over the line to 

score a fine try following a period of immense pressure being applied by the forwards within the visitor’s 5-metre 

area. Ollie Phillips narrowly missed the conversion kick. 

This pattern of domination remained the order of the day for the rest of the match with further tries from Ollie 

Phillips, Joel Bland, Matt Crunden, Dave Richards and James Burrows with Ollie Phillips converting one kick. 

A very impressive team effort with a number of well executed tries through strong, determined running, excellent 

support play and a very impressive performance from an organised forward pack. 
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This win was Somerton’s fifth in a row and moves the team into fifth position in the Tribute Somerset 2 South 

league table. It was difficult to single out any one player as so many Somerton players really put in fine 

performances. However, number 10, Matt Crunden, was awarded ‘man of the match’ following a very polished 

all-round performance scoring two tries. 

Well done to Bridgwater for never giving up and making this a very enjoyable and entertaining game to watch, 

however, Somerton, in all positions, were just too good on the day. 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 51 – Bridgwater & Albion III 7 
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Saturday 11 November 2017 – Yeovil II v Somerton RFC 

Following last Saturday’s well deserved win against Minehead Barbarians II, Somerton had yet another mid-table 

encounter against their hosts, and close rivals, Yeovil II on this dark, damp afternoon with challenging conditions 

underfoot. 

Yeovil got the game underway and pressed hard towards the Somerton line testing the resilience of their 

opponents defence which held firm. This early pressure continued for the first 10-minutes or so with just one 

period where Somerton were able to take play into the Yeovil half. The breakthrough for Yeovil came on the 10-

minute mark following a penalty award, from a kickable position, just outside the Somerton 22-metre line to the 

right. The Yeovil number 12 looked confident as he took the kick and the ball sailed through the posts for the first 

score of the game. 

The next 15-minutes or so saw the tempo of the game increase with both teams being fully tested but with the 

best chances falling to Yeovil who had the benefit of a slight slope on the pitch to their advantage. However, it 

was a very dogged and determined effort by Somerton, with a fine defensive display, that kept the Yeovil lead to 

three points. 

On the half-hour, Yeovil were pushing forward with great intent putting the Somerton 15 under severe pressure 

around the Somerton 22-metre line. Whilst the Somerton defence continued to hold firm, a penalty was awarded 

for an infringement in a similar position as the earlier penalty. The Yeovil number 12 went through his kicking 

routine, but this time the ball went narrowly wide of the right hand post with a sigh of relief coming from the 

visitors ranks. 

Somerton continued to soak up the pressure and a further penalty award looked certain to add extra points to the 

Yeovil tally from a kickable position. However, the penalty was reversed and Somerton were able to clear their 

line upfield. Yeovil responded and play reverted deep in the Somerton half for the next few phases of play. A 

further penalty attempt was missed by Yeovil and this appeared to be the turning point for Somerton. 

The Somerton pack began to make a real impact with passion and determination very much in evidence as play 

moved upfield into the Yeovil half. A period of good possession and strong set-piece play saw the Somerton pack 

take the game to their hosts with increased confidence and belief. This turn around was very impressive and for 

the first time in the game saw Yeovil display a very real vulnerability to their game. The Somerton number 8, Jake 

Ralph, Lock forwards, Frey Keane and Matthew Beardshaw, along with wing forwards Dan Ruddle and Harrison 

Cornish were playing out of their skins and being ably led by skipper Gary Saunders whose experience in such 

encounters was a real asset and steadying influence. 

With the half drawing to a close, Somerton worked their way into a good position on the edge of the Yeovil 22-

metre line. A solid scrum led to Jake Ralph taking the ball forward and good support play saw Ollie Phillips put in 

an excellent pass to the dependent number 10, Matt Crunden, who ran in powerfully to touch down between the 

posts despite numerous attempts to bring him down. Ollie Phillips duly converted as the half-time whistle was 

blown. 

This was an amazing first half of rugby, despite the difficult, heavy ground conditions, with Yeovil throwing 

everything they had at Somerton who stayed calm, did the simple things right and kept to their game plan which 

allowed them to assert their authority on the game and take their chances when presented. 

Half-time: Yeovil II 3 – Somerton RFC 7 

The second half got underway with both teams competing with great passion and commitment with nothing really 

to choose between them. It was, however, Somerton who got themselves into the best chance to score as every 

player in the team really began to ‘step up to the plate’. Ollie Phillips put in an excellent penalty kick after 10-

minutes of play to increase Somerton’s lead. 
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Yeovil rallied and gained good ground into the Somerton half. Their efforts were rewarded with a try following a 

‘kick and chase’ which was duly converted by the Yeovil number 12 and saw the scores even 20-minutes into the 

half. 

Both teams continued to press hard at each other with no quarter given by either. After 25-minutes Somerton 

worked their way into a good position deep inside the Yeovil 22-metre line. A scrum resulted with a Yeovil put in. 

The Somerton forwards really showed their mettle with a great push forward to win the scrum leading to a clean 

pick up by number 8, Jake Ralph, who then ran in to score a well-deserved try. Ollie Phillips secured the extra 

points. 

As play resumed the game was held up for around 10 minutes due to an eye injury sustained by Somerton 

centre, Joel Bland. Fortunately, he was able to carry on playing. 

The game continued with great intensity and was made even more tense due to the sin-binning of a Somerton 

forward in the last quarter of the game. Somerton regrouped in preparation for the increased pressure Yeovil 

would, inevitably, force upon them. Sure enough, Yeovil pushed their way upfield into the Somerton 22. From a 

short throw to the front of the lineout, the Yeovil lock collected cleanly and ran in to score a well-worked try out 

wide on the left. The conversion kick was missed. 

The pressure being applied to Somerton now intensified being just 2 points in the lead. With 4-minutes to go, 

Somerton were now back to full strength with the sin-binning over and did well to finish the game as worthy 

winners. 

This was a terrific, nail-biting game of rugby which clearly displayed the true character in depth that is now an 

intrinsic part of the Somerton squad. Harrison Cornish was awarded ‘man of the match’ for his tireless and 

tenacious display. Every Somerton player involved should feel very proud! 

Final Score: Yeovil II 15 – Somerton RFC 17 
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Saturday 4 November 2017 – Somerton RFC v Minehead Barbarians II 

Somerton RFC welcomed Minehead Barbarians II to their Gassons Lane ground on this fine Saturday afternoon 

with great expectations that they would put in a fine performance to end the game as deserved winners in this 

mid-table encounter. 

The game got off to a good start with both teams showing their intent with the early exchanges being well 

contested with little to choose between the two sides. It was Minehead who enjoyed greater territorial advantage 

during this period, however, when Somerton took the opportunity to press forward they really began to assert 

their authority as confidence levels began to rise. 

It was Somerton’s number 10, Matt Crunden, who took the initiative after 5 minutes with a break through the 

visitors defence, just inside the Minehead half, with a very powerful run gaining good ground. The ball came to 

ground and a scrum was awarded with a Somerton put in. From this scrum the Somerton number 8, Jake Ralph, 

collected the ball at the back of the scrum and ran in strongly, unopposed, to score the opening try. Ollie Phillips 

narrowly missed the conversion with the ball just deflecting off the left hand post. 

With Somerton’s spirits now rising, enjoying good possession and displaying excellent support play through the 

phases, it was Matt Crunden once again who took his chance to break through the fragile defence to score a 

well-deserved try between the posts after 8-minutes. Ollie Phillips put in a successful conversion kick to get the 

extras. 

For the next 5-minutes or so, it was Minehead who forced their way up-field and got themselves into some good 

scoring positions but the Somerton defence was fully tested and determined to keep them at bay. However, their 

efforts were rewarded with a try by their number 13 who was able to take advantage of an overlap and score out 

wide on the right. The conversion kick was missed. 

The next 10-minutes saw both teams throw everything they had at each other with no quarter given by either. 

Following some loose play just inside the Minehead half, it was wing forward Justin Marks, with a good pick up, 

who ran powerfully towards the visitors line and was able to off-load to winger, Liam Guest, in the tackle, who 

then ran in to score a fine try out wide to the right after 28-minutes of play. Ollie Phillips put in an excellent kick 

from a difficult position to get the extra points. 

The remaining period of the half saw Minehead press hard towards the Somerton line to no advantage, as the 

Somerton defence remained firm. 

This was a very enjoyable and entertaining first half which saw both teams play with great passion and 

commitment which was to their credit. Somerton prop forward, Dan Dury, had a very busy half making himself 

available as first receiver on a number of occasions making good ground. Jake Ralph was strong in every aspect 

of play at number 8 playing with great authority and had a commanding presence across the field of play. Matt 

Crunden and Joel Bland were instrumental in taking the initiative and breaking the defensive line from behind the 

set piece. 

Half time: Somerton RFC 19 – Minehead Barbarians II 5 

As the second half got underway, it was Somerton who looked, once again, determined and hungry to score. This 

opportunity came very early on when centre, Toby Pitman, gained possession on the half way line following a 

scrum. Pitman weaved his way up-field through the Minehead defence unopposed to score a wonderful try 

between the posts. Ollie Phillips duly kicked the conversion. 

Somerton now pressed hard and some desperate play by the visitors resulted in a series of infringements with a 

number of penalties awarded in Somerton’s favour. Following one such penalty, the ball found it’s way across the 

Somerton back’s line which led to the industrious Matt Crunden scoring his second try 11 minutes into the half. 

The conversion kick was missed. 
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The next phases of play saw Minehead regroup and put Somerton under pressure. Their reward came after 30 

minutes of play with an unconverted try following a rolling maul. 

Somerton were determined to finish well and put some good phases together during the closing stages of the 

game. It was Jake Ralph who showed the way again with his second try 5-minutes from the end of the half 

having enjoyed a wonderful all-round performance. Ollie Phillips successfully converted the conversion kick. 

Just before the game came to a close, Minehead found themselves in a good position just inside the Somerton 

22-metre line. A penalty was awarded following a home infringement and a quick tap penalty led to Minehead’s 

third try. The conversion kick was missed. 

This was a very entertaining game of rugby with both teams showing great endeavour and determined to give a 

good account of themselves. It was to Minehead’s credit that they never, at any stage, gave up and continued to 

forge ahead at every opportunity to create scoring chances. 

There were a number of notable performances from Somerton with the aforementioned players continuing to 

make their mark in the second half. It was, however, number 8, Jake Ralph, who was named as ‘man of the 

match’ following a wonderful display of power and intelligence. 

Well done to both teams! 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 38 – Minehead Barbarians II 15 
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Saturday 2 September 2017 – TOR II v Somerton RFC 

This was the opening match of the season and Somerton were determined to give a good account of themselves 

on this sunny September afternoon as they came up against their close neighbours, and rivals, TOR II. 

The Somerton squad of 22 looked focussed and determined as the pre-match warm-up session got under way 

and everyone looked eager to make their mark as kick-off time beckoned with all Somerton players keen to get 

the club off to a good start. 

Somerton got the game underway and pressed hard towards the TOR line with a number of very productive 

phases of play evidenced during the early exchanges which saw good periods of possession enjoyed by the 

visitors. 

Somerton maintained the pressure and were very much the dominant team in the first 10 minutes with ample 

chances created to take the lead, however, the TOR defence held firm. Somerton continued to put the home side 

under pressure for the next 10 minutes looking, at times, very frustrated not to have broken their opponents line. 

However, following a well-taken 5-metre lineout, which saw the ball cleanly delivered to the hands of scrum-half, 

Harry Trebble, the astute no 9 looked as though he was going to pass the ball out to his backs, however, he 

chose to go around the forwards up the narrow channel and make his way powerfully towards the TOR touch line 

blasting his way over the line for Somerton’s opening score out wide to the right with a well executed try. The 

conversion was just missed by Ollie Phillips as the ball hit the post and bounced off it in the wrong direction, but 

an excellent effort none-the-less. 

The next few minutes saw Somerton up their game as they showed great endeavour and intent to increase their 

lead. They were rewarded 5 minutes from their opening score with a fabulous try scored by winger Luke Scott-

Conway who soared away down the left wing to touch down following good handling by the Somerton back line. 

Ollie Phillips duly converted for the extra points. 

This second score appeared to be the breakthrough Somerton were looking for and an onslaught of tries followed 

from then on until the half-time whistle was blown which afforded TOR some respite. 

Tries came from Matthew Ruddle, Toby Pitman, Elliott Reed, with both Luke Scott-Conway and Toby Pitman 

getting their second scores. Ollie Phillips continued the good work with successful conversion kicks for each of 

the tries. 

This was an excellent all-round first half performance by Somerton with all players eager to contribute and make 

their mark. Front row forward Dan Dury was very involved in every phase and had an excellent half. Harry 

Trebble served his backs well and Justin Marks played wonderfully well in the line out. 

Half-time: TOR II 0 – Somerton RFC 47 

TOR got the second half underway and tried their best to stamp their authority on a game that, in all fairness, was 

already lost, however, they continued to make a game of it which was very much to their credit. 

After just 3 minutes, Somerton extended their lead with a try from Justin Marks who was in support of a fabulous 

run in by Toby Pitman from the half-way line. A lovely off-load saw Marks go over for a well-deserved try and this 

was followed by a successful conversion by Phillips. 

A stream of tries followed from that point on with another from Luke Scott- Conway between the posts making 

this his hat-trick, a try by Dan Ruddle who ran in from half-way straight from the previous try restart then got a 

second in quick succession, a second for scrum half Harry Trebble, a try by replacement Harrison Cornish, a try 

by number 8, Jacob Ralph, and finally, a well-deserved try from front row forward, Dan Dury, who had an 

excellent all-round game. All tries were duly converted except one by Ollie Phillips. 
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This was a truly excellent performance by Somerton who dominated the game from start to finish and who gave 

their opponents no quarter in their quest to score points when it would have been easy to take their feet off the 

gas having established a healthy lead. Toby Pitman was justly awarded ‘Man of the Match’. 

All credit to TOR who never gave up and tried their best to make a game of it. However, the pressure Somerton 

applied was overwhelming and testament to the organisation, determination and fitness of their squad. This, 

along with the quality of leadership displayed on the pitch, meant that the outcome of this game was only going to 

go in one direction – Somerton’s! 

Well-done Somerton! 

Final score: TOR II 0 – Somerton 101 
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Saturday 4 November 2017 – Somerton RFC v Minehead Barbarians II 

Somerton RFC welcomed Minehead Barbarians II to their Gassons Lane ground on this fine Saturday afternoon 

with great expectations that they would put in a fine performance to end the game as deserved winners in this 

mid-table encounter. 

The game got off to a good start with both teams showing their intent with the early exchanges being well 

contested with little to choose between the two sides. It was Minehead who enjoyed greater territorial advantage 

during this period, however, when Somerton took the opportunity to press forward they really began to assert 

their authority as confidence levels began to rise. 

It was Somerton’s number 10, Matt Crunden, who took the initiative after 5 minutes with a break through the 

visitors defence, just inside the Minehead half, with a very powerful run gaining good ground. The ball came to 

ground and a scrum was awarded with a Somerton put in. From this scrum the Somerton number 8, Jake Ralph, 

collected the ball at the back of the scrum and ran in strongly, unopposed, to score the opening try. Ollie Phillips 

narrowly missed the conversion with the ball just deflecting off the left hand post. 

With Somerton’s spirits now rising, enjoying good possession and displaying excellent support play through the 

phases, it was Matt Crunden once again who took his chance to break through the fragile defence to score a 

well-deserved try between the posts after 8-minutes. Ollie Phillips put in a successful conversion kick to get the 

extras. 

For the next 5-minutes or so, it was Minehead who forced their way up-field and got themselves into some good 

scoring positions but the Somerton defence was fully tested and determined to keep them at bay. However, their 

efforts were rewarded with a try by their number 13 who was able to take advantage of an overlap and score out 

wide on the right. The conversion kick was missed. 

The next 10-minutes saw both teams throw everything they had at each other with no quarter given by either. 

Following some loose play just inside the Minehead half, it was wing forward Justin Marks, with a good pick up, 

who ran powerfully towards the visitors line and was able to off-load to winger, Liam Guest, in the tackle, who 

then ran in to score a fine try out wide to the right after 28-minutes of play. Ollie Phillips put in an excellent kick 

from a difficult position to get the extra points. 

The remaining period of the half saw Minehead press hard towards the Somerton line to no advantage, as the 

Somerton defence remained firm. 

This was a very enjoyable and entertaining first half which saw both teams play with great passion and 

commitment which was to their credit. Somerton prop forward, Dan Dury, had a very busy half making himself 

available as first receiver on a number of occasions making good ground. Jake Ralph was strong in every aspect 

of play at number 8 playing with great authority and had a commanding presence across the field of play. Matt 

Crunden and Joel Bland were instrumental in taking the initiative and breaking the defensive line from behind the 

set piece. 

Half time: Somerton RFC 19 – Minehead Barbarians II 5 

As the second half got underway, it was Somerton who looked, once again, determined and hungry to score. This 

opportunity came very early on when centre, Toby Pitman, gained possession on the half way line following a 

scrum. Pitman weaved his way up-field through the Minehead defence unopposed to score a wonderful try 

between the posts. Ollie Phillips duly kicked the conversion. 

Somerton now pressed hard and some desperate play by the visitors resulted in a series of infringements with a 

number of penalties awarded in Somerton’s favour. Following one such penalty, the ball found it’s way across the 

Somerton back’s line which led to the industrious Matt Crunden scoring his second try 11 minutes into the half. 

The conversion kick was missed. 
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The next phases of play saw Minehead regroup and put Somerton under pressure. Their reward came after 30 

minutes of play with an unconverted try following a rolling maul. 

Somerton were determined to finish well and put some good phases together during the closing stages of the 

game. It was Jake Ralph who showed the way again with his second try 5-minutes from the end of the half 

having enjoyed a wonderful all-round performance. Ollie Phillips successfully converted the conversion kick. 

Just before the game came to a close, Minehead found themselves in a good position just inside the Somerton 

22-metre line. A penalty was awarded following a home infringement and a quick tap penalty led to Minehead’s 

third try. The conversion kick was missed. 

This was a very entertaining game of rugby with both teams showing great endeavour and determined to give a 

good account of themselves. It was to Minehead’s credit that they never, at any stage, gave up and continued to 

forge ahead at every opportunity to create scoring chances. 

There were a number of notable performances from Somerton with the aforementioned players continuing to 

make their mark in the second half. It was, however, number 8, Jake Ralph, who was named as ‘man of the 

match’ following a wonderful display of power and intelligence. 

Well done to both teams! 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 38 – Minehead Barbarians II 15 
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Saturday 2 September 2017 – TOR II v Somerton RFC 

This was the opening match of the season and Somerton were determined to give a good account of themselves 

on this sunny September afternoon as they came up against their close neighbours, and rivals, TOR II. 

The Somerton squad of 22 looked focussed and determined as the pre-match warm-up session got under way 

and everyone looked eager to make their mark as kick-off time beckoned with all Somerton players keen to get 

the club off to a good start. 

Somerton got the game underway and pressed hard towards the TOR line with a number of very productive 

phases of play evidenced during the early exchanges which saw good periods of possession enjoyed by the 

visitors. 

Somerton maintained the pressure and were very much the dominant team in the first 10 minutes with ample 

chances created to take the lead, however, the TOR defence held firm. Somerton continued to put the home side 

under pressure for the next 10 minutes looking, at times, very frustrated not to have broken their opponents line. 

However, following a well-taken 5-metre lineout, which saw the ball cleanly delivered to the hands of scrum-half, 

Harry Trebble, the astute no 9 looked as though he was going to pass the ball out to his backs, however, he 

chose to go around the forwards up the narrow channel and make his way powerfully towards the TOR touch line 

blasting his way over the line for Somerton’s opening score out wide to the right with a well executed try. The 

conversion was just missed by Ollie Phillips as the ball hit the post and bounced off it in the wrong direction, but 

an excellent effort none-the-less. 

The next few minutes saw Somerton up their game as they showed great endeavour and intent to increase their 

lead. They were rewarded 5 minutes from their opening score with a fabulous try scored by winger Luke Scott-

Conway who soared away down the left wing to touch down following good handling by the Somerton back line. 

Ollie Phillips duly converted for the extra points. 

This second score appeared to be the breakthrough Somerton were looking for and an onslaught of tries followed 

from then on until the half-time whistle was blown which afforded TOR some respite. 

Tries came from Matthew Ruddle, Toby Pitman, Elliott Reed, with both Luke Scott-Conway and Toby Pitman 

getting their second scores. Ollie Phillips continued the good work with successful conversion kicks for each of 

the tries. 

This was an excellent all-round first half performance by Somerton with all players eager to contribute and make 

their mark. Front row forward Dan Dury was very involved in every phase and had an excellent half. Harry 

Trebble served his backs well and Justin Marks played wonderfully well in the line out. 

Half-time: TOR II 0 – Somerton RFC 47 

TOR got the second half underway and tried their best to stamp their authority on a game that, in all fairness, was 

already lost, however, they continued to make a game of it which was very much to their credit. 

After just 3 minutes, Somerton extended their lead with a try from Justin Marks who was in support of a fabulous 

run in by Toby Pitman from the half-way line. A lovely off-load saw Marks go over for a well-deserved try and this 

was followed by a successful conversion by Phillips. 

A stream of tries followed from that point on with another from Luke Scott- Conway between the posts making 

this his hat-trick, a try by Dan Ruddle who ran in from half-way straight from the previous try restart then got a 

second in quick succession, a second for scrum half Harry Trebble, a try by replacement Harrison Cornish, a try 

by number 8, Jacob Ralph, and finally, a well-deserved try from front row forward, Dan Dury, who had an 

excellent all-round game. All tries were duly converted except one by Ollie Phillips. 
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This was a truly excellent performance by Somerton who dominated the game from start to finish and who gave 

their opponents no quarter in their quest to score points when it would have been easy to take their feet off the 

gas having established a healthy lead. Toby Pitman was justly awarded ‘Man of the Match’. 

All credit to TOR who never gave up and tried their best to make a game of it. However, the pressure Somerton 

applied was overwhelming and testament to the organisation, determination and fitness of their squad. This, 

along with the quality of leadership displayed on the pitch, meant that the outcome of this game was only going to 

go in one direction – Somerton’s! 

Well-done Somerton! 

Final score: TOR II 0 – Somerton 101 
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Saturday 4 November 2017 – Somerton RFC v Minehead Barbarians II 

Somerton RFC welcomed Minehead Barbarians II to their Gassons Lane ground on this fine Saturday afternoon 

with great expectations that they would put in a fine performance to end the game as deserved winners in this 

mid-table encounter. 

The game got off to a good start with both teams showing their intent with the early exchanges being well 

contested with little to choose between the two sides. It was Minehead who enjoyed greater territorial advantage 

during this period, however, when Somerton took the opportunity to press forward they really began to assert 

their authority as confidence levels began to rise. 

It was Somerton’s number 10, Matt Crunden, who took the initiative after 5 minutes with a break through the 

visitors defence, just inside the Minehead half, with a very powerful run gaining good ground. The ball came to 

ground and a scrum was awarded with a Somerton put in. From this scrum the Somerton number 8, Jake Ralph, 

collected the ball at the back of the scrum and ran in strongly, unopposed, to score the opening try. Ollie Phillips 

narrowly missed the conversion with the ball just deflecting off the left hand post. 

With Somerton’s spirits now rising, enjoying good possession and displaying excellent support play through the 

phases, it was Matt Crunden once again who took his chance to break through the fragile defence to score a 

well-deserved try between the posts after 8-minutes. Ollie Phillips put in a successful conversion kick to get the 

extras. 

For the next 5-minutes or so, it was Minehead who forced their way up-field and got themselves into some good 

scoring positions but the Somerton defence was fully tested and determined to keep them at bay. However, their 

efforts were rewarded with a try by their number 13 who was able to take advantage of an overlap and score out 

wide on the right. The conversion kick was missed. 

The next 10-minutes saw both teams throw everything they had at each other with no quarter given by either. 

Following some loose play just inside the Minehead half, it was wing forward Justin Marks, with a good pick up, 

who ran powerfully towards the visitors line and was able to off-load to winger, Liam Guest, in the tackle, who 

then ran in to score a fine try out wide to the right after 28-minutes of play. Ollie Phillips put in an excellent kick 

from a difficult position to get the extra points. 

The remaining period of the half saw Minehead press hard towards the Somerton line to no advantage, as the 

Somerton defence remained firm. 

This was a very enjoyable and entertaining first half which saw both teams play with great passion and 

commitment which was to their credit. Somerton prop forward, Dan Dury, had a very busy half making himself 

available as first receiver on a number of occasions making good ground. Jake Ralph was strong in every aspect 

of play at number 8 playing with great authority and had a commanding presence across the field of play. Matt 

Crunden and Joel Bland were instrumental in taking the initiative and breaking the defensive line from behind the 

set piece. 

Half time: Somerton RFC 19 – Minehead Barbarians II 5 

As the second half got underway, it was Somerton who looked, once again, determined and hungry to score. This 

opportunity came very early on when centre, Toby Pitman, gained possession on the half way line following a 

scrum. Pitman weaved his way up-field through the Minehead defence unopposed to score a wonderful try 

between the posts. Ollie Phillips duly kicked the conversion. 

Somerton now pressed hard and some desperate play by the visitors resulted in a series of infringements with a 

number of penalties awarded in Somerton’s favour. Following one such penalty, the ball found it’s way across the 

Somerton back’s line which led to the industrious Matt Crunden scoring his second try 11 minutes into the half. 

The conversion kick was missed. 
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The next phases of play saw Minehead regroup and put Somerton under pressure. Their reward came after 30 

minutes of play with an unconverted try following a rolling maul. 

Somerton were determined to finish well and put some good phases together during the closing stages of the 

game. It was Jake Ralph who showed the way again with his second try 5-minutes from the end of the half 

having enjoyed a wonderful all-round performance. Ollie Phillips successfully converted the conversion kick. 

Just before the game came to a close, Minehead found themselves in a good position just inside the Somerton 

22-metre line. A penalty was awarded following a home infringement and a quick tap penalty led to Minehead’s 

third try. The conversion kick was missed. 

This was a very entertaining game of rugby with both teams showing great endeavour and determined to give a 

good account of themselves. It was to Minehead’s credit that they never, at any stage, gave up and continued to 

forge ahead at every opportunity to create scoring chances. 

There were a number of notable performances from Somerton with the aforementioned players continuing to 

make their mark in the second half. It was, however, number 8, Jake Ralph, who was named as ‘man of the 

match’ following a wonderful display of power and intelligence. 

Well done to both teams! 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 38 – Minehead Barbarians II 15 
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Saturday 11 November 2017 – Yeovil II v Somerton RFC 

Following last Saturday’s well deserved win against Minehead Barbarians II, Somerton had yet another mid-table 

encounter against their hosts, and close rivals, Yeovil II on this dark, damp afternoon with challenging conditions 

underfoot. 

Yeovil got the game underway and pressed hard towards the Somerton line testing the resilience of their 

opponents defence which held firm. This early pressure continued for the first 10-minutes or so with just one 

period where Somerton were able to take play into the Yeovil half. The breakthrough for Yeovil came on the 10-

minute mark following a penalty award, from a kickable position, just outside the Somerton 22-metre line to the 

right. The Yeovil number 12 looked confident as he took the kick and the ball sailed through the posts for the first 

score of the game. 

The next 15-minutes or so saw the tempo of the game increase with both teams being fully tested but with the 

best chances falling to Yeovil who had the benefit of a slight slope on the pitch to their advantage. However, it 

was a very dogged and determined effort by Somerton, with a fine defensive display, that kept the Yeovil lead to 

three points. 

On the half-hour, Yeovil were pushing forward with great intent putting the Somerton 15 under severe pressure 

around the Somerton 22-metre line. Whilst the Somerton defence continued to hold firm, a penalty was awarded 

for an infringement in a similar position as the earlier penalty. The Yeovil number 12 went through his kicking 

routine, but this time the ball went narrowly wide of the right hand post with a sigh of relief coming from the 

visitors ranks. 

Somerton continued to soak up the pressure and a further penalty award looked certain to add extra points to the 

Yeovil tally from a kickable position. However, the penalty was reversed and Somerton were able to clear their 

line upfield. Yeovil responded and play reverted deep in the Somerton half for the next few phases of play. A 

further penalty attempt was missed by Yeovil and this appeared to be the turning point for Somerton. 

The Somerton pack began to make a real impact with passion and determination very much in evidence as play 

moved upfield into the Yeovil half. A period of good possession and strong set-piece play saw the Somerton pack 

take the game to their hosts with increased confidence and belief. This turn around was very impressive and for 

the first time in the game saw Yeovil display a very real vulnerability to their game. The Somerton number 8, Jake 

Ralph, Lock forwards, Frey Keane and Matthew Beardshaw, along with wing forwards Dan Ruddle and Harrison 

Cornish were playing out of their skins and being ably led by skipper Gary Saunders whose experience in such 

encounters was a real asset and steadying influence. 

With the half drawing to a close, Somerton worked their way into a good position on the edge of the Yeovil 22-

metre line. A solid scrum led to Jake Ralph taking the ball forward and good support play saw Ollie Phillips put in 

an excellent pass to the dependent number 10, Matt Crunden, who ran in powerfully to touch down between the 

posts despite numerous attempts to bring him down. Ollie Phillips duly converted as the half-time whistle was 

blown. 

This was an amazing first half of rugby, despite the difficult, heavy ground conditions, with Yeovil throwing 

everything they had at Somerton who stayed calm, did the simple things right and kept to their game plan which 

allowed them to assert their authority on the game and take their chances when presented. 

Half-time: Yeovil II 3 – Somerton RFC 7 

The second half got underway with both teams competing with great passion and commitment with nothing really 

to choose between them. It was, however, Somerton who got themselves into the best chance to score as every 

player in the team really began to ‘step up to the plate’. Ollie Phillips put in an excellent penalty kick after 10-

minutes of play to increase Somerton’s lead. 
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Yeovil rallied and gained good ground into the Somerton half. Their efforts were rewarded with a try following a 

‘kick and chase’ which was duly converted by the Yeovil number 12 and saw the scores even 20-minutes into the 

half. 

Both teams continued to press hard at each other with no quarter given by either. After 25-minutes Somerton 

worked their way into a good position deep inside the Yeovil 22-metre line. A scrum resulted with a Yeovil put in. 

The Somerton forwards really showed their mettle with a great push forward to win the scrum leading to a clean 

pick up by number 8, Jake Ralph, who then ran in to score a well-deserved try. Ollie Phillips secured the extra 

points. 

As play resumed the game was held up for around 10 minutes due to an eye injury sustained by Somerton 

centre, Joel Bland. Fortunately, he was able to carry on playing. 

The game continued with great intensity and was made even more tense due to the sin-binning of a Somerton 

forward in the last quarter of the game. Somerton regrouped in preparation for the increased pressure Yeovil 

would, inevitably, force upon them. Sure enough, Yeovil pushed their way upfield into the Somerton 22. From a 

short throw to the front of the lineout, the Yeovil lock collected cleanly and ran in to score a well-worked try out 

wide on the left. The conversion kick was missed. 

The pressure being applied to Somerton now intensified being just 2 points in the lead. With 4-minutes to go, 

Somerton were now back to full strength with the sin-binning over and did well to finish the game as worthy 

winners. 

This was a terrific, nail-biting game of rugby which clearly displayed the true character in depth that is now an 

intrinsic part of the Somerton squad. Harrison Cornish was awarded ‘man of the match’ for his tireless and 

tenacious display. Every Somerton player involved should feel very proud! 

Final Score: Yeovil II 15 – Somerton RFC 17 
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Saturday 4 November 2017 – Somerton RFC v Minehead Barbarians II 

Somerton RFC welcomed Minehead Barbarians II to their Gassons Lane ground on this fine Saturday afternoon 

with great expectations that they would put in a fine performance to end the game as deserved winners in this 

mid-table encounter. 

The game got off to a good start with both teams showing their intent with the early exchanges being well 

contested with little to choose between the two sides. It was Minehead who enjoyed greater territorial advantage 

during this period, however, when Somerton took the opportunity to press forward they really began to assert 

their authority as confidence levels began to rise. 

It was Somerton’s number 10, Matt Crunden, who took the initiative after 5 minutes with a break through the 

visitors defence, just inside the Minehead half, with a very powerful run gaining good ground. The ball came to 

ground and a scrum was awarded with a Somerton put in. From this scrum the Somerton number 8, Jake Ralph, 

collected the ball at the back of the scrum and ran in strongly, unopposed, to score the opening try. Ollie Phillips 

narrowly missed the conversion with the ball just deflecting off the left hand post. 

With Somerton’s spirits now rising, enjoying good possession and displaying excellent support play through the 

phases, it was Matt Crunden once again who took his chance to break through the fragile defence to score a 

well-deserved try between the posts after 8-minutes. Ollie Phillips put in a successful conversion kick to get the 

extras. 

For the next 5-minutes or so, it was Minehead who forced their way up-field and got themselves into some good 

scoring positions but the Somerton defence was fully tested and determined to keep them at bay. However, their 

efforts were rewarded with a try by their number 13 who was able to take advantage of an overlap and score out 

wide on the right. The conversion kick was missed. 

The next 10-minutes saw both teams throw everything they had at each other with no quarter given by either. 

Following some loose play just inside the Minehead half, it was wing forward Justin Marks, with a good pick up, 

who ran powerfully towards the visitors line and was able to off-load to winger, Liam Guest, in the tackle, who 

then ran in to score a fine try out wide to the right after 28-minutes of play. Ollie Phillips put in an excellent kick 

from a difficult position to get the extra points. 

The remaining period of the half saw Minehead press hard towards the Somerton line to no advantage, as the 

Somerton defence remained firm. 

This was a very enjoyable and entertaining first half which saw both teams play with great passion and 

commitment which was to their credit. Somerton prop forward, Dan Dury, had a very busy half making himself 

available as first receiver on a number of occasions making good ground. Jake Ralph was strong in every aspect 

of play at number 8 playing with great authority and had a commanding presence across the field of play. Matt 

Crunden and Joel Bland were instrumental in taking the initiative and breaking the defensive line from behind the 

set piece. 

Half time: Somerton RFC 19 – Minehead Barbarians II 5 

As the second half got underway, it was Somerton who looked, once again, determined and hungry to score. This 

opportunity came very early on when centre, Toby Pitman, gained possession on the half way line following a 

scrum. Pitman weaved his way up-field through the Minehead defence unopposed to score a wonderful try 

between the posts. Ollie Phillips duly kicked the conversion. 

Somerton now pressed hard and some desperate play by the visitors resulted in a series of infringements with a 

number of penalties awarded in Somerton’s favour. Following one such penalty, the ball found it’s way across the 

Somerton back’s line which led to the industrious Matt Crunden scoring his second try 11 minutes into the half. 

The conversion kick was missed. 
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The next phases of play saw Minehead regroup and put Somerton under pressure. Their reward came after 30 

minutes of play with an unconverted try following a rolling maul. 

Somerton were determined to finish well and put some good phases together during the closing stages of the 

game. It was Jake Ralph who showed the way again with his second try 5-minutes from the end of the half 

having enjoyed a wonderful all-round performance. Ollie Phillips successfully converted the conversion kick. 

Just before the game came to a close, Minehead found themselves in a good position just inside the Somerton 

22-metre line. A penalty was awarded following a home infringement and a quick tap penalty led to Minehead’s 

third try. The conversion kick was missed. 

This was a very entertaining game of rugby with both teams showing great endeavour and determined to give a 

good account of themselves. It was to Minehead’s credit that they never, at any stage, gave up and continued to 

forge ahead at every opportunity to create scoring chances. 

There were a number of notable performances from Somerton with the aforementioned players continuing to 

make their mark in the second half. It was, however, number 8, Jake Ralph, who was named as ‘man of the 

match’ following a wonderful display of power and intelligence. 

Well done to both teams! 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 38 – Minehead Barbarians II 15 
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Saturday 2 September 2017 – TOR II v Somerton RFC 

This was the opening match of the season and Somerton were determined to give a good account of themselves 

on this sunny September afternoon as they came up against their close neighbours, and rivals, TOR II. 

The Somerton squad of 22 looked focussed and determined as the pre-match warm-up session got under way 

and everyone looked eager to make their mark as kick-off time beckoned with all Somerton players keen to get 

the club off to a good start. 

Somerton got the game underway and pressed hard towards the TOR line with a number of very productive 

phases of play evidenced during the early exchanges which saw good periods of possession enjoyed by the 

visitors. 

Somerton maintained the pressure and were very much the dominant team in the first 10 minutes with ample 

chances created to take the lead, however, the TOR defence held firm. Somerton continued to put the home side 

under pressure for the next 10 minutes looking, at times, very frustrated not to have broken their opponents line. 

However, following a well-taken 5-metre lineout, which saw the ball cleanly delivered to the hands of scrum-half, 

Harry Trebble, the astute no 9 looked as though he was going to pass the ball out to his backs, however, he 

chose to go around the forwards up the narrow channel and make his way powerfully towards the TOR touch line 

blasting his way over the line for Somerton’s opening score out wide to the right with a well executed try. The 

conversion was just missed by Ollie Phillips as the ball hit the post and bounced off it in the wrong direction, but 

an excellent effort none-the-less. 

The next few minutes saw Somerton up their game as they showed great endeavour and intent to increase their 

lead. They were rewarded 5 minutes from their opening score with a fabulous try scored by winger Luke Scott-

Conway who soared away down the left wing to touch down following good handling by the Somerton back line. 

Ollie Phillips duly converted for the extra points. 

This second score appeared to be the breakthrough Somerton were looking for and an onslaught of tries followed 

from then on until the half-time whistle was blown which afforded TOR some respite. 

Tries came from Matthew Ruddle, Toby Pitman, Elliott Reed, with both Luke Scott-Conway and Toby Pitman 

getting their second scores. Ollie Phillips continued the good work with successful conversion kicks for each of 

the tries. 

This was an excellent all-round first half performance by Somerton with all players eager to contribute and make 

their mark. Front row forward Dan Dury was very involved in every phase and had an excellent half. Harry 

Trebble served his backs well and Justin Marks played wonderfully well in the line out. 

Half-time: TOR II 0 – Somerton RFC 47 

TOR got the second half underway and tried their best to stamp their authority on a game that, in all fairness, was 

already lost, however, they continued to make a game of it which was very much to their credit. 

After just 3 minutes, Somerton extended their lead with a try from Justin Marks who was in support of a fabulous 

run in by Toby Pitman from the half-way line. A lovely off-load saw Marks go over for a well-deserved try and this 

was followed by a successful conversion by Phillips. 

A stream of tries followed from that point on with another from Luke Scott- Conway between the posts making 

this his hat-trick, a try by Dan Ruddle who ran in from half-way straight from the previous try restart then got a 

second in quick succession, a second for scrum half Harry Trebble, a try by replacement Harrison Cornish, a try 

by number 8, Jacob Ralph, and finally, a well-deserved try from front row forward, Dan Dury, who had an 

excellent all-round game. All tries were duly converted except one by Ollie Phillips. 
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This was a truly excellent performance by Somerton who dominated the game from start to finish and who gave 

their opponents no quarter in their quest to score points when it would have been easy to take their feet off the 

gas having established a healthy lead. Toby Pitman was justly awarded ‘Man of the Match’. 

All credit to TOR who never gave up and tried their best to make a game of it. However, the pressure Somerton 

applied was overwhelming and testament to the organisation, determination and fitness of their squad. This, 

along with the quality of leadership displayed on the pitch, meant that the outcome of this game was only going to 

go in one direction – Somerton’s! 

Well-done Somerton! 

Final score: TOR II 0 – Somerton 101 
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Somerton RFC does: ‘Strictly Come Dancing’ – Saturday 18 March 
2017 

 

A very memorable evening was enjoyed by the lucky 250 attendees who managed to get hold of a ticket last 

Saturday evening at Edgar Hall, Somerton as ‘Strictly Come Dancing’ arrived in town! 

This was the first time Somerton RFC had organised such an event and there is no doubt the event was an 

overwhelming success with everyone there enjoying a truly wonderful evening’s entertainment full of fun, 

spectacle and glamour.  

The event was run in conjunction with GingerFred Dance Studio, Langport, with tremendous help and support 

from, Louise Barrett, from GingerFred. Louise is a professional dance and theatre director who has spent over 18 

years in the performing arts industry as a teacher, choreographer and performer so the participants were in very 

safe hands. 

Six of our club members volunteered to take part in the competition and all were paired with a dance partner from 

GingerFred. Each of the players had no previous experience of dancing and had to put in many long hours of 

practice beforehand in the dance studio with lots of help and encouragement from their dancing partners and 

Louise. These fledgling dancing rugby players did themselves and their dancing partners proud with the high 

standard of performance delivered on the night and brought great credit to our club! 

The competitors were:  

Simon Rumbles and his partner Jennifer; 
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Dan Dury and his partner Katey; 

 

Richard Worsdale and his partner Lucy; 

 

Scott Godley and his partner Kim; 
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Tom Wills and his partner Katie, and, finally; 

 

Justin Marks and his partner Juliet. 
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 The judging panel was comprised of: 

 Stephen Benn, a local businessman and supporter of SRFC; two well known local people within the Langport 

and Somerton areas: Cara Naden and Mo Fletcher respectively and, finally, Robin Windsor, a British professional 

Latin and Ballroom dancer, best known for his appearances in, of course, the BBC television series ‘Strictly 

Come Dancing’! 

 

 The proceedings got underway with Louise Barrett and David Duthie doing a fabulous job as hosts providing 

great support to the dancers and keeping everything running smoothly in line with the event timetable. 

 The dancers did a 5-minute routine with a range of dance genres covered, each one executed brilliantly despite 

the nerves. The judges got into their stride providing a summary of the performances on display which greatly 

added to the enjoyment of the evening with their well delivered thoughts, wit and humour and, of course, the 

important scores. 

 The judges scores reflected the standard of the dancing on display with each score being very close. At the end, 

however, it was Justin and Juliet who topped the ‘Leader Board’ (with a 10 being awarded by Robin) but it was 

going to be down to the audience to decide who won the competition. 

 Before each pair returned to do a repeat performance there was a beautiful routine performed by a group of 

young dancers from GingerFred who finished their routine to tumultuous applause. The participants then went 

through their dance routines again allowing all spectators the opportunity to appraise their performance for a 

second time before making their minds up when it came to the vote. This was clearly not going to be an easy task 

with so little to choose between them! 

While the audience made up their minds, there was a second routine performed by other members of the dance 

studio, again, this was very well received by all present and testament to skill and dedication of the dancers 

involved. 

 The moment then arrived for the winning couple to be announced by our hosts. This was a very nervous time for 

everyone as each couple had performed so well. After a tense pause, David confirmed that very few votes 

separated the six couples! He then announced the winning couple as Club Captain, Tom Wills and his partner 

Katie. To rapturous applause, Tom and Katie were presented with their winner’s trophy and they performed their 

routine for the last time as competition champions. 

 This was a truly magnificent event that was extremely well organised and enjoyed by all. Huge thanks to all 

participants, the judges, Louise and David, GingerFred dance studio and all the sponsors of the event. Special 

thanks go to the main organiser, club Treasurer Paul Farmer – well done Paul! 
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 Finally, huge thanks and well done to our six club members who were truly magnificent on the night and whose 

efforts made this a very special occasion in what was, for them, unfamiliar territory! Please follow the link to our 

short video of the evening. 

Chris Palmer 

(Hon. Secretary Somerton RFC) 
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Saturday 11th February 2016 – Somerton RFC v Wiveliscombe II 

Somerton were hosts to Wiveliscombe II on this very cold but dry Saturday afternoon. This was a key fixture for 

both teams with Somerton positioned 8th in the league table and their opponents just one place below so there 

was everything to play for. 

Somerton got the game underway and quickly settled into their stride with some fast, furious and determined play 

making their intent clear to the visitors that they were going to put them under intense pressure. This pressure 

was rewarded with 3 excellent tries scored within the first 7 minutes with powerful centre, Dan Ruddle, getting a 

brace and winger, Richard Mounsey, getting the other. Ollie Phillips failed to kick just one of the conversions. 

Being 19 points down so early in the game had a significant impact on Wiveliscombe who did not appear able to 

get themselves in the right field position to take play into the Somerton half. It was all very disorganised and 

frantic at this stage and looking very unlikely that the response to the pressure being applied would ease. 

The onslaught continued with a hat trick of tries from prop, Dan Dury, and one from fellow forward, Mike 

Saunders. It looked very much like every Somerton player would, at some time, get on the score sheet with total 

domination of the half.  

Half time: Somerton RFC 50 – Wiveliscombe II 0 

As Wiveliscombe got the second half underway it soon became clear that the home side would be playing with 

the same degree of intensity as before. 6 tries were scored in this half (3 converted by Ollie Phillips) with Phil 

Waters, Ollie Phillips, Dave Richards (2), Dan Ruddle and Mike Saunders all contributing. 

Somerton maintained, and applied, intense pressure on their opponents throughout the game making it extremely 

difficult for their visitors to recover and respond. An excellent all-round performance by Somerton with the two 

‘Dan’s’ – Dan Ruddle and Dan Dury getting the highest individual tally of tries. 

Well done to Somerton, however, great credit goes to Wiveliscombe who, despite playing the majority of the 

game in their own half, did not at any stage give up! 

Full time: Somerton RFC 86 – Wiveliscombe II 0  
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Saturday 29th October 2016 – Somerton RFC v Yeovil II 

Somerton hosted their close rivals, Yeovil II, on this perfect afternoon for rugby at their Gassons Lane ground. 

Somerton got the game underway and the early play was both buoyant and full of intent by both sides who 

looked determined to stamp their authority on the game during these early exchanges. 

Somerton looked particularly good in the scrum, winning their own put-in just outside the Yeovil 22-metre line 

which led to number 10, Simon Rumbles, getting his foot to some loose ball which resulted in centre, Dan 

Ruddle, collecting and running in strongly to touch down between the Yeovil posts to give the hosts an early lead 

after just 4-minutes of play. Number 9, Ollie Phillips, put in a good conversion kick to extend Somerton’s lead to 7 

Points to nil. 

This early lead certainly inspired the Somerton 15 to press hard towards the Yeovil line with good possession 

being maintained and a strong run by back row forward, Mike Saunders, almost running through to score being 

thwarted by a desperate saving tackle. This period of pressure paid off for Somerton when a penalty was 

awarded just inside their visitors 10-metre line and Ollie Phillips put in an excellent kick to extend the Somerton 

lead to 10 points to nil after 6-minutes of play. 

It was now, however, that Yeovil appeared to improve their focus on the game and deliver a period of play with 

greater intensity putting their hosts under pressure. Their efforts were rewarded with a try between the Somerton 

posts after 10 minutes of play providing their outside half an easy conversion opportunity that was duly taken. 

This pattern of play continued with the hosts not getting their tackles in first time allowing their marauding visitors 

plenty of opportunity to touch down, however, some frantic tackling 5-metres from their own line allowed 

Somerton to prevent further scores. 

However, a kick and chase by the Yeovil number 11 was rewarded with a try to the right of the posts after 16-

minutes and a good conversion by the outside half took Yeovil’s tally to 14 points. 

The next passage of play saw Somerton get some good possession down field showing determined signs that 

they meant business. Their efforts were rewarded with a penalty just in front of the Yeovil posts which Ollie 

Phillips put over to bring Somerton 1 point behind their visitors after 20-minutes. 

Yeovil continued to push forward and enjoyed a series of productive phases in the Somerton half. However, a 

number of knock-on’s, and subsequent scrums, saw the Somerton pack deliver a series of really impressive 

scrum wins, pushing their opponents down field and delivering good ball to their backs to take play into the Yeovil 

half.  

With 10 minutes of the first half left, Somerton lost one of their players to the sin bin for a high tackle offence and 

this gave Yeovil the opportunity to apply pressure on the reduced Somerton numbers. A penalty opportunity was 

narrowly missed with the Yeovil number 10’s kick just clipping the right hand post but Yeovil were now in the 

ascendency with their hooker going over for a try just right of the posts in the last 5 minutes of the half. The 

conversion kick was missed. 

The half came to a close with Yeovil 6 points ahead, a half that was full of end-to-end rugby with both teams full 

of enterprise. But for a few missed tackles by Somerton it could easily have been a different story with sound 

performances by Ben Bartlett who constantly won clean line out ball and centre, Dan Ruddle, bursting through 

the opposing back line at every opportunity. 

Half-time: Somerton RFC 13 – Yeovil II 19 

As the second half got underway, the early phases were marked with a number of errors leading to subsequent 

scrums. This was a very impressive period for Somerton who’s pack powered their way forward and being 

awarded penalties as a result of the Yeovil pack offering no response to the onslaught they faced. 
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The outcome of one such scrum led to Dan Ruddle powering through to touch down between the posts 4-minutes 

into the half. Ollie Phillips duly converted taking the home team 1 point ahead. 

Somerton were now playing with enhanced confidence with Yeovil struggling to keep their hosts at bay, 

particularly the pack who were playing cohesively in the scrum with Yeovil unable to match the power on display. 

This pattern of play continued throughout the first quarter of the half with Yeovil having to clear their line on a 

number of occasions. It was during one of these phases that a Yeovil back attempted to kick for touch but the ball 

was deflected and fell nicely for Somerton’s number 10, Simon Rumbles, who collected cleanly and ran in 

unopposed to score a fine try. Ollie Phillips made no mistake with the conversion kick. 

With the home side now 8 points in front, it looked like it was game over, however, another Somerton forward 

found himself in the bin following a tackle and Somerton’s fortunes took a change as Yeovil capitalised on the 

numbers advantage. 

Yeovil continued to gain the ascendency with two tries being scored, one by their number 11, taking his tally to 

two, and one by the number 10. None of the tries were converted. When Somerton were back to 15, the team 

tried hard to get some good phases together with just a 2-point deficit in the score line, however, it was not to be 

with Yeovil keeping their composure and ending the game as winners. 

This was an excellent game of rugby played by two evenly matched teams in good spirits and was an 

entertaining game to watch. Ben Bartlett was named man of the match for Somerton. Well done to both teams! 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 27 – Yeovil II 29   
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Saturday 23rd April 2016 – Somerton RFC v Wells II 

Somerton hosted league leaders Wells II on this fine Saturday afternoon and were determined to give a good 

account of themselves to prove they were up to the challenge in what was always going to be a very well-

contested match. 

With the benefit of a large home crowd surrounding the pitch everyone waited in great anticipation for what 

promised to be a really entertaining, open game of flowing rugby in store. 

Simon Rumbles, the Somerton number 10, got the game underway with a  beautifully floated drop kick. During 

the early exchanges it was Somerton who appeared to be the more confident putting their visitors under 

tremendous pressure with some crunching tackles clearly demonstrating their intent. The Wells 15 looked at 

sixes and sevens after 5 minutes of play. It was as though they had not anticipated the quality of the opposition 

as Somerton dominated every phase of play. 

With the Somerton pack looking hungry for possession, they excelled in the scrum and the lineout, without doubt, 

looking the more organised. Likewise, the backs were keen to run at pace with ball in hand, particularly, centres, 

James Surmon and Joel Bland who were fierce in defence and powerful in attack. 

The breakthrough came after 7-minutes when lock, Frey Keane, collected the ball cleanly on the Wells 5-metre 

line from a well executed line out and drove forward at pace towards the line. A well timed off-load to fellow 

forward, Mike Saunders, resulted in Saunders cleverly touching down as he twisted and turned whilst going over 

the Wells line. The conversion kick was missed. 

After 15 minutes of play, Somerton dominated every phase of play leaving their visitors apparently at a loss as to 

how they could turn their game around whilst their hosts were showing their intent and endeavour at every 

opportunity. 

Somerton continued to press hard and after two penalties in quick succession, they kicked to the right corner and 

following a line-out, the resultant rolling maul saw powerful flanker, Luke de Silva, score a well-deserved try in the 

right hand corner after 20 minutes of play. The conversion kick was missed. 

It was now that Wells pressed hard and attacked the Somerton line with more intent. But for solid Somerton 

defence they would have scored but continued to occupy play around the Somerton 22-metre line. Following a 

well won 5-metre scrum by Wells, the ball was quickly moved along the line to their number 14 who ran in 

strongly to touch down, getting the first Wells points of the game. The conversion kick was missed. 

Despite the score, Somerton got back into their stride and reinstated their domination of the game following the 

restart. After some broken play, Luke de Silva collected the ball on the Wells 22-metre line and ran is strongly to 

score between the posts clearly demonstrating Somerton’s intent to give no quarter. Number 9, Ollie Phillips, got 

the extra points. 

The Wells 15 were reduced to 14 after their hooker was yellow carded after 37 minutes adding to the disarray 

they were experiencing. 

The first half came to a close with Wells looking shell-shocked and not too sure how they were going to get 

themselves back into the game. On the other hand, this was an absolutely amazing display by Somerton who 

were clearly up to the challenge they faced with lots of commitment, enterprise, terrific work rate and support 

play. Hooker, Gary Saunders, lock, Frey Keane, flanker, Luke de Silva, and centre, James Surmon, were all 

inspirational during this first 40 minutes with everyone looking forward to the next 40. 

Half-time: Somerton RFC 17 – Wells II 5 

Wells got the second half underway and Somerton cleared but the kicker was outside the 22-metre line so the 

subsequent lineout was where the ball was kicked. This put Wells in a very good attacking position and from the 
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lineout  the Wells number 7 ran in to score under the posts. The number 10 put in a good kick to gain the extra 

points. 

Wells continued to exert pressure on their hosts and it took Somerton some 15 minutes to work their way out of 

their own half. After a good passage of play, Somerton’s winger, Richard Mounsey, went over for a try left of the 

Wells posts after some good set piece play by the Somerton pack who gained the upper hand once again. The 

conversion kick was missed. 

Whilst it looked like Somerton had well and truly got back into their stride, the Wells 15 were able to hold their 

composure and their number 11 sprinted down the left touch line to run in just left of the posts uncontested 22 

minutes into the half. The conversion kick was missed. 

With just 5 points behind, Wells began to put some good passages of play together and concentrated their play in 

the Somerton 22-metre area. A well won scrum saw the ball move swiftly from 9 to 10 and the light of foot Wells 

number 10 broke the Somerton line to score between the posts bringing his side on level terms with Somerton at 

22 points each after 27 minutes of second half play. He then extended the lead to 2 points with a successful 

conversion kick. 

The remainder of the game saw Wells run in a further 3 tries with one successful conversion after applying 

continuous pressure to a weary looking Somerton who had given their all. 

This was a magnificent game of rugby with Somerton dominating the first half and Wells being the better side in 

the second half. Whilst the final score looked like it was a very easy win for Wells, this was certainty not the case 

with Somerton putting in a fine performance, easily the best first half of their season, with their eventual decline 

attributed to the loss of a number of key players through injury. However, it was the strength in depth and overall 

fitness that shone through for Wells that truly demonstrated why they were at the top of the table. 

An excellent game of rugby that was a joy to watch and testament to the commitment of both sides to 

demonstrate their capabilities to play fast, entertaining and exciting rugby. Well done to both teams! 

Final score: Somerton RFC 22 – Wells II 41 
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Saturday 9th April 2016 – Somerton RFC v Tor II 

Somerton welcomed local rivals Tor II to Gassons Lane on this very cold but sunny Saturday afternoon. With a 

good number of supporters lining the pitch, everyone was looking forward to a closely contested and entertaining 

game of rugby with no doubts about Tor’s intention to reverse the home defeat they suffered the last time the two 

sides met. 

Somerton’s number 10, Simon Rumbles, got the game underway with a nicely floated drop kick. The first 5-

minutes of play were buoyant with Somerton pressing hard and number 7, Luke de Silva, showing early signs of 

his capability to carry the ball powerfully at speed. Likewise, winger, Richard Maunsley looked set to score 

following a powerful run down the left wing and would have ran in for a fine try but for a foot into touch after 8-

minutes. 

So, it was a good start for Somerton who occupied the Tor half for most of the first 20 minutes of play but resolute 

defence by the visitors kept the home side at bay despite some very determined play by Somerton. 

However, during one of the rare moments that Tor advanced up-field during these early exchanges, it was a 

loose Somerton pass and interception by the Tor number 14 that saw him run in strongly and touch down 

between the Somerton posts making it easy for his number 10 to convert the try for the first points of the match 

much against the run of play. 

This score appeared to unsettle the Somerton game plan with a less fluid pattern emerging. On the other hand, 

Tor now began to get their act together with a more confident approach to their game. It was very much a case 

that Somerton were trying too hard at this stage to get back into the game and many simple aspects of their 

game were not going well with a number of missed tackles being evident allowing Tor’s confidence to increase 

even further. 

10 minutes after the Tor try, another loose pass was intercepted by their young number 10 who ran in from just 

inside the Somerton half to touch down, once again, between the Somerton posts making the conversion kick he 

faced a formality. 

Following the restart, Somerton displayed more cohesion and intent and engineered a good opportunity for 

themselves following a well-won scrum with  centre, Dan Ruddle, seizing the opportunity to weave through the 

Tor defence, from just inside the visitors half, and run in powerfully to score an impressive try just left of the Tor 

posts. Simon Rumbles narrowly missed the conversion kick, however, this was, hopefully, going to be the turning 

point for Somerton who were now showing signs of what they were capable of. 

The remainder of the half continued at a rapid pace with Somerton trying their best to break the Tor defence line. 

With just minutes of the half remaining, Dan Ruddle broke through once again with support on the outside but 

failed to make the final pass that would have almost certainly resulted in a second Somerton try. 

As the first half ended, it was a disappointing affair for Somerton who failed to capitalise on their ability to play 

open, entertaining rugby with a number of players in the team fully capable of turning the game around. 

Somerton put pressure on themselves as a result of too many missed tackles allowing Tor to take advantage of 

an array of basic errors. But for the fantastic work rate of veteran forward, Tony Lock, who appeared to be 

involved in every phase of play, it would have been an even bigger score deficit at the interval for the home side. 

Luke de Silva and full back, James Surmon, both displayed moments of magic with some fine carries and strong 

running up-field. 

Half-time: Somerton RFC 5 – Tor II 14 

Tor got the second half underway and the first 10-15 minutes looked more promising for Somerton with more 

fluidity to their game through the phases. However, Tor looked very determined and were giving nothing away.  
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If anyone was going to change Somerton’s fortunes it was full back, James Surmon, who was now beginning to 

show his running capabilities with ball in hand. One such example came following a clearance kick by the Tor full 

back who blasted the ball well into the Somerton half. Surmon collected the ball cleanly, got into his stride and 

raced up-field foiling a number of Tor attempts to bring him down. He kicked ahead and got himself into a good 

position at the resultant breakdown and the Tor defender was penalised for not releasing. This put Somerton into 

a very good scoring position just outside the Tor 5-metre line. The tap penalty was taken quickly and the ball 

swiftly moved along the Somerton line, however, the Tor defence held firm and the opportunity was missed. 

However, shortly after this phase of play, the Somerton full back found himself in an identical position, collecting 

the ball just inside his own half, and ran in powerfully to score between the posts leaving Simon Rumbles an easy 

conversion kick to bring Somerton back into the game just two points behind. 

Whilst Somerton’s confidence levels were rising their concentration lapsed over the next couple of minutes 

conceding a penalty some distance out but the Tor number 10 put in an excellent kick to increase the visitors 

lead to 5 points. 

Whilst this was a setback for Somerton, they kept their composure and Luke de Silva grasped the opportunity to 

show his intent by running into score a truly excellent try having collected the ball just inside his own half and 

speeding up-field with a number of solid hand-offs on his way to the line. Simon Rumbles narrowly missed the 

conversion kick. 

With the scores now even, Somerton began to take the opportunities presented in a more clinical fashion. A 

penalty award on the Tor 22-metre line saw the tap penalty quickly taken and the ball moved out left along the 

Somerton line. The ball ended up into the hands of powerful winger, Joel Bland, who weaved his way through the 

Tor defence to score a well-deserved try out wide on the left. The conversion kick was missed. 

With a 5-point lead, and the end of the game in sight, Somerton continued to press hard and replacement 

forward, Mike Saunders, ran in powerfully following some broken play to touch down between the posts with 

Simon Rumbles securing the extra points with the conversion kick. 

The game came to an end with Somerton clear winners, however, this was not an easy game by any stretch of 

the imagination with the Tor 15 giving a very good account of themselves throughout. It was only the last 15 

minutes or so that Somerton really settled into their stride and demonstrated what they were capable of 

achieving. 

There were notable performances from Luke de Silva, who had an excellent game, James Surmon and front row 

forward Gary Saunders, however, it was Tony Lock who was awarded ‘Man of the Match’ following a very 

tenacious and determined performance whose work rate never faltered from start to finish. 

Well done to both teams for a very entertaining and exciting game of rugby! 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 29 – Tor II 17 
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Saturday 19th March 2016 – Somerton RFC v Bridgwater & Albion III 

Somerton welcomed Bridgwater & Albion III to their Gassons Lane ground on this very dry but cold afternoon with 

everyone in attendance keen to see a very entertaining, well-contested game between these two, as previous 

history would dictate, evenly matched sides. It was Somerton who came away with the win last November 

earning a 1-point away victory (10 – 11) so the scene was set for both sides to give it their all! 

Bridgwater got the game underway but the early exchanges developed into a fairly scrappy affair with neither 

side settling into their rhythm leading to a number of basic handling errors. However, it was the visitors who put 

pressure on their hosts with Somerton pinned in their own half for much of the first quarter. 

The one thing that was working well for Somerton was their scrum and this was put to the test following good 

pressure being applied by Bridgwater who were closing in on the Somerton try-line at the 20-minute stage. A 5-

metre scrum was awarded with a Bridgwater put-in and an excellent drive by the Somerton pack saw the ball 

being won, impressively, by the Somerton 8 allowing a good kick into touch by centre, Matt Crunden, to negate, 

what was a very good scoring chance for Bridgwater. 

For the next 10-minutes or so, Somerton started playing with greater structure to their game and being more 

calculating in attack. After a period of good pressure, Somerton were rewarded with a penalty kick that was just 

outside the Bridgwater 22-metre line. It was well within the reach of scrum half, Ollie Phillips, but the reliable 

number 9’s kick narrowly missed securing the first points of the game. 

Somerton continued to exert pressure on their visitors and enjoyed several phases of quick ball and strong 

running with ball in hand towards the Bridgwater line with a good switch of direction following a scrum, 

comfortably won by Somerton, seeing full back, James Surmon, almost touching down in the left hand corner but 

for the good defensive efforts of his opposite number. 

Another penalty kick was narrowly missed by Ollie Phillips after 35 minutes which hit the left post leaving 

Somerton to press hard for the remainder of the half in search of a score. 

Overall, it was an untidy half with neither team able to stamp their mark on the game. Bridgwater displayed more 

authority in the first 20-minutes of play with Somerton finding themselves in the latter part. In fact, Somerton 

could easily have scored two or three tries had the ball been passed to outside support runners and the many 

basic errors made being brought to a halt. 

Centre’s, Joel Bland and Matt Crunden, displayed moments of flair running with ball in hand, with some very 

clever offloads by Bland. Winger, Richard Raunsley, also had some good runs and full-back, James Surmon, 

made good yards on many occasions. 

Half-time: Somerton RFC 0 – Bridgwater & Albion III 0 

Somerton got the second half underway but it was Bridgwater who looked sharper and were rewarded with a fine 

try 3-minutes into the half just right of the Somerton posts. The conversion kick was missed. 

A similar pattern continued reminiscent of the first half with neither team able to stamp their authority on the 

game, however, after 25 minutes it was Joel Bland who powered his way over the line to score a well-deserved 

try after a more determined period of play by Somerton. The conversion kick was missed. 

Some 10-minutes later it was Bridgwater’s turn to gain the ascendency as a series of quick passages of play put 

Somerton on the back foot. A try came after 36-minutes with a front-row forward breaching the home defence to 

take the lead. A fine conversion kick followed to gain the extra points. 

Somerton kept their composure and got back to applying pressure across the field. After some broken play, just 

inside the Somerton half, centre, Matt Crunden, collected the ball and sold a perfect dummy and then embarked 
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on a very fine run up-field, beating the full-back and touching down between the posts making it an easy kick for 

Phillips and levelling the scores. 

With just minutes left, Bridgwater rallied, however, the home defence held firm. This was a very evenly matched 

contest with the final score being 12 points each a fair reflection of the game with neither side being more 

significantly dominant than the other at any stage of the game. 

Joel Bland was awarded ‘Man of the Match’ for his consistent endeavour and intent and fully deserved this after a 

fine overall performance. 

Final score: Somerton RFC 12 – Bridgwater & Albion III 12 
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Saturday 12th March – Somerton RFC v Midsomer Norton 

Somerton travelled to Midsomer Norton on this fine, sunny, but cold, Saturday afternoon confident that their hosts 

would be keen to reverse the 50 – 0 defeat they experienced when they last played Somerton in November 2015 

at Gassons Lane. 

The Midsomer Norton number 10 got the game underway and it was the Somerton 15 who looked the more 

assured side, keeping possession and looking the more organised of the two during the early phases. This early 

pressure was rewarded after just 5-minutes of play with a good pick up and powerful run to the touch-line by 

Somerton’s industrious flanker, Luke De Sylva who put the ball down between the Norton posts. Scrum half, Ollie 

Phillips had an easy kick to gain the extra points. 

Norton rallied and put in some good phases of play themselves for the next 5-minutes or so with the ball held up 

over the Somerton line on one occasion. From the resulting 5-metre scrum, Somerton were able to clear their 

line, however, a good pick up by Norton’s number 8 saw the back-row forward cross the line for a well-deserved 

try after 10-minutes of play. The Norton number 10 was successful with the conversion kick to even the scores. 

The pattern continued with Norton playing more cohesively and winning a kickable penalty after 17 minutes, for 

not releasing the ball, and the trusty boot of number 10 made the ball sail between the Somerton posts. 

It was now Somerton’s turn to reverse their fortunes with some very polished periods of play with the forwards 

gaining momentum in the scrum and lineout and backs in close support taking play up-field. From a lineout on the 

Norton 5-metre line, the Somerton forwards headed towards the Norton line with a very well worked rolling maul. 

Captain, Dan Dury got himself into a good position but, unfortunately, knocked on before he could touch down.  

The pressure on the Norton defence intensified and powerful centre, Joel Bland, was unlucky not to score having 

taken the ball at place and being tackled just short of the line, with some desperate home defence needed to 

keep the marauding Somerton forwards at bay following the 5m scrum.  

Things were very much in Somerton’s favour for the next phases with forwards and backs combining well and 

quick ball coming from the breakdown. With all Somerton backs looking keen to run with ball in hand there was 

much for the Norton defence to deal with. The breakthrough came after 35-minutes of play when number 10, Matt 

Crunden, put in a fine kick to the right of the posts with Luke De Sylva in hot pursuit. The bounce was kind and 

De Sylva cleanly collected the ball on the second bounce and went over to score. Ollie Phillips narrowly missed 

the conversion kick. 

For the remainder of the game, Norton were on the front foot and but for a very sound defensive display by the 

visitors, Norton would have taken the lead at the interval, however, Somerton’s resolve remained firm and denied 

their opponents a further score. 

This was a very entertaining and well-contested first half with very little to choose between the two sides. Both 

played with commitment and endeavour and it was to both sides credit that they displayed a desire to play open, 

fluid rugby attempting to run with ball in hand rather than employ a kicking game. 

Flanker, Luke De Sylva, hooker, Gary Saunders and captain, Dan Dury were the outstanding forwards of the half 

for Somerton and the hunger of centre, Joel Bland, to receive the ball at pace and rely on his strength to take him 

over the gain line would, no doubt, be reinforced in the second half. 

Half-time: Midsomer Norton III 10 – Somerton RFC 12 

Somerton’s, Ollie Phillips, got the second half underway with a beautifully floated drop-kick which appeared to 

hang in the air allowing his forwards to get underneath it and put Norton under pressure from the restart. 

Somerton pressed hard up-field and were awarded a penalty kick within two minutes of the restart which Ollie 

Phillips successfully put through the posts. 
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Somerton’s confidence levels were now soaring with the forwards too much of a match for their counterparts in 

the scrum and the lineout. Both Luke De Sylva and Tristan Smith not only secured good lineout ball of their own, 

they also succeeded in spoiling the home team’s throw in on several occasions. 

After 15 minutes, the patience of powerful centre, Joel Bland, paid off as he took the ball at speed from a scrum, 

just inside the home half, and blasted his way up-field breaking many tackles and touched down just left of the 

posts for a very well deserved try. Ollie Phillips secured the conversion. 

A further 5-minutes of pressure saw Somerton secure a penalty just outside the Norton 22-metre line. Instead of 

attempting the kick at goal, the confident visitors kicked for touch. A well-won lineout and a text-book rolling maul 

followed leaving Skipper, Dan Dury, at the back of the maul with the fairly easy task of touching down. The 

conversion kick was narrowly missed. 

Two minutes later, Somerton collected the ball cleanly from a loose Norton kick just inside their own 22-metre line 

and after some good passing and support play, the ball went to Luke De Sylva who ran powerfully towards the 

Norton try line handing off several players en-route before touching down between the posts for a well-deserved 

try making it an easy kick for Ollie Phillips who made no mistake with the conversion. 

Once again, 25 minutes into the half, Norton rallied and their number 10 put in a fine kick across field to the right 

corner for his colleague wearing number 14 to chase. The winger collected the ball cleanly and ran in for a well-

worked try. The number 10 narrowly missed the conversion kick. 

The next 10 minutes saw both teams putting each other under pressure in equal measure until Somerton won 

their lineout from a good position and Skipper, Dan Dury, secured his brace of tries with Ollie Phillips converting. 

The game drew to a close with Somerton defending their line strongly keeping the home team at bay with some 

excellent, disciplined defence play. 

This proved to be a very entertaining game with both teams giving a good account of themselves with good vision 

and endeavour from Somerton allowing well-rehearsed moves to be employed with a large degree of success. 

The Somerton forwards were more than a good match for their counterparts and it was good to see the Somerton 

backs keen to get their hands on the ball and attack their opposite numbers with good attacking lines being taken 

giving their opposing line plenty to think about. 

Flanker, Luke De Sylva, Skipper, Dan Dury, Locks, Tristan Smith and Frey Keane can be very pleased with their 

performance whilst centre, Joel Bland, presented all sorts of problems for the Norton defence as he forced his 

way through the back line on many occasions, and number 10, Matt Crunden, did excellent work in defence. 

However, it was hooker, Gary Saunders, who was awarded ‘man of the match’ for his excellent work in the scrum 

and lineout and work rate throughout the 80 minutes. Well done Gary and well done to both teams! 

Final Score: Midsomer Norton III 15 – Somerton RFC 41 
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Saturday 20th February 2016 – Somerton RFC v Burnham-on-Sea II 

Somerton welcomed Burnham-on-Sea II to Gassons Lane on this very blustery Saturday afternoon and were 

keen to reverse their fortunes following the 36 – 0 win enjoyed by Burnham when these two teams last met in 

November last year.  

With both teams ready to give their all, after very focussed pre-match warm-up sessions, the game kicked off with 

Burnham settling into their play pattern with more intent than Somerton in the early exchanges. The early 

pressure exerted on the home 15 continued for the first 10 minutes of the match with Somerton unable to force 

play up-field into the Burnham half.  

Burnham’s reward came during this period of sustained attack with a penalty kick immediately in line with the 

posts just outside the Somerton 22 metre line. The Burnham number 10 stepped up to take the kick and his trusty 

left foot gained the first points of the match with a fine effort, aided by the wind, which comfortably sailed clean 

through the middle of the posts. 

This appeared to be the turning point for the home team with greater intent being shown during the next 

passages of play with good work by number 10, Dan Ruddle, who had several very strong runs with ball in hand 

gaining good ground. Likewise, full back, James Surmon, took every opportunity to take the game to Burnham 

with a series of confident attacking runs.  

It was the combination of an incisive Ruddle and Surmon run, with ball in hand up-field, that led to scrum half, 

Ollie Phillips, linking up and going over the line for an excellent try that got Somerton back in the game after 14 

minutes of play. Ollie Phillips put in a good kick to get the extra points. 

Despite being ahead, Somerton were unable to maintain the momentum they had created and Burnham were 

clearly keen to make their mark. After 20 minutes, Burnham were awarded a penalty just inside the Somerton 

half. The Burnham number 10 struck the ball well sending it soaring towards the Somerton posts, once again, on 

target for a well-deserved 3 points. 

Somerton now rallied and appeared to be on the ascendency. It was Dan Ruddle who took the initiative, once 

again, seizing an opportunity to find space in his own half and set off on a powerful counter-attacking run towards 

the Burnham line with flanker, Luke de Silva in close pursuit. Ruddle timed his off-load to perfection and de Silva 

was happy to do the rest with a solid run and touch down between the posts 28 minutes into the game. Ollie, 

Phillips made no mistake with the conversion kick. 

The pattern continued in Somerton’s favour with confidence levels rising and play across the field becoming more 

cohesive and organised. Within 4 minutes of the last score, Luke de Silva collected the ball just inside his own 

half following a penalty award and set off at pace towards the Burnham touch-line. His powerful run was 

unstoppable and he touched down out wide to the left. This was a more difficult conversion kick for Ollie Phillips, 

and despite a good effort, the kick was narrowly missed. 

Somerton continued to take the initiative and Dan Ruddle was proving to be a real threat to the visitors with a fine 

run towards the try-line being thwarted by a last-gasp tackle on the Burnham 5-metre line 5 minutes from the end 

of the half. 

Somerton maintained the pressure for the remainder of first half play with Burnham unable to stamp their 

authority on their buoyant hosts.  

Half-time: Somerton RFC 19 – Burnham-on-Sea II 6 

The second half got underway with Burnham playing with more cohesion and keeping possession. Within two 

minutes of the restart, they caught Somerton napping and ran in to score an easy, uncontested, try. The trusty 

boot of the number 10 failed on this occasion. 
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For the next 20 minutes, Somerton’s defence was tested to the full with Burnham clearly showing their intention 

to get a foothold on the game. But for some solid tackling and spoiling by Somerton, Burnham could easily have 

notched up more points following a series of close quarter penalty awards followed by driving mauls towards the 

Somerton line. Somerton did really well following a series of 5-metre scrums not to concede more points and their 

discipline and endeavour stood them in good stead. 

After 30 minutes of play, full back, James Surmon, reversed the pressure with another fine run up-field into the 

Burnham half. The referee penalised Burnham and from the resultant, quickly taken, tap penalty, the ball was 

taken into the Burnham 22 metre line by Dan Ruddle who then, beautifully, off-loaded to James Surmon who then 

in turn ran in powerfully to score a well-deserved try out wide to the right. The conversion kick was narrowly 

missed by Ollie Phillips.  

Shortly after the restart, a serious knee injury was sustained by a Somerton forward which required the 

attendance of an ambulance crew. The referee had no alternative to bring the game to a premature end.  

Whilst this was a sad end to a game that provided great entertainment for the many supporters attending, 

Somerton emerged as deserved winners of a closely contested match. Luke de Silva earned ‘man of the match’ 

with excellent performances from Dan Ruddle and James Surmon who were both dangerous and incisive runners 

with ball in hand and proved to be a real threat at every opportunity. 

Well done to both teams! 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 24 – Burnham-on-Sea II 11 
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Saturday 30th January 2016 – Somerton RFC v Martock – Eirian 
Williams Memorial Shield 

A good crowd of supporters assembled at Gassons Lane on this dry Saturday afternoon to witness the second 

‘Eirian Williams Memorial Shield’ game between Somerton RFC and close neighbours, and good friends of the 

club, Martock RFC. 

This annual game is played in memory of Somerton’s late President, Eirian Williams, who passed away 

unexpectedly in July 2014. Eirian made such a significant contribution throughout his long involvement with 

Somerton RFC, which goes back to when the club was formed in 1998, and this Memorial Shield fixture will 

provide an opportunity for all players and supporters of the club, past and present, to pay tribute to this 

remarkable club stalwart for many years to come! 

As players and supporters assembled on the half-way line before the kick off, there was a minutes silence and 

then Eirian’s wife, Tracey, got ready to release a ‘number 8’ balloon (Eirian’s playing position) as players chanted 

‘Eirian’ three times before the balloon was released. As the balloon soared skywards, everyone was left deep in 

thought, reflecting on the life of a great friend and supporter of Somerton RFC who will always be sorely missed. 

Eirian’s son, Neil, was ready to turn out in Somerton colours at some point in the game as he did last year. 

The game kicked off with both teams determined to make this game one to remember as a number of solid 

tackles were made with both sets of forwards keen to stamp their authority in the loose and the set piece during 

these early exchanges. 

It was the Somerton 15 who settled into their stride first and became dominant in all areas with a cohesive scrum 

and good lineout play from the forwards and the backs keen to run with ball in hand. 

Somerton’s reward for the early pressure exerted on their visitors came after 7 minutes when number 9, Ollie 

Phillips, touched down for a well-deserved try and got the extras himself with a fine conversion kick. 

After the restart, it was clear that Somerton were going to press hard and increase their tally with centre, Dan 

Ruddle keen to run straight, at pace, towards the Martock line. His efforts were rewarded after 15 minutes of play 

with a good try scored and Ollie Phillips made no mistake with the conversion kick. 

The pattern continued with Martock continuously under pressure but good defence thwarted further scores from 

their buoyant hosts. However, Somerton’s powerful winger, Joel Bland, scored after 32 minutes to add to his 

successful try scoring tally over the last few weeks. The trusty boot of Ollie Phillips gained the extra points as it 

began to look as though he could get the ball between the posts from any angle/distance! 

Ten minutes later, the reliable and industrious flanker, Luke de Silva, scored just before half-time with a well-

deserved try making this his fourth try in two games following his hat-trick of the previous week. Ollie Phillips put 

in another fine conversion kick. 

Half-time: Somerton RFC 28 – Martock RFC 0 

The second half got underway with the home side making a number of changes to the team which appeared to 

unsettle the cohesion that Somerton enjoyed in the first half. It was, therefore, Martock who were gaining in 

ascendancy with Somerton playing very little rugby outside of their own half! 

Martock put Somerton under increasing pressure and breached their host’s line 21 minutes into the half. The 

conversion kick was missed. 

This pattern continued with Somerton finding it difficult to get any momentum into their game. However, the 

breakthrough came after 30 minutes of play when number 10, Elliott Wilson-Chalon, gained possession just 

inside the Somerton half and sped away with great panache to score a well-deserved breakaway try against the 

run of play. Once again, Ollie Phillips put in a very confident kick to gain the extra points. 
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Somerton’s confidence now began to rise as they played with more conviction, playing with greater fluidity, up to 

the final whistle. 

This was an excellent game of rugby played in the right spirit with Somerton dominating the first half and Martock 

putting in a greatly improved performance in the second half. A game that Eirian Williams would have enjoyed 

very much. Well done to both sides and huge thanks to all those who supported it! 

As the time came for the presentation of the shield to the jubilant home side, Martock Chairman, Paul Bailes, 

presented the trophy to Somerton Club Chairman, Jerry Phillips, who was delighted to accept the trophy on 

behalf of the Somerton team. Jerry, along with Paul Bailes, addressed those assembled with some kind words 

and then both teams, coaching staff, supporters and sponsors applauded. Neil thanked all players and 

supporters and confirmed that it had been a very tough match! 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 35 – Martock RFC 5 
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Saturday 23rd January 2016 – Somerton RFC v Minehead Barbarians 
II 

After losing by 1 point to Morganians the previous Saturday, the Somerton squad were looking to put the 

disappointment experienced behind them and give a good account of themselves as they welcomed Minehead 

Barbarians II to their Gassons Lane ground. 

With pitch conditions generally good, but a little heavy underfoot, Somerton got the game underway as a good 

number of supporters lined the touchline in anticipation of an entertaining game of rugby. 

It was Somerton who got into the swing of things first putting their visitors under pressure during the early 

exchanges with Minehead finding it difficult to get any fluidity into their game. The Somerton backs looked eager 

to run with ball in hand and powerful winger, Joel Bland, looked sharp and was proving a handful for his 

opponents as he demonstrated his strength of running down the left hand channel narrowly missing out on an 

early score due to a foot in touch. 

After 7 minutes of play, the dynamic Somerton number 10, Rukudzo Gona, put in a good kick behind the 

Minehead back line and sped towards the ball that had fell just short of the Minehead posts. But for some 

desperate defence, the number 10 looked certain to collect the ball and score. However, with all play taking place 

in the Minehead half, it was only a matter of time before the Minehead defence was breached and this came after 

10 minutes when Joel Bland collected the ball cleanly on the visitor’s 22-metre line and ran in powerfully to touch 

down for an excellent, well-deserved try. Scrum half, Ollie Phillips put in a good conversion kick to get the extra 

points. 

From the re-start, Minehead were penalised for the ball falling short of the 10- metre line and from the resultant 

scrum on half-way, the ball was quickly delivered across the Somerton back line and centre, Dan Ruddle, ran in 

strongly to score a fine try just right of the Minehead posts. Again, Ollie Phillips made no mistake with the 

conversion kick. 

After 15 minutes, Joel Bland, looked like he was on his way to his second try, after quick ball from a scrum saw 

good handling along the Somerton back line, however, Bland failed to collect the slippery ball after he was clear 

to run in and score. 

Confidence levels amongst the Somerton 15 were now soaring and every player appeared to be hungry to make 

their mark on the game with good support play between forwards and backs making this a splendid team display. 

At the 20-minute mark, following a quick tap penalty, the Somerton backs were tearing through their opposite 

numbers and number 11, Dan Gleason, ran in powerfully to score a fine try which was, once again, beautifully 

converted by Ollie Phillips.  

The relentless pressure continued with the cohesive Somerton pack causing huge problems for Minehead in the 

scrum and winning good lineout ball ensuring the back line runners had plenty of good, clean ball. The front-row 

were playing extremely well with hooker, Drew Wright, playing determined rugby and making good ground with 

ball in hand. Lock, Frey Keane, was also having a very accomplished game demonstrating great industry around 

the field.  

After 30 minutes, tenacious flanker, Luke de Silva, broke through with ball in hand and completed his 

unstoppable drive towards the line by scoring a well-deserved try between the posts. Ollie Phillips made no 

mistake with the conversion. 

With the vast majority of the first half played in the visitors half, the first half came to a close following a text book 

rolling maul that was beautifully executed by the Somerton pack leading to scrum half, Ollie Phillips, increasing 

his points tally with the touch down out wide on the left. The conversion kick was missed. 
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This was an excellent, all-round first half performance by Somerton leaving Minehead struggling to find a way 

through the relentless pressure being applied throughout the half. 

Half-time: Somerton RFC 33 – Minehead II 0 

Minehead got the second half underway, with a number of Somerton replacements now on the field, all looking 

eager to make their contribution to the game. 

Within two-minutes of the restart, Luke de Silva, mirrored his earlier try with a powerful run, unopposed, touching 

down between the posts for an excellent try. Ollie Phillips got the extras. 

It was pretty much looking like the first half revisited with Somerton applying pressure in every department and all 

players hungry for the ball. Joel Bland got his second try after 8-minutes with an unstoppable run after collecting 

the ball at speed on the Minehead 22-metre line to score a well-deserved try out wide on the left. Ollie Phillips put 

in a fine conversion kick. 

After 17 minutes, number 10, Rukudzo Gona, kicked up field from half-way and raced forward looking certain to 

control the ball with his boot and touch down, however, in the scramble to defend, which was deemed to be foul 

play by the referee, he received a leg injury and had to be helped from the field. Tom Stanley came on as his 

replacement. From the resultant penalty, the Somerton pack pushed forward and were awarded a scrum on the 

5-metre line. From the scrum the ball moved out wide to the right and replacement centre, James Surmon, 

powered over for a well-deserved try. Ollie Phillips narrowly missed the conversion kick. 

Directly from the restart, replacement centre, Tom Jupp, collected the ball cleanly on his own 22-metre line and 

with a dazzling running display with ball in hand, ran towards the Minehead posts to touch down between them 

unopposed. Ollie Phillips got the extra points. 

Somerton number 2, Drew Wright, who had been working tirelessly the whole game, scored a well-deserved try 

after 28-minutes with Ollie Phillips converting. 

After a further 4-minutes of play, Tom Jupp, powered over again for his second try with Ollie Phillips adding to his 

tally. 2-minutes later, Luke de Silva, had secured his hat-trick of tries with another powerful display between the 

posts with Ollie Phillips converting. 

With the game drawing to a close, James Surmon, secured his brace of tries with an excellent run in out wide on 

the left with Ollie Phillips putting in a final excellent kick. 

This was a most excellent Somerton performance with all players making their mark on a game that presented 

their visitors huge problems from the outset. The high level of pressure imposed by this well-prepared, cohesive 

Somerton team was systematically cranked-up as each minute of play passed due to the home side’s desire to 

show all those watching what they were capable of. Somerton’s man-of-match was Frey Keane who can be very 

proud of his overall performance.  

It was to Minehead’s credit that they never gave up and continued to make a game of it. Well done to both teams! 

Final score: Somerton RFC 87 – Minehead Barbarians II 0 
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Saturday 10th January 2016 – Somerton RFC v Frome III 

Somerton welcomed Frome III to Gassons Lane for the first home fixture of 2016 on this very wet and blustery 

Saturday afternoon. The general playing conditions can be best described as ‘miserable’ and any potential for a 

flowing open game of running rugby looked unlikely as a consequence. 

Somerton got the game underway as both sides became accustomed to a very slippery ball and ground 

conditions making running with ball in hand very tricky to say the least. 

Despite this, both teams tried their best to put some good passages of play together and the Somerton backs, in 

particular, made good ground up-field with some excellent handling, and notable runs, from centre, Dan Ruddle, 

and full-back James Balai both of whom were determined not to let the conditions deter their quest to take the 

game to their opponents. 

The set piece play from both teams was solid with both packs appearing to be evenly matched. After 15 minutes 

of play the game was concentrated in the Frome half between the half-way line and their 22-metre line with little 

progress being made to relieve the pressure being applied by a more determined looking Somerton 15. 

After a few missed Somerton scoring opportunities, due to the conditions, it was powerful winger, Joel Bland, who 

was on the end of a series of excellent passes following a good Somerton scrum out left, who went over to touch 

down in the right hand corner after 20 minutes of play for a well-deserved try. The conversion kick was missed. 

The remainder of the half continued to present both sides with huge challenges to get any fluidity into their game 

as playing conditions deteriorated, however both can be pleased with the effort and endeavour they put into their 

first half play with very little to choose between the sides despite Somerton’s lead. 

Half-time: Somerton RFC 5 – Frome III 0 

The second half got underway with the status quo prevailing for the first 10 minutes. Frome then appeared to rally 

and it was Somerton who were playing in their own half with some strong defence needed to thwart the Frome 

attack down the right hand channel. The home side remained calm and handled the threat faced very well 

clearing their line on a number of occasions and still looking to run with ball in hand up-field. 

Somerton pressed hard and enjoyed a good passage of play in the Frome half during the last quarter of the game 

with some good scoring opportunities, particularly following a penalty awarded on the Frome 5-metre line. The 

forwards pushed hard for the line but good Frome defence kept them at bay. 

Somerton winger, Joel Bland, continued his hunger for the ball and engineered some good positions to receive 

the ball at pace. He made good ground every time he received the ball and, again, these would have proven 

fruitful but for the conditions that prevailed. Likewise, Dan Ruddle was determined to run straight and fast and he 

also had a huge influence on the game. It was a hard slog for the forwards but the Somerton pack can be 

pleased with the way they performed, particularly with respect to the support play they provided each other. 

The game drew to a close with both sides pleased, no doubt, that a hot shower awaited them, however, both 

sides can be justifiably proud of their overall performance and great credit to them for their attempts to make this 

as entertaining as they could despite the very testing weather conditions that prevailed. 

Final score: Somerton RFC 5 – Frome III 0 
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Press Statement Regarding Mike Fullegar 

Following the recent court appearance of Mike Fullegar, please find attached a statement drawn up my the club’s 

Management Committee. Further updates will be given in due course 

Press Statement Regarding Mike Fullegar 

  

https://www.somertonrfc.co.uk/2016/01/06/press-statement-regarding-mike-fullegar/srfc-mf-media-rel-3/
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Saturday 5th December 2015 – Somerton RFC v Hornets III 

Somerton welcomed league leaders Hornets III to their Gassons Lane ground on what was a very blustery 

Saturday afternoon that was sure to make conditions difficult when kicking for goal and delivering good line-out 

ball. 

Somerton got the game underway and both teams set off at a furious pace but it was Hornets who appeared to 

be the more assertive in the early exchanges with Somerton having to demonstrate their defence was up to the 

task.  

After 5 minutes of play, Hornets pressed hard and breached the Somerton line and looked certain to score, 

however, the final pass was knocked on. Immediately following this early pressure, a well-won 5-metre scrum 

saw a powerful forward surge end in the ball being held up by the tenacious home defence. 

Hornets continued to keep Somerton in their own half with play being concentrated on the home 22-metre line. 

Hornets’ marauding pack got good momentum and powered over to score following a well organised rolling maul 

after 15 minutes of play. With a very strong crosswind to cope with the Hornets number 13 put in an excellent 

conversion kick that was perfection personified as the wind took hold and sent the ball soaring between the posts 

to secure the extra points. 

Somerton rallied and gained good ground up-field into the Hornets half and it was now the visitors who were on 

the back foot keeping their buoyant hosts at bay. Somerton, looking evermore confident now gained a penalty 

within kicking distance of the Somerton number 9, Ollie Phillips, who made no mistake with a fine kick after 17 

minutes. 

Both teams now appeared to be evenly matched with no quarter being given by either for the next 10 minutes or 

so, however, resilient defence play denied further scoring opportunities for both teams. Determined play from 

Somerton centre, Dan Ruddle, kept the opposing backs from breaking through on a number of occasions and 

Somerton’s number 7, Luke de Silva, was playing out of his skin with a series of robust tackles and gaining good 

ground going forward. 

Despite this good work by Somerton, the elusive Hornets number 13 ran in strongly with 5 minutes remaining to 

touch down out wide to the right for a well-deserved try and gained the extras with yet another fine conversion 

kick under very difficult windy conditions. 

The remainder of the half saw Somerton gaining ground, once again, but  Hornets were determined to counter all 

efforts to breach their line with some very resilient defence for the remainder of the half. 

This was a very entertaining, well-contested first half with the more experienced Hornets team maintaining the 

lions share of territory and control of the game. However, it is very much to the younger Somerton team that they 

gave a very good account of themselves under pressure and were not going to make it easy for their opponents. 

The forwards played well and full-back, James Ballai, looked very confident with ball in hand and made some 

very good runs gaining good ground in the Hornets half. Likewise, hooker, Gary Saunders, had a very industrious 

half getting involved all over the field. 

Half-time: Somerton 3 – Hornets III 14 

Hornets got the second half underway and continued to apply pressure in the Somerton half, keeping Somerton 

on the back foot. This pressure continued despite Somerton’s best efforts to clear their line and it appeared 

inevitable that the lead Hornets enjoyed would increase. This came 4 minutes into the half when a 5-metre scrum 

was won by their powerful pack which saw the ball cleanly handled along the back line resulting in the Hornets 

number 10 touching down out wide to the right. On this occasion, however, the trusted boot of their number 13 

could not combat the gusty conditions.  
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Somerton’s fortunes now looked set to change as they entered a period of cohesive play looking determined to 

turn the tide. After pressing hard, and giving Hornets plenty to think about, they were rewarded with a penalty on 

the Hornets 22-metre line. Ollie Phillips judged the kick well and doubled Somerton’s score with a fine kick after 

16 minutes. 

With confidence levels now increasing, Somerton really took the game to Hornets and it looked like a score was 

inevitable as they chased the game. But for the strong Hornets defence, this could have been achieved on a 

number of occasions. Somerton, to their credit, didn’t panic and kept to their game plan. Their reward came when 

the powerful Luke de Silva powered over the line for a well-deserved try 28 minutes into the half. The conversion 

kick was missed. 

With the game nearing its close, Somerton’s ascendency was not in doubt and it was fitting that centre, Dan 

Ruddle, ran in strongly to score a fine try with Ollie Phillips gaining the extra points with Hornets just one point 

ahead. 

Somerton did their best to maintain the momentum they had established, however, the experience of the league 

leaders saw them contain the very real threat they faced and went on to secure the win they needed to maintain 

their unbeaten record to date. 

This was a very closely contested, intense game played in good spirits which either side could have won. Huge 

credit to both sides for the entertainment they provided in a game that never failed to maintain the attention of all 

those fortunate enough to be watching it! 

Final score: Somerton RFC 18 – Hornets III 19 
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Saturday 14th November 2015 – Somerton RFC v Burnham-on-Sea 

Burnham got the game underway on this grey Saturday afternoon with ground conditions wet making for difficult 

handling.  

The visitors were kept in their own half for the first 10 minutes as Burnham took the early initiative. The Somerton 

number 10, Rukudzo Gona, eased the pressure with a long kick up-field with the back line chasing in pursuit. The 

ball was collected cleanly and brought back into the Somerton half and after some broken play, a Burnham back 

seized the opportunity to run in for a try just right of the posts after 11 minutes of play. The number 9 put in a 

good conversion kick to gain the extra points. 

Somerton rallied and enjoyed some good passages of play for the next 10 minutes or so giving a good account of 

themselves. However, Burnham were quicker to react in the loose and their turnover count was rising. 

At the 30-minute mark, a penalty was awarded to Burnham just outside the Somerton 22m line and their quick-

thinking number 9 took a quick tap-penalty and ran in clear to touch down just left of the posts and then 

proceeded to put in a successful conversion kick.  

For the remainder of the half, the pattern continued with Somerton under pressure having to defend their line on 

a number of occasions. However, they did enjoy some good periods of play with some exciting running and quick 

hands with forwards and backs combining well. Centre, Matt Crunden, was solid in defence putting in a number 

of good tackles and prop Richard Worsdale put in a spirited performance. Somerton’s scrum held firm but the 

lineout play was not as polished. In the last minute of the half, Burnham’s number 12 was yellow carded for foul 

play. 

Half-time: Burnham II 14 – Somerton RFC 0 

Despite Burnham being reduced in numbers, they continued to hold their own against a more determined 

Somerton 15 who were keen to take the game to their hosts in the opening exchanges. It was, however, 

Burnham who went further into the lead after 7-minutes following a rolling maul with a try being scored out wide 

on the left. The conversion was missed. 

Somerton rallied, once again and wing, Tom Carter, put in a determined run following a Somerton turnover 

gaining good ground only to be stopped on the Burnham 22m line. This period of confident play by Somerton was 

halted when Burnham pressed hard up-field, once again, with several attempts at breaching the Somerton line 

and a series of 5-metre scrums. They were rewarded after 20 minutes of play with an unconverted try by number 

14. 

This was a good phase for Burnham and number 14 scored again 5 minutes later for another unconverted try out 

wide on the right. The pressure continued with Somerton finding it difficult to take play up-field and their line was 

breached 5 minutes from full time with the number 9 putting in a successful conversion kick. 

A well-deserved win by Burnham with the game played in good spirits. Credit must go to Somerton for not giving 

up and despite the heavy loss suffered, they did put together some good phases of play that clearly 

demonstrated their intent to make a game of it! 

  

Full-time: Burnham II 36 – Somerton RFC 0 
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Saturday 7th November 2015 – Somerton RFC v Cheddar Valley 

Somerton welcomed Cheddar Valley to their Gassons Lane ground on this bright and sunny Saturday afternoon 

despite wet ground conditions prevailing due to the morning rain experienced. 

Before the game kicked off, as this was remembrance weekend, all players lined up together with the referee for 

one minutes silence as a mark of respect for the sacrifices made by our service men and women over the years. 

The game kicked off with Somerton having to defend vigorously for the first 5-minutes or so as Cheddar applied 

pressure with the home side having to clear their line hurriedly in these early exchanges. The pressure was 

continued  and Somerton were penalised for an infringement between their 22m line and half-way. The visitors 

decided to kick for goal and their efforts were rewarded with a 3-point lead following a good strike by their number 

15.   

The game restarted at a furious pace with both sides appearing to be evenly matched for the next 15 minutes or 

so with neither being able to complete a prolonged passage of play as a result of a number of handling errors 

being made and broken play becoming very much the order of the day. 

The adventurous Somerton full-back, James Ballai made some good breaks up the line with his efforts to break 

clear thwarted at the last moment and he continued to be Somerton’s main threat with ball in hand at this stage of 

the game. The only other opportunity came after 17 minutes with a failed penalty kick taken by the Somerton 

number 9, Ollie Phillips. 

Cheddar went further ahead after 26 minutes when their powerful centre (wearing 18) went over for a fine try in 

the right hand corner. The full-back was unable to put in a successful conversion kick. 

Immediately following the restart, Somerton’s light of foot number 10, Rukudzo Gona, picked up the ball following 

a careless Cheddar pass and weaved his way up-field to touch down between the posts. This was an easy 

conversion for number 9, Ollie Phillips, who made no mistake. 

As their confidence increased, Somerton now took control of the game. This period of ascendancy should have 

provided a well-deserved scoring opportunity if a final pass had been collected cleanly following a quick tap 

penalty taken by number 4, Tom Wills. This followed a good phase of strong running with ball in hand only to be 

compromised by the last receiver who was clear to run in.  

However, soon after, Somerton’s centre, Dan Gleeson, ran in powerfully to touch down just right of the posts 

following good possession from a successful scrum with 5 minutes of the half remaining. Ollie Phillips 

successfully gained the extra points with a good conversion kick. 

Just 3 minutes after his previous score, Dan Gleeson, once again, ran in strongly for a well-deserved try following 

a Somerton scrum that was won just inside the Cheddar half with the ball passed to the trusty hands of Gleeson 

who did the rest. The conversion kick was missed. 

The next passage of play saw the first half reach its conclusion. Full back James Ballai, winger, Tom Carter and 

flanker, Tom Wills were the notable performers for Somerton during this half. 

Half-time: Somerton RFC 19 – Cheddar Valley 8 

Within minutes of the second half getting underway, Somerton’s number 10, Gona, picked up the ball from a 

phase of scrappy play and ran in strongly to touch down between the posts. Number 14, Tom Stanley, was 

successful with the conversion kick. 

Whilst it looked like Somerton were going to continue their run of scores, it was Cheddar who scored next with 

their strong centre running in to score just right of the Somerton posts after 6 minutes as the hosts concentration 

lapsed. The Cheddar number 15 put in a successful conversion kick. 
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It was now Cheddar who appeared to be gaining confidence with a fight-back that kept Somerton defending for 

the next passage of play. The pressure intensified and the hosts defence looked fragile after another try was 

scored at the 12 minute mark following a powerful run in. Number 15 got the extras. 

This pattern continued with Somerton failing to regain their composure and Cheddar went one point in the lead 

after a further try and conversion on 17 minutes. 

Somerton’s resolve now kicked in and it was down to their illustrious number 10, Gona, once again, to ease the 

pressure with yet another opportune pick up that saw him speeding in to touch down between the Cheddar posts 

with 15 minutes of the game remaining. Tom Stanley eased the pressure further with a successful conversion 

kick. 

For the remainder of the game, Cheddar pressed hard, however, the Somerton defence held firm. Several 

ambitious penalty kicks were attempted by Tom Stanley who had the range but not the direction, but Gona 

succeeded with a long range kick that looked like it was never going to drop out of the sky with just 2 minutes of 

the half left. 

This was a very entertaining, closely fought, evenly matched game that delivered bucket loads of excitement and 

some excellent scores. Well done to both teams. 

Final Score: Somerton 36 – Cheddar Valley 27 
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Saturday 26th September 2015 – Somerton RFC v Morganians 

With perfect ground and weather conditions, the game between these close rivals got underway at a frantic pace 

with both teams keen to show each other what they were capable of. 

The early exchanges were well contested with both sides giving no quarter. Morganians looked like a well-drilled, 

organised unit and began to show their intent by advancing up towards the Somerton line. After 4-minutes the 

Morganians number 4 powered over the line to make the first score. The number 10 put in a solid kick to earn the 

extra points. 

The pressure continued with Morganians playing confidently with some good running phases with ball in hand. 

After 7-minutes the powerful visitors pack drove strongly towards the Somerton line, however, their efforts were 

thwarted by the Somerton number 8, Dave Richards, who ripped the ball out and was awarded a penalty 

following a high tackle. Somerton were able to move the ball up field, providing temporary respite from the early 

pressure, however, found themselves facing a further onslaught having to defend their line resulting in the 

Morganians number 10 powering over the line to touch down between the posts after 11-minutes of play. He then 

easily converted his own try. 

The next 24-minutes saw Morganians dominate with a further 3 tries scored with two successful conversion kicks. 

Somerton’s only response was a successful penalty kick by number 9, Ollie Phillips and the game was delayed 

for a while due to a head injury sustained by a Somerton centre. 

Whilst there were spirited performances by Somerton’s lock, Frey Keane, number 8, Dave Richards, and centre, 

James Surmon, there was little Somerton could do to halt Morganians dominance of the first half and the 

excellent kicking of their number 10 ensured maximum points from each try scored was likely to result. 

Half-time: Somerton RFC  3 – Morganians 33 

Morganians appeared determined to start he second half as they finished the first and imposed the same degree 

of pressure on their hosts with a try being scored 4-minutes into the half just right of the post which the reliable 

number 10 put safely through the posts extending his personal tally. 

For the next few phases of play, Somerton gained momentum with centre James Surmon running strongly 

towards the Morganians line only to be brought down short of the line on two occasions with no support being 

available to reset the attack. 

After 25 minutes of play, Morganians got back into their stride with another score following a quick line-out which 

saw their number 7 touch down. The extra points were, once again, secured by their reliable number 10. 

The tries would have kept coming had it not been for the very brave Somerton full back, Jamie Ballai, who 

prevented a number of certain tries being scored with his excellent tackling as the last man to beat. 

The Morganians number 10 crashed over again after 30-minutes and converted his own try. Somerton were 

down to 14 players for the last 5-minutes after losing their captain, Dan Dury, to injury and the scrums being 

uncontested for the remainder of the game as a result. This period did, however, produce a further two tries for 

the rampant Morganians, one of which was converted. 

Whilst this was a very disappointing result for the home side, it has to be acknowledged that they were up against 

a very determined, confident and powerful Morganians team who took their opportunities in a very clinical fashion 

and were relentless in the pressure they exerted. It is, however, to Somerton’s credit that they never gave up and 

produced some notable individual performances from Dave Richards, James Surmon and Jamie Ballai. Well 

done to both teams! 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 3 – Morganians 66 
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Saturday 12th September – Somerton RFC v Wiveliscombe II 

Saturday 12 September 2015 – Somerton RFC v Wiveliscombe II’s  

Somerton welcomed Wiveliscombe II’s to their Gassons Lane ground on a beautiful Saturday afternoon 

presenting perfect conditions for the hosts to get their first home game of the season off to a flying start. 

It was indeed a very positive start by Somerton who seemed eager to get points on the board as they put 

Wiveliscombe under pressure in the early exchanges with a strong scrum and quick to the ball in the loose. 

Number 10, Matt Crunden, looked authoritative and keen to run with ball in hand and his control of the game kept 

the visitors pinned in their own half for the first 5-6 minutes of play. 

However, much against the run of play it was Wiveliscombe who got points on the board first after 7 minutes 

following a kick and run which their right wing collected cleanly and sped past the Somerton defence to touch 

down in the right hand corner. The Wiveliscombe number 10 put in a good conversion kick to get the extra points. 

Somerton, to their credit, remained composed and continued to put the pressure on, particularly in the scrum 

which was gaining the upper hand and showing its intent as a strong and cohesive unit. This hard work was 

rewarded as the visitors failed time and time again to deliver clean line-out ball with Somerton choosing the 

scrum rather than lineout to punish Wiveliscombe and take Somerton up field providing good ball for the backs 

who had already shown their willingness to run with ball in hand causing problems for their opposite numbers 

only being denied a score by sound defence. 

Somerton lock, Frey Keane and number 8, Tom Wills, carried well gaining valuable ground as Somerton’s 

confidence across the field shone through. 

However, the hosts had to wait until 24 minutes of play to make the breakthrough they deserved with Matt 

Crunden receiving cleanly from a strong scrum, serving a good dummy and running strongly towards the posts to 

touch down for a well-deserved try. The Somerton 10 then converted his own try. 

Wiveliscombe were then penalised from the restart due to a number of players being off-side and from the 

ensuing scrum, good quick ball saw the Somerton backs running strongly up-field and powerful centre, James 

Surmon, could not be stopped as he touched down for a fine try after 27 minutes of play. Matt Crunden put in a 

successful conversion kick. 

Again, Wiveliscombe struggled with the restart being penalised for players deemed to be off-side allowing 

Somerton to play in the visitors half for the next five minutes or so. After 33 minutes Tom Wills looked set to 

power over for the third try but was held up, however, the pressure continued and within 2 minutes, hooker, 

Nathan Boyle, went over for a well-deserved try following a 5-metre scrum, with Matt Crunden getting the extra 2 

points with the conversion kick. 

From the restart, Wiveliscombe remained on-side, however, the kick went straight to touch, so, once again, 

Somerton won the scrum from the centre field position and a good run by centre, Dave Richards, saw Lewis 

Baines going over in the left hand corner just before half-time. Number 9, Ollie Phillips narrowly missed the 

conversion kick. 

Half-time: Somerton RFC 26 – Wiveliscombe II’s 7 

Wiveliscombe appeared to up their game as the second-half got underway with some very determined play which 

caught Somerton off-guard as their full-back ran in strongly to score in the left hand corner following clean ball 

from a scrum just inside the Somerton half. The Wiveliscombe number 10 failed with the conversion kick. 

Wiveliscombe continued to exert pressure but the Somerton defence remained resolute. 
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15 minutes into the half saw Wiveliscombe down to 14 players due to a yellow card being awarded due to a high 

tackle, however, Somerton were unable to capitalise on their numbers advantage. 

It was when Wiveliscombe were back to full strength that Somerton came to life with full-back James Ballai, 

running strongly down the right wing to touch down out wide for one of the tries of the match after 25 minutes of 

second-half play. The conversion kick was missed. 

From the restart, the ball was collected cleanly by the Somerton captain, Dan Dury, and a good phase of passing 

saw Lewis Baines run in strongly for his second try of the game with Matt Crunden putting in a successful 

conversion kick. 

Wiveliscombe pressed hard for the remainder of the game but the Somerton defence held firm. As the game 

drew to a close, the Somerton 15 deserved their victory and could feel justifiably proud of their overall 

performance and their contribution to a very entertaining game of rugby. 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 38 – Wiveliscombe II’s 12 
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Saturday 18th March 2015 – Somerton RFC v Bridgwater & Albion III 
(Friendly) 

This match staged to celebrate Albion President Mike Berry’s 50th anniversary of his debut in April 1965 and his 

last competitive appearance, was a cracker from start to finish. Somerton kindly and willingly provided the 

opposition and fully entered into the spirit of the occasion and at one point threatened to dampen Albion’s ardour 

by taking the lead. 

Albion fielded their normal Dirtracker stalwarts but were supplemented by Messrs Kemmish, Allen and Bussell 

who had appeared in the 1st XV match earlier and Simon Martin one of the Club coaches. In addition both Matt 

House and Brian Webb were having their first outings after long term injuries. Lee Stanley, Albion’s former player 

also returned for the occasion. A special mention must also been given to the referee Nick Heath who manfully 

took on the task of controlling this match immediately after he had completed the earlier 1st XV match. His 

excellent liberal style contributed fully to a flowing game. 

The pitch watering had done something to alleviate a hard surface but there were plenty of grazes and everyone 

knew it when they hit the floor. Albion started off in bustling fashion and within 2 minutes Ruddle stepped inside 

the last defender to crash over for Buller to convert. Somerton always willing to move the ball well responded 

quickly with a fine try of their own. For the remainder of the half the sides swapped tries at regular intervals. Frost 

and Modrzynski crossing for Albion whilst the visitors ran in three of their own to take a 20-17 half time lead. The 

visitors also included Richards formerly of Albion and also Webber a former capped Albion centre. 

In the second half Albion’s extra power and frequent changes always gave them the edge and tries were scored 

at regular intervals through House, Ward, Kerry, Higginson, Frost again – House and Ward adding conversions. 

This took Albion to a 46-20 lead. Somerton hit back when young Ollie Phillips who showed considerable promise 

crossed for his sides final try and which he duly converted. This left time for the crowning moment for the 

celebrant Berry as he rumbled over on the back of a long driving maul from Albion in the last minute. This was his 

first try for 10 seasons but the 237th of his Albion career. What a way to go out. 

This was a delightful occasion watched by a good gathering of all sectors of Club and a magnificent way for Berry 

to enter retirement. The scrum half played a full game displaying his usual smooth and prompting service from 

the base which always kept Albion on the move. The match and victory also rounded off the Dirtrackers season 

which has certainly been reasonable – on their day they showed that they were capable of taking on the best in 

the league and apart from a deficiency of players at Wyvern the previous week strength has been considerable 

throughout the season. 

After the match Berry congratulated and complemented both sides indicating that he couldn’t of wished for a 

better spirited opposition than Somerton. He was also delighted to be able to play with several 1st XV players 

and in particular he struck up a fine partnership with Martin in the closing moments which may suggest a new half 

back pairing in the 1st XV next season. Champagne, beer and allsorts flowed long into the evening to close down 

a memorable day. 

FT Score: Bridgwater 51 – 27 Somerton RFC 
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Saturday 4th April 2015 – Somerton RFC v Tor II 

Large numbers of supporters gathered at Gassons Lane on this fine Saturday afternoon to witness what would 

surely be a very keenly contested game of open rugby between these two close rivals. 

Somerton got the game underway and pressed hard up-field. Tor looked well organised and coped well under the 

early pressure Somerton exerted. After 4 minutes of play, Somerton lost hooker, Ben Partridge, temporarily, due 

to an injury sustained but he was able to return to the field after treatment. 

The first 10 minutes of play was fast and furious with both teams giving good accounts of themselves with 

nothing to choose between them. Somerton’s backs were keen to play fast flowing rugby and the pack were very 

strong in the scrum making things difficult for their opposing eight. 

After 16 minutes, Tor won a lineout in the Somerton half and good hands saw the ball arrive cleanly to their inside 

centre who ran in strongly to score out wide on the right. The Tor full back missed the conversion kick. 

This score inspired the visitors and Somerton did well to keep Tor at bay with resolute defence play. After 20 

minutes, however, the Tor hooker received a yellow card and Somerton took advantage of this with several 

metres gained in the scrums that followed as their strong pack drove forward. This was a truly impressive sight 

and enabled clean ball to arrive along the back line and number 10, Alex Isles, controlled the game well providing 

a range of options for the hosts as confidence levels increased. 

Tor’s discipline suffered as a number of infringements were penalised and Somerton’s strong scrum was used 

time and again to take advantage of their superiority in this area of play. After 25 minutes they were rewarded as 

centre, James Surmon, ran in strongly to touch down out wide on the left. Alex Isles narrowly missed the 

conversion kick. 

With the scores level, both teams pressed hard to make the breakthrough sought. Tor got themselves into a 

strong position after 36 minutes of play with Somerton having to defend hard to keep their marauding visitors 

away from their line. However, despite good defence the Tor pack drove forward and their number 2 went over 

for a try out wide to the left. The full back was unable to put in a successful conversion kick. 

Just before half-time, Somerton won a scrum on the Tor 22 metre line and pushed their opponents back towards 

their touch line. Number 8, George Musgrave, collected the ball from the back of the scrum and drove forward 

with the ball released into the hands of centre, Sam Trevis, who ran in beautifully to score a fine try. Alex Isles put 

in a good kick to gain the extra points taking Somerton into the lead at half-time. 

This was a good first half display by Somerton who remained composed under pressure and looked threatening 

in attack. The forwards were easily the strongest in the scrum and the backs keen to run with ball in hand. 

Halt-time: Somerton RFC 12 – Tor II 10 

As the second half got underway, Tor looked determined to make up the points deficit. Within 2 minutes, 

following some broken play just inside the Somerton 22, the Tor number 10 made a good pick up and ran in to 

score unopposed. The conversion kick was missed. 

Somerton responded and took command of the game for the next 10 minutes putting Tor under great pressure. 

After 15 minutes, replacement number 10, Tom Howley, took the initiative to break through the Tor line to score a 

fine try out wide to the right. The conversion kick was missed. 

The game continued at a fast and furious pace with both teams having good scoring opportunities but not being 

able to execute the final pass cleanly. A player form each side received a red card after 23 minutes with both 

teams having to reorganise. 
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Tor went into the lead again after 30 minutes with their number 9 scoring a well-deserved try after a fine darting 

run. The conversion kick was missed. 

With increased confidence Tor pressed hard and 37 minutes into the half, Tor’s strong running number 12 broke 

away to score under the Somerton posts. The conversion kick was successfully kicked by Tor’s number 14. 

With time running out, Somerton pushed hard and put Tor under pressure with a number of opportunities wasted 

due to, once again, poor execution. However, taking advantage of scrum superiority, number 8, George 

Musgrave, picked up cleanly from the back of the scrum and ran in powerfully to touch down out wide on the 

right. The conversion kick was missed. 

The referee brought the game to a close and Tor emerged as winners of a very entertaining, closely contested 

game. 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 22 – Tor II 27 
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Saturday 28th March 2015 – Somerton RFC v Wiveliscombe II 

Somerton RFC were hosts to Wiveliscombe II on this dry but very blustery Saturday afternoon. Somerton kicked 

off with the wind behind them and within 5 minutes had crossed the Wiveliscombe line but, unfortunately, the try 

was disallowed. Somerton pressed hard and spent the next twenty minutes in their visitors half but could not 

convert the sustained pressure into points. Wiveliscombe responded and came back strongly but Somerton broke 

away nearing half time with a fast flowing move that took play from centre field out towards the right wing with 

Matt Ulrico running in strongly to touch down for a fine unconverted try. 

Half-time: Somerton 5 Wiveliscombe II 0 

From the kick off, Wiveliscombe made it clear that they were going to make a game of it and within 5 minutes of 

the restart scored a well orchestrated try which was converted. The remainder of the half was an evenly fought 

contest with good open rugbywith both defences managing to shut down the ongoing attacks. Somerton’s Phil 

Waters pushed Somerton ahead with a well struck penalty kick. With 6 minutes remaining of this evenly balanced 

game Somerton had a line out from which they created a rolling maul which went some 50 metres 

to Wiveliscombe’s line with the pack going over the touch line with Tom Wills being accredited with the try of the 

game, a try that Bath’s pack would have been proud of! 

Final score: Somerton 13 Wiveliscombe II 7 
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aturday 28th March 2015 – Somerton RFC v Wiveliscombe II 

A remarkable rolling maul in the closing stages of the game made sure of Somerton’s victory over Wiveliscombe 

2nd XV on a blustery afternoon. 

The home side were already one point ahead when, with six minutes remaining, the pack trundled fully 50 metres 

following a lineout to seal victory. 

Somerton started the game with the wind behind them and had a try disallowed within five minutes. 

 They pressed hard and spent the next 20 minutes in the visitors’ half but could not convert the sustained 

pressure into points. 

Wiveliscombe came back strongly but Somerton broke away shortly before half-time with a fast flowing move that 

saw Matt Ulrico run in strongly on the right wing for an unconverted try. 

However, the visitors made it clear they were going to make a game of it in the second half, scoring a well-

orchestrated converted try within five minutes of the restart. 

The remainder of the half was an evenly-fought contest, with good open rugby but both defences managing to 

shut down the attacks. Phil Waters pushed Somerton ahead with a well-struck penalty. 

A lineout near halfway did not appear to present Somerton with much of a scoring chance but they set up a 

rolling maul which Wiveliscombe simply could not stop. 

The pack forced their way over the line and got the ball down, with Tom Wills credited with the try. 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 13 – 7 Wiveliscombe II 
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Saturday 7th March 2015 – Somerton RFC v Morganians 

Somerton welcomed league leaders Morganians to their Gassons Lane ground on this fine, sunny, but very 

blustery, Saturday afternoon. With a good crowd of supporters on the sideline, the stage was set for a keenly 

contested and entertaining match. 

Somerton got the game underway with the wind against them and it was clear from the kick-off that the wind was 

going to play a prominent part in the fortunes of both sides. The first 5-minutes saw both sides giving a good 

account of themselves with a fast and furious tempo being evident during the early exchanges. Somerton were 

playing confidently and appeared undaunted by the fact that their visitors were some distance ahead in terms of 

league points! However, whilst it was Somerton who enjoyed territorial advantage, putting Morganians under 

pressure, it was Morganians who broke away after 6-minutes of play, having defended well, with their number 12 

finding space down the left hand side, as a Somerton defender went too high in the tackle. This left the powerful 

runner free to break free and touch down out wide. The Morganians scrum-half put in a successful conversion 

kick with perfect judgement in terms of the blustery conditions. 

The next 10-minutes saw both teams equally matched with the fast tempo continuing. Both packs were strong in 

the scrum but it was Morganians who appeared to be the more confident in securing clean lineout ball. Richard 

Worsdale and Frey Keane worked industriously for the Somerton pack defending well and halting the Morganians 

advance and number 10, Rukudzo Gona, was proving difficult to stop as he weaved and side-stepped his way 

up-field. However, once again, despite Somerton holding their own, it was Morganians who went further ahead 

through a confident penalty kick by their scrum-half after 16-minutes of play. A second penalty score opportunity 

came after 25 minutes but this time the Morganians kicking attempt hit the post and was cleared away by the 

Somerton full-back. Immediately following the resultant lineout, the Morganians, left wing collected the ball and 

sprinted towards the line strongly, avoiding all attempts to bring him down, and went over for a fine try in the left 

hand corner. The conversion kick was narrowly missed going just wide of the left post. 

Towards the end of the first half, the Somerton scrum improved significantly with two scrums seeing the 

Morganians pack being pushed backwards with good yards gained. Unfortunately, Somerton were unable to 

capitalise on their ascendency in this phase of play as the half came to a close. 

A very entertaining first half with Morganians taking the opportunities that came their way confidently whilst 

Somerton, at times, struggled to execute the basic aspects of the game cleanly and put themselves under 

pressure with some indiscipline affording their visitors penalty opportunities, some key tackles missed leading to 

both tries being scored and needed to perform better in the lineout. 

However, Morganians were able to take full advantage of the blustery conditions and it was, therefore, with great 

anticipation that the Somerton supporters looked forward to what the second half would bring! 

Half-time Score: Somerton RFC 0 – Morganians RFC 15 

The second half kicked off with great intensity and it was a very close contest for the first 20-minutes with neither 

team gaining superiority over the other. Due to injuries being sustained to both sides during this period, play was 

halted for a good 5-minutes or so allowing the injured players to be taken care of, fortunately, nothing serious. It 

was not long after the stoppage period that Morganians capitalised on slow ball emerging from a Somerton scrum 

catching the Somerton number 9 in possession on the home 22-metre line and moving the ball forward. Once this 

momentum got going, a Morganians forward went over for a try out wide on the left. The conversion kick was 

missed. 

The game continued at a rapid pace with substitutions being made allowing fresh legs to take up the challenge. 

Somerton were awarded a couple of penalties within the range of its number 10, however, kicking to touch was 

the chosen option as the hosts were eager to secure try-line scores at this stage of the match. However, the 

Morganians defence held firm for the remainder of the game and Somerton were denied any points. 
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A really good game of rugby played at pace and intensity with no holds barred. Well done to both teams! 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 0 – Morganians RFC 20 
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Saturday 28th January 2015 – Eirian Williams Memorial Shield – 
Somerton RFC v Martock 

One of the biggest crowd of supporters ever seen at Gassons Lane turned out on this fine and sunny Saturday 

afternoon to witness the very first ‘Eirian Williams Memorial Shield’ game between Somerton RFC and their close 

neighbours, and good friends of the club, Martock RFC. 

This annual game will be played in memory of Somerton’s late President, Eirian Williams, who passed away last 

July. Eirian made such a significant contribution throughout his long involvement with Somerton RFC, which goes 

back to when the club was formed in 1998, and this Memorial Shield fixture will provide an opportunity for all 

players and supporters of the club, past and present, to pay tribute to this remarkable club stalwart for many 

years to come! 

As players and supporters assembled on the half-way line before the kick off, Somerton Secretary, Elaine Cox, 

presented Eirian’s wife, Tracey, with a bouquet of flowers which was then followed by a respectful minute of 

silence. Then, on the referees whistle, both teams released 40 blue and yellow balloons (Somerton club colours) 

just before the kick off. 

The game kicked off with both teams determined to make this game one to remember as a number of solid 

tackles were made and both sets of forwards keen to stamp their authority in the loose and the set piece during 

these early exchanges. 

The first 8-10 minutes of play was very even with neither side looking the more dominant and both sets of backs 

indicating that they were prepared to run with ball in hand as several well-worked phases saw clean ball going 

along the respective lines with sound defence halting the breakthrough sought at both ends of the pitch. 

Somerton’s first chance came on 12 minutes when the ball was collected by young winger, Toby Coombes, deep 

in the Somerton half. Toby turned, quickly got into his stride, getting past several players, before off-loading in 

field with the ball passed beautifully along the Somerton line ending in a try between the Martock posts for centre, 

Sam Trevis. Trevis also got the extra points with a successful conversion kick. 

The game continued at a fast and furious pace with great commitment and endeavour being shown by both 

sides. Some heated moments followed with a warning given to both captains to calm things down followed by a 

yellow card being shown to a Martock prop after 19 minutes of play. 

It was during the next few phases of play that Martock appeared to gain ascendency as they pushed forward into 

the Somerton 22 with great determination and looking the more organised despite being down to 14 players. 

However, robust home defence denied Martock any hope of gaining their first points and a second try for 

Somerton was scored after 22 minutes of play following their response to the pressure being applied. Full back, 

Charlie Guppy, touched down following a kick out of defence, some good running and well-executed passing. 

Centre, Phil Waters, missed the conversion as his effort was thwarted with the ball toppling over as he started his 

run to take the kick. 

Somerton’s confidence was now soaring as they began to dominate all areas of play for the next 10 minutes or 

so. Their reward came after 35 minutes of play with flanker, Justin Marks, running in strongly to score out wide on 

the left following some very fluent passing and determined running by the Somerton pack. The conversion was 

missed. 

The remainder of the half saw Martock applying pressure, once again, testing the home defence on numerous 

occasions resulting in a try as their robust pack finally made a breakthrough. The Martock, number 12, put in a 

very good conversion kick to gain the extra points. 

This was a very hard fought, well-contested first half with neither side giving any quarter. Somerton forwards, 

Nathan Clapp, Justin Marks, Nathan Boyle and Oli Howley were very industrious at the breakdown and all did 
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well taking the ball forward gaining some hard metres. The Somerton backs looked very organised and held a 

firm line when in defence. 

Half time: Somerton RFC 17 – Martock RFC 7 

Somerton’s number 9, Tom Stanley, got the second half underway with a very high, floated drop kick as the 

home side raced forward making things difficult for the collecting player. This very early pressure paid off as the 

ball was quickly turned over and quick hands saw good progress made up field and another young winger, Toby 

Pitman, go over for a well-deserved try out wide on the left. Tom Stanley narrowly missed with the conversion 

kick. 

The pattern continued with Martock pinned in their own half for the next phases of play. Somerton were playing 

very well now as they displayed their creative side with all players hungry to get involved. Centre, Phil Waters, 

touched down after 7 minutes of play as he ran in strongly. The conversion kick was missed. 

The next 5 minutes or so saw Martock regroup and press forward giving Somerton something to think about. A 

well-worked move from the Martock backs saw progress halted with what was judged to be a high tackle and a 

subsequent yellow card awarded to Somerton back, Dan Howley, after 12 minutes of play. 

This was a good opportunity for Martock now as Somerton were down to 14 players, however, the Somerton 

defence held firm and Martock failed to take advantage of the situation. 

Six minutes later, it was Somerton who added to their lead with number 8, George Musgrave, peeling away from 

the base of the scrum 10 meters from the Martock try line with a powerful run through the Martock defence to 

touch down for a very well-deserved try. The conversion kick was missed. 

Somerton kept the pressure on and were awarded a penalty just inside the Martock half. The tap penalty was 

quickly taken by Tom Howley who changed direction and ran up field powerfully to offload to winger Toby Pitman 

who ran in for his second try. The conversion kick was missed. 

In the closing minutes, Martock enjoyed some good phases of play as they attempted to breach the Somerton 

line. Their chances were enhanced with the award of a penalty just inside the Somerton 22 metre line, however, 

once again, strong home defence held firm. 

This was an excellent game of rugby that was both entertaining and well- contested that certainly lived up to 

expectations in terms of the memory of Somerton’s late President, Eirian Williams, it was honouring. It was also 

made even more of a special occasion as Eirian’s son Neil played in the back row for Somerton during the 

second half. Neil played his heart out and clearly displayed his rugby talents to the full in a manner that his father 

would have been very proud of. 

Additionally, it was also a first for the Howley family as the game saw Mike Howley and his three sons, Dan, Tom 

and Oli playing together for Somerton for the very first time (will this ever be repeated in the future?). 

As the time came for the presentation of the shield to the jubilant home side, Martock Chairman, Paul Bailes, 

presented the trophy to Neil Williams who was delighted to accept the trophy on behalf of the Somerton team, as 

both teams, coaching staff and supporters applauded. Neil thanked all players and supporters and confirmed that 

it had been a very tough match! 

Well done to everyone involved! 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 37 – Martock 7 
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Saturday 3rd January 2015 – Somerton RFC v Burnham-on-Sea 

An expectant crowd gathered at Gassons Lane keen to see Somerton make a good start to 2015 on this very 

cold and blustery Saturday afternoon. Both teams put great effort into their warm-up routines and when the host’s 

got the game underway, it was clear that this was going to be a well-contested game. 

It was the Somerton backs who got into their stride early on with some strong running and good hands as they 

tested their opponents back line with Tom Howley and Dave Richards making the most of the early gains. 

It was, however, Burnham who had the first chance to take the lead when a penalty was awarded within kicking 

distance after 4 minutes of play but the kick was missed. 

The first 10 minutes was a very vibrant period with both teams giving a good account of themselves and were 

well matched in the set pieces. 

Somerton’s best opportunity came just before the end of the first quarter when clean ball from a scrum saw 

powerful centre, Tom Howley, tearing through the Burnham defence with full back, Charlie Guppy, in support. 

Guppy collected Howley’s pass cleanly and made good progress towards the Burnham line with the inside pass 

just failing to be collected by the support player. 

This encouraging phase of play gave the Somerton 15 increased confidence as they kept Burnham pinned inside 

their own 22. The pressure continued and after winning a 5-metre scrum, Somerton’s number 8, Ollie Howley, 

broke away from the base of the scrum to power his way over the Burnham touch line for a well-deserved try 

after 17 minutes of play. Number 10, Alex Isles put in a successful conversion kick to gain the extra points. 

The game continued at a fast and furious pace with Burnham pressing hard and enjoying some good passages 

of play and narrowly missed a kickable penalty after 27 minutes. 

Burnham’s ascendancy, however, was cut short following a quick tap penalty on the Somerton 22-metre line 

resulting in the ball being taken forward at pace by full back, James Surmon, who ran in strongly to score a 

brilliant try to increase Somerton’s lead after 30 minutes of play. Again, the trusty boot of Alex Isles saw the 

extras added. 

Sadly, shortly after his brilliant score, James Surmon, had to leave the field following a blood injury. After some 

realignment of the hosts back line, replacement, Rory McCoughlin soon made his presence known in midfield 

with an impressive try as he took the ball at pace and ran in strongly for Somerton’s third try just before the end of 

the first half. Alex Isles’ conversion kick was well struck and soared between the posts. 

This was a very impressive first half performance by Somerton with competent performance in all areas of play. 

Alex Isles controlled the game wonderfully with some inventive touches and excelled at keeping the game flowing 

with reliable kicking in defence. 

Half time: Somerton RFC 21 – Burnham-on-Sea II 0 

Somerton maintained the tempo they had established as the second half commenced dominating the early 

exchanges and doing the simple things well. However, it was clear that Burnham had plenty to offer and got 

themselves into a good position after 7 minutes with a penalty to touch and a good, subsequent, lineout win but 

were thwarted by strong home defence. 

Somerton’s penalty count began to rise as they soaked up the pressure being applied by their visitors who 

continued to make ground but it was to their credit that Somerton’s defence held firm in the first 20 minutes of the 

half as Burnham enjoyed the majority of early possession. 

After 25 minutes of play, Somerton pressed forward and were awarded a scrum mid way into the Burnham half. 

The Somerton pack did well to win the scrum and good control at the base saw scrum half, Elliot Wilson-Chalon 
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find his half-back partner Alex Isles with the ball passed swiftly along the line to Rory McCoughlin who off-loaded 

to Tom Howley at speed who then ran in to score a well-deserved try just right of the visitors post. Alex Isles 

made easy work of the conversion kick. 

Somerton continued to gain the upper hand for the remainder of the half and after a good phase of dominant play 

in the Burnham half, the Somerton number 5, Kieran Wilce, powered over to score a fine try following a lineout. 

Alex Isles was successful with the conversion. 

Unfortunately, the game was brought to a close just before the final whistle due to an injury sustained by a 

Burnham forward that required the attendance of an ambulance. Somerton offer their best wishes to this player 

for a speedy recovery. 

This was an excellent game with both teams enjoying periods of dominance, however, it was Somerton who were 

the more creative and capitalised more effectively on the opportunities that arose. The game was also enhanced 

by an excellent referee who was fair and consistent in his decision-making and keen to keep the game flowing. 

Every player in the Somerton team can feel justifiably proud of their performance with huge commitment and 

endeavour clearly evident in all aspects of play. Well done to both teams! 

Final score: Somerton RFC 35 – Burnham-on-Sea II 0 
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Saturday 29 November 2014 – Somerton RFC v Weston Hornets III 

Somerton were hosts to Weston Hornets III on this fine Saturday afternoon drawing a good number of supporters 

to their Gassons Lane ground. With perfect conditions for open, flowing rugby and the fact that Hornets were just 

one place above Somerton in the league table meant there was a lot to play for and both teams were eager to get 

the game underway. 

Somerton kicked off and the early exchanges were lively with some determined tackles from both sides. Hornets 

appeared to settle into their stride quicker and got themselves into a good attacking position just inside the 

Somerton 22 metre line putting their opponents under pressure but could not capitalise on this as they conceded 

a penalty after some very robust defence from Somerton after 5 minutes of play. 

This pattern continued for the next 5 minutes and it was clear that Hornets had a very strong pack that came 

close to scoring a push-over try but, again, the home defence held firm as the ball was judged to have been held 

up. 

With no quarter being given by either side, this was clearly going to be a tough, well-contested game that would 

be a test of character for each. 

Just after the 10-minute mark, the referee sent a player from each side to the sin bin for foul play. Shortly after 

this, the strong Hornets pack took advantage of their marauding style and scored a push-over try out wide of the 

Somerton posts, despite the valiant efforts of the Somerton pack. The Hornets full back failed with the conversion 

kick. 

After 15 minutes, Somerton were beginning to put some good passages of play together and pressed up field to 

make tangible impact towards the Hornets 22 metre line. Following a good scrum, the ball was passed beautifully 

along the Somerton back line and full back, Charlie Guppy, sped towards the line to touch down for a fine try. 

Centre, Mike Harrison, narrowly missed with the conversion kick. 

With confidence levels rising, Somerton attempted to stamp their authority on their visitors, however, Hornets 

were very determined to do likewise and if it were not, once again, for some brilliant home defence, they would 

have gone into the lead once again. 

On the 30-minute mark, the Hornets attack came to a halt following an infringement and Somerton were awarded 

an extra 10 metres after a quick tap penalty taken by their very aware centre, Tom Howley. Howley repeated the 

tactic and powerfully broke away with a kick and chase. As the ball bounced, Howley collected cleanly and ran in 

to touch down between the Hornets posts for a fabulous individual try. Mike Harrison was successful with the 

conversion kick taking Somerton into a well-deserved lead. 

Hornets rallied and pushed towards the Somerton line with, once again, their strong pack making things difficult 

for their hosts. Somerton held up another push-over attempt but the resulting scrum was too powerful on this 

occasion with their number 8 going over for the touch down. The full back was successful with the conversion 

kick drawing the scores level. 

The two sides continued to battle it out for the remainder of the half with 100% commitment and endeavour 

clearly evident. The Somerton team could boast many notable performances with flanker, Henry Moore, and 

number 8, Ollie Howley, both very industrious in the tackle and quick to the break-down. Centre, Tom Howley, 

was instrumental in so many aspects of play and scored a brilliant try but the Somerton pack fronted up to the 

continuous challenge their opponents presented and did themselves proud in what was very much a forward play 

dominated half. 

Half-time: Somerton RFC 12 – Hornets III 12 

Hornets got the second half underway with a nicely floated drop-kick that was collected and carried towards the 

Somerton 22 metre line. The pressure continued with Somerton pinned just metres from their try line for the first 
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couple of minutes, again having to defend well to keep Hornets at bay. However, after quick ball from a scrum 

and good hands, the Hornets young number 14 ran in strongly to score with the full back getting the extras. 

With confidence running amok, the Hornets continued to put Somerton under pressure defending their line. Two 

penalties were conceded by Somerton in quick succession leading to 5 metre scrums, but Somerton’s defence 

held firm and now Hornets infringed allowing Somerton some respite after Tom Howley’s quick penalty took play 

upfield. 

After 20 minutes of second-half play, again, a quick Tom Howley tap penalty saw Somerton display some good 

attacking rugby with ball in hand going across field with a good scoring opportunity coming to an end following a 

knock-on. 

Shortly after this move, winger, Bryan Carter, narrowly missed touching down following an excellent kick and 

chase from just inside the Hornets half. It was clear that Somerton were going to make a game of it and were on 

the verge of reversing their fortunes. 

The breakthrough came after 27 minutes following yet another quick tap penalty from Tom Howley who ran in 

powerfully to score his second brilliant individual try between the Hornets posts with Mike Harrison’s successful 

conversion kick bringing the scores level. 

With just over 10 minutes left to play, both teams continued to forge ahead with sterling defence denying each 

further points. 

Just 5 minutes of play remained when the Hornets pack surged forward testing the Somerton defence once 

again. Somerton did well to thwart these determined attacks with two 5-metre scrums in quick succession held. 

However, it now appeared inevitable that the strong pack they faced would penetrate a defence system that had 

held firm throughout. Hornets breakthrough came with just 4 minutes of play left with a further push-over try. The 

conversion kick was missed. 

This was a truly excellent and entertaining game of rugby with both sides giving a good account of themselves. A 

truly gritty performance from Somerton who can feel justifiably proud of their team-work, effort and determination 

and who clearly demonstrated that they can compete against the bigger clubs, at the highest level! 

Full time: Somerton RFC 19 – Weston Hornets III 24 
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Sunday 23rd November 2014 – Somerton U15 Girls’ v Castle 
Cary/North Dorset 

Castle Cary / North Dorset U15 Girls v Somerton U15 Girls 

Somerton’s U15 Girls team played their 6th ever match on Sunday 23 November, travelling to Castle Cary to play 

a mixed Castle Cary / North Dorset team. Castle Cary and North Dorset are both experienced teams having had 

a girls section for the past few seasons, whilst Somerton’s youth section is still very much in the development 

stage but certainly going in the right direction with great enthusiasm evident from the girls to play rugby. 

From the start Somerton played positive, free flowing rugby and soon took the lead with a try in the corner by 

front row forward, Emily Murdoch, following good link play between the forwards and backs with the forwards 

finishing the move with some strong pick-ups and drives. Somerton continued to press forward and a few minutes 

later fly half Sophie Phillips crossed the line after breaking through the defence and duly converted her own 

try. With confidence rising, Somerton began to play with great flair and their open, attacking style was rewarded 

with a brace of tries from winger Skye Boobyer, both of which were converted by Phillips, bringing a very spirited 

and clinical first half performance by Somerton to a close. 

Half-time: Castle Cary / North Dorset 0 – Somerton 26 

After the restart, Castle Cary / North Dorset looked determined to reverse their first half fortunes playing with 

greater intensity and pace. It required resolute defence from the Somerton 15 and some good turn-over ball at 

key times to keep their hosts at bay. The Somerton forwards continued to assert their dominance at the set piece, 

regularly winning their line out ball and strong in the scrums against the head. This cohesive forward play was 

further rewarded with well-worked tries from both props, Charlotte Pengelly and Phoebe Seal. Midway through 

the second half, Castle Cary / North Dorset again raised their game. A fine piece of individual skill following some 

good phases of play with forwards and backs linking well saw their centre chip over the Somerton defence and 

gather the ball cleanly to score. A final score by second row forward, Elly Shakespeare, completed the Somerton 

dominance of this game and saw the visitors claim a well-deserved win after a good, all-round performance that 

all the Somerton girls can feel justifiably proud. Well done to both teams! 

Final Score: Castle Cary / North Dorset 5 – Somerton 41 
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Saturday 22nd November 2014 – Somerton RFC v Wells II 

Somerton RFC welcomed Wells II to their Gassons Lane ground on this fine Saturday afternoon making 

conditions perfect for open, running rugby. With supporters there in abundance everyone waited expectantly for 

the match to get underway, a match that was important for Somerton to come away as victors! 

The game kicked off with both sides keen to make an early impression. Somerton’s number 8, Ollie Howley, was 

decisive in the tackle and heavily involved in every aspect of play with a group of fellow forwards around him that 

were quick to the break-down and displaying good support play. 

The young Wells 15 looked well-organised with a good scrum and lineout and a very sharp scrum half that was 

proving to be a handful in the set piece. 

Somerton’s eagerness to stamp their authority in the early exchanges led to two penalties being conceded in the 

first 5 minutes. From one of these penalties, Wells got themselves into a good attacking position and the forwards 

drove over the hosts line to touch down but a knock-on had occurred so their efforts were not rewarded. 

However, moments later Wells pushed for the line once more with a cohesive forward drive following a 5m scrum 

and a push-over try was scored. The Wells number 14 failed with the conversion kick. 

Somerton pressed hard, putting Wells under pressure with a strong back line looking menacing, particularly their 

strong running centre, Filimone Nakanacagi, as they attempted to penetrate the Wells 22 metre line, however, 

resolute defence saw Somerton’s good work deliver no points. 

The first 10 minutes of play saw both sides displaying their intent and it was clear that this was going to be a very 

close and well-contested game. 

The breakthrough for Somerton came after 12 minutes following a good catch by full back, Charlie Guppy just 

outside his own 22-metre line, as the ball was kicked up field by the Wells number 10. Guppy ran at speed with 

ball in hand bobbing and weaving his was through the Wells line before off-loading to stylish number 10, Rukudzo 

Gona, who, with great flair, side-stepped his way through the Wells back line and sprinted towards the Wells try-

line to touch down between the posts as the gaps opened up. Gona converted to gain the extra 2 points. 

With just 2 points ahead, Somerton continued to push forward but the Wells defence held firm with some 

excellent running with good clean hands on the counter-attack to thwart Somerton’s efforts. After 30 minutes of 

play it was very much end-to-end stuff with both teams giving it their all, however, Somerton’s penalty count was 

on the increase and front row forward, Nathan Clapp, was sin-binned as a result of the number of infringements 

incurred and warnings from the referee. 

The game maintained its fast tempo for the remainder of the half and Somerton did well to contain their 

marauding visitors considering they were one man short and lost their industrious flanker, Henry Moore, due to a 

blood related injury. 

Overall, this was an absolutely brilliant, end-to-end first half with both teams playing out of their skins! Somerton’s 

Ollie Howley appeared to be all over the field making tackle after tackle as well as making good ground as an 

impact player/ball carrier. 

Half-time: Somerton RFC 7 – Wells II 5 

The second half kicked off with the pace of the game continuing with both sides back in their groove. Wells made 

the early gains and were awarded a penalty for off-side just outside the Somerton 22 metre line. The Wells 

number 14 stepped up to make what was a very important kick that would take his side into a one-point lead. He 

rose to the challenge with a good kick that sailed through the Somerton posts. 
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Somerton rallied, easing themselves up field getting themselves into some good attacking positions but the 

resolute defence of their visitors held and some poor lineout play denied Somerton the quality possession and 

continuity of play they deserved. 

The fast and furious pace was a significant factor now for both teams and replacements came on with fresh legs. 

After 15 minutes of play, Somerton lost their powerful centre, Nakanacagi, with what looked like a hamstring 

injury and some adjustments were made to the line up. 

After 22 minutes, Somerton were awarded a penalty which was taken quickly with good yardage gained by the 

Howley brothers who combined well taking play up towards the Wells 22 meter line. Wells were then penalised 

for not releasing a player on the ground which provided an excellent opportunity for Gona, the Somerton number 

10, to take his team into the lead. Painfully, the well-struck kick went just wide of the posts denying Somerton the 

lead. 

Wells, to their credit, kept the pressure on Somerton for the remainder of the game with the majority of play 

taking place in the Somerton half, despite a good breakaway opportunity for Guppy and Gona with 5 minutes to 

go which ended in another infringement as the ball went to ground. 

This was a really exciting, cut and thrust game involving two sides that were evenly matched and intent on 

playing entertaining rugby for 80 minutes. Well done to both sides, a brilliant game of rugby! 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 7 – Wells II 8 
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Saturday 15th November 2014 – Morganians v Somerton RFC 

The Somerton squad have looked a very confident unit over recent weeks and were keen to continue their run of 

wins against their hosts, close rivals Morganians RFC. Games between these two sides were always 

closely contested and the Somerton players looked eager for the game to get underway as their pre-match warm 

up came to a close. The game kicked off with Somerton appearing to be the more settled side during the early 

exchanges spending the first quarter of the game in the Morganians half. This early pressure paid off when 

Somerton were awarded a penalty within kicking distance of their talented number 10, Rukudzo Gona, who sent 

the ball soaring between the posts. Somerton’s early ascendency continued with some excellent links 

between forwards and backs with strong running with ball in hand. However, after about 25 minutes of play, 

Morganians rallied, holding their ground, and began to make things more difficult for their visitors, 

particularly through their forwards who were now playing more cohesively. Morganians continued to dominate for 

the rest of the half and a well-worked drive from their confident pack ended with an unconverted push-over try 

just before the end of the half. 

Half-time: Morganians 5 – Somerton 3 

The second half got underway with the confident Morganians side continuing to put Somerton under pressure 

going further ahead with a successful penalty kick. Morganians did an excellent job of closing down the creative 

Somerton backs who were keen to run with ball in hand, particularly number 10, Gona and Somerton’s powerful 

centre, Tom Howley. This strategy, together with gaining the upper hand in the set pieces, continued to work for 

Morganians who sealed the game with a late converted try. This was a very good, entertaining game with 

Somerton doing their best to break through the strong Morganian defence, however, this was not to be! 

Well done to both sides! 

Final Score: Morganians 15 – Somerton RFC 3 
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Saturday 8th November – Taunton III v Somerton RFC 

This rearranged fixture was an important game for both sides with Somerton arriving at Taunton on the back of 

two consecutive wins. Taunton scored their first try within 5 minutes of kick off catching Somerton out with a 

forwards drive, the try was not converted. Somerton started to get into their stride and with 20 minutes into the 

game Somerton scored two tries in quick succession set up by the forwards with centre Dave Richards going 

over first followed by wing Matt Ulrico both tries were unconverted. With 30 minutes gone of this hard fought 

contest Taunton went over Somerton’s line with a forwards try, unconverted. Somerton stormed back with a well 

worked try by prop Nathan Clapp driving through the Taunton line, the try was converted by fly half Tom Howley. 

Half Time Taunton III 15 – Somerton 17 

The first 15 minutes of the second half was evenly matched with neither side making inroads, however Somerton 

started gaining the ascendancy with the platform set up by the forwards with quick ball getting out to the backs 

resulting in 3 superb breakaway tries breaking the Taunton defence down, the first scored by full back Charlie 

Guppy converted by centre Sam Ferguson followed quickly by a penalty awarded to Somerton converted by Sam 

Ferguson. Somerton had now gained control of the game and Sam Ferguson scored the first of his two tries 

converting one of them. The final whistle blew with Somerton going away worthy winners. 

Full Time Taunton III 15 – Somerton 39 
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Saturday 18th October 2014 – Tor II v Somerton RFC 

Tor kicked off on a sunny, mild autumn afternoon in ideal conditions for running rugby, all the spectators looked 

forward to a well contested game as in previous encounters between the two close rivals. 

  

After 4 minutes Somerton were straight into their game with a driving maul well into Ivel’s 22metre line which 

ended with a strong breakaway try from backrow forward Justin Marks, the try was converted by centre Filamone 

Nakancagi. 

This try by Somerton shook Tor into life with a period of play with both sides evenly matched, however another 

scrum close to Tor’s line and with Somerton’s pack driving forward Justin Marks broke over what appeared the 

line, however the try was not given. The first half came to a close with Somerton leading 7-0 

  

Half time Tor II 0  Somerton 7 

  

10 minutes into the second half saw Somerton’s outside half Rukudzo Gono produce the try of the game from the 

halfway line weaving his way through Tor’s defence to touch down under the posts, Gono converted his own try. 

Tor fought back with an excellent unconverted try after a further 7 minutes of play. Somerton were now getting 

control of the game with wing Dave Richards scoring in the corner after a well worked move with both forwards 

and backs combining, Gono converting the try.Tor were not to be beaten as they returned with a further 

unconverted try within 5 minutes. 

  

Somerton had the last say in what was an absorbing game with wing Dave Richards going over again for his 

second try of the game with Gona converting the try. The final whistle blew with Somerton coming away the 

winners 28-10 

  

Tor II 10 – Somerton 28 
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Saturday 4th October – Bridgwater & Albion III v Somerton RFC 

Bridgwater kicked off on this bright, sunny, blustery afternoon as the many spectators looked forward to a well 

contested, entertaining game against these close rivals. 

  

It was Bridgwater who got into their stride first with a strong pack making things difficult for Somerton in the scrum 

and putting their visitors under quite intense pressure in the opening 5 minutes. The pressure continued and it 

was no surprise that Somerton conceded a penalty with the hosts opting to go for touch rather than attempt the 

penalty kick. A well-organised line out followed and the first try came as the strong Bridgwater pack drove for the 

line for a pushover try. The conversion kick was missed. 

  

The pattern of play continued with Somerton struggling to get clean ball and taking the game into the Bridgwater 

half. 

  

After 10 minutes the powerful Bridgwater number 3 crashed over for a try out wide to the left of the Somerton 

posts. The blustery conditions made kicking for goal very difficult and the conversion kick was, once again, 

missed. 

  

The next passages of play saw Somerton making notable improvement with some good runs, particularly from 

full back, James Surmon, and outside half, Rukudzo Gona. It was now that Gona began to show his flair with an 

electrifying run being stopped just short of the Bridgwater line but was able to cleverly off-load the ball to Henry 

Moore who, once again, was stopped just short of the try-line. 

  

Despite Somerton’s ascendancy, it was Bridgwater who quickly regrouped applying pressure and being awarded 

a penalty within kicking distance of the posts but choosing to go for the lineout. The lineout was well executed 

with good passing along the back line leading to a third Bridgwater try, after 25 minutes, with the ensuing 

conversion kick sent soaring between the posts by the Bridgwater number 9. A further pushover try was scored 5 

minutes later by the Bridgwater 8 with the conversion kick being missed. 

  

Somerton, to their credit, kept their heads up and continued to make headway into the Bridgwater half putting 

their hosts under increasing pressure. Their improvement efforts were rewarded with a try by the reliable, Henry 

Moore, who went over for a try in the right hand corner despite rigorous attempts to bring him down. The 

conversion kick was a challenge but Gona sent the kick soaring through the Bridgwater posts with his trusty left 

foot as the referee brought the first half to a close. 

  

Half time: Bridgwater & Albion III 22 – Somerton RFC 7 

The second half got underway with Somerton showing greater endeavour and confidence with ball in hand. It was 

now Bridgwater who appeared to struggle to do the simple things well and the continued pressure by Somerton 

saw their efforts rewarded with a penalty kick between the Bridgwater posts. This was an easy kick for Gona who 

stepped up to take it but the ball, surprisingly, went right of the posts! 
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Bridgwater were now gaining momentum and pressed hard into the Somerton half. The pressure paid off with 

Somerton conceding a penalty within kicking distance and the Bridgwater number 9 made no mistake with a 

clean kick between the posts. 

  

The pressure continued to be applied by Bridgwater and Somerton did well not to concede any more points for 

the next 25 minutes of play with sound defence and some excellent clearing kicks from Gona. 

  

After this intense period of pressure, Somerton eventually managed to make headway into the Bridgwater half. 

After some good passages of play inside the Bridgwater 22, the Somerton forwards did well to win a 5m scrum 

against their strong opponents. The ball was well received by Gona from the scrum who confidently weaved his 

was through the Bridgwater defence to touch down between the posts for a well-deserved try and gained the 

extras with a good conversion kick. 

  

Things were now going well for Somerton who really had settled into a well-organised and determined unit. With 

10 minutes to go, Somerton number 8, Jake Ralph, intercepted the ball and ran strongly towards the Bridgwater 

line thwarting attempts to bring him down and touched down just left of the home posts for an excellent try. 

Gona’s conversion kick was charged down by the Bridgwater number 9. 

  

With now just 6 points between the teams in the closing stages of the game, Somerton really looked like they 

might snatch a win after a much-improved second half performance. This was, however, not to be the case as 

Bridgwater held their nerve and defended well for the remainder of the match to finish as deserved winners 

benefiting from the good lead they established in the first half. 

  

This was a very entertaining game of rugby played with passion and commitment and both sides can feel 

justifiably proud of their overall contribution. 

  

Final Score: Bridgwater & Albion III 25 – Somerton RFC 19 
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Saturday 11th October 2014 – Somerton RFC v Wellington III 

Somerton RFC were hosts to Wellington III on this mainly bright Saturday afternoon, this being Wellington’s first 

visit to Gassons Lane. 

With the pitch looking in excellent condition and a buoyant artisan crowd, the stage was set for an entertaining 

game as both teams completed their pre-match ‘huddle’ and lined up to face each other. 

The game kicked off with some keen early exchanges in the tackle area as both teams demonstrated their intent. 

The weather took a turn for the worst as heavy rain made handling conditions difficult with the slippery ball 

leading to a number of infringements in the first 4-5 minutes. 

It was, however, Somerton who settled into their stride quickly and, despite the conditions, their confident back 

line started to make progress into the Wellington half with good handling and strong running. It was no surprise, 

therefore, that Somerton’s number 10, Tom Howley, scored an excellent try, after 5 minutes of play, to the right of 

the post following a powerful run. The conversion kick was missed. 

Following the restart, the ball was going in one direction only with Somerton gaining ground with ease with 

excellent support play across the team and all players appearing hungry to get involved. One minute after the first 

try, full back, Charlie Guppy, ran in for a fine try with good hands and strong running with ball in hand. Tom 

Howley secured the extra points. 

This period of absolute domination continued for Somerton with players across the team keen to make their mark 

and contribute to the increasing score line. 

Tries were scored by: 

Flanker, Justin Marks (9 mins) 

Centre, Filimone Nakanacagi (17 mins) 

Outside half, Tom Howley (20 mins) 

Centre, Filimone Nakanacagi (25 mins) 

Centre, Dave Richards (29 mins) 

Prop and Skipper, Jerry Phillips (32 mins) 

Full back, Charlie Guppy, (35 mins) 

As well as making a notable contribution to first half play with strong running and good handling skills, centre, 

Filimone Nakanacagi, was also successful with 4 of the conversion kicks. 

As the referees whistle brought the first half to a close, Somerton had scored 55 points to nil and there appeared 

nothing that Wellington could do to halt the relentless pressure being endured or quench Somerton’s thirst to 

score. It was clear that confidence levels across the Somerton team were soaring and the spectators were left 

pondering what might happen in the second half! 

Half-time: Somerton RFC 55 – Wellington III 0 

The second half kicked off with the pattern of play remaining as previous. After just 2 minutes of play, winger, 

Bryan Carter, received the ball at speed following yet another phase of good running and passing across the 

Somerton line and ran in powerfully for a fine try between the posts. Filimone Nakanacagi had no problem with 

the conversion kick. 

The next 10 minutes or so saw Somerton’s attempts to continue their onslaught falter as their eagerness 

delivered increasing numbers of infringements. However, Wellington were unable to capitalise on this phase and 

it was winger, Tom Carter, who raced away powerfully to cut inside to score a well-deserved try between the 

posts increasing Somerton’s lead. 
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The relentless attack continued throughout the remainder of the second half with scores from Nathan Boyle, 

Nathan Clapp, Bryan Carter, Charlie Guppy, Dave Richards and Matt Ulrico. 

This was a truly magnificent display of open, running rugby by Somerton with many players scoring breathtaking 

tries, particularly some fine weaving runs by Charlie Guppy and Filimone Nakanacagi. However, the forwards 

played their part as well and Scott Valente was very Industrious throughout the match grafting away providing the 

platform for his team mates to score. 

It is very much to Wellington’s credit that their heads did not drop despite being overwhelmed by the attacking 

machine they faced this day. 

Final score: Somerton RFC 107 – Wellington III 0 
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Saturday 27th September – Somerton RFC v Wyvern 

Saturday 27 September 2014 – Somerton RFC v Wyvern 

Somerton welcomed Wyvern to their Gassons Lane ground hoping to put the 0 – 17 defeat behind them when 

the two teams last met. 

The game kicked off with great enthusiasm and flair being shown by both sides with nothing to choose between 

the two. It was, however, Wyvern who were first to get points on the board following a Somerton infringement 

leading to a successful penalty kick after 10 minutes of play. 

This 3-point lead appeared to provide Wyvern with the momentum needed to forge ahead and put Somerton 

under increased pressure. Their efforts were rewarded with a try after 16 minutes. The conversion kick was 

missed. 

Somerton rallied and got some good passages of play together reversing the pressure in Wyvern’s direction. 

After 26 minutes, Somerton’s young outside half, Rukudzo Gona, scored an impressive try but failed to gain the 

extra two points by narrowly missing the conversion kick. 

Wyvern fought back with another unconverted try just before the half-time whistle making this a very entertaining 

first half. 

Half-time: Somerton RFC 5 – Wyvern 13 

The second half got underway with the same commitment to play entertaining rugby being displayed by both 

sides. Wyvern brought on 3 replacements early on with fresh legs paying dividends. However, it was Somerton 

winger, Charlie Guppy, who went over for a fine try after 50 minutes with Gona gaining the extras with a 

successful conversion kick. 

Wyvern were, however, not going to make things easy for the determined Somerton XV and scored further tries 

on the 55 and 60 minute mark respectively. Charlie Guppy scored a further try for Somerton late in the game that 

was successfully converted, once again, by Gona. 

This was a very entertaining game, played in good spirits, that both sides can be justifiably proud of with Wyvern 

emerging as the deserved winners and enjoying their top of the table position. 

Somerton did well to keep the number of points conceded to reasonable levels when taking Wyvern’s previous 

week’s tally of 66 points into consideration. 

Rukudzo Gona, Somerton’s young outside half, was justifiably named man of the match. Well done to both sides! 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 19 – Wyvern 37 
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Saturday 13th September 2014 – Somerton RFC v Minehead 
Barbarians RFC 

Somerton’s opening league game of the season at Gassons Lane against Minehead II was played on a glorious 

late summer’s afternoon; Somerton started the game with the forward pack providing the platform for the backs to 

penetrate the Minehead defence cumulating in an excellent try 4 minutes into the game on the wing by James 

Balai (5-0) This was followed shortly afterwards with a penalty awarded to Somerton converted by Jake Ralph 

after an infringement by Minehead (8-0) However Minehead fought back creating through their forwards an 

excellent try (8-5) 

Somerton were now becoming dominant up front giving again the platform for prop Nathan Clapp to storm over 

for the second Somerton try (13-5) by now Somerton were gaining control of the game with a solo try from the 

half way line by winger Ed Coombes converted by Jake Ralph (20-5) 

The game was then interrupted by an injury to a Minehead player and it was fortunate that Dr.R.Balai was 

watching his son playing for Somerton he tended to the player until the air ambulance arrived, Minehead 

Chairman Graham Symes informed us on Sunday that the player had suffered muscle damage but was making 

good progress. 

An hour later the game was resumed with Somerton scoring two more tries from centre Dave Richards and a 

second from Nathan Clapp both converted by Jake Ralph (34-5) Minehead fought back with a converted try (34-

12) but sadly a second ambulance was called for by Dr.Balai for a Minehead player with a suspected broken 

collar bone, the game finished with a home win 34 – 12. 

  

Somerton extends to both Minehead injured players a speedy recover, and a big thank you to Dr.Balai for tending 

to both players. 
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Saturday 26th April – Wiveliscombe II v Somerton RFC 

Somerton travelled to their host’s venue at Plain Pond hoping to end their 2013/14 season on a high and achieve 

a double win over Wiveliscombe following their 19 to 3 victory earlier in the season. 

Pitch conditions were good and the tree-lined pitch did a good job keeping the fairly strong wind in check. 

Somerton kicked off and the first 5 minutes saw the two teams testing and teasing each other but neither team 

had settled into any kind of pattern so there was much broken play in these early exchanges. 

Somerton’s first chance to score came with a penalty award following a well-won lineout on the hosts 22 metre 

line. Young number 8, Jake Ralph, narrowly missed with the kick sending the ball just wide of the right hand post. 

The first quarter saw Somerton very much in the ascendency as Wiveliscombe’s penalty count increased. Jake 

Ralph was successful with his second penalty kick taking Somerton into a well-deserved lead after 15 minutes of 

play. 

Both teams were trying to play an attractive running game with some very good moves spoiled at the last 

moment by poor execution of the pass. Somerton’s strong pack were working very well as a cohesive unit and 

were making things difficult for their opponents. 

After 20 minutes, the referee yellow carded a home player as the penalty count continued and Somerton should 

have been able to capitalise on their superior numbers but conceded a penalty immediately following the sin 

binning and the Wiveliscombe number 10 equalled the score with a fine kick. 

Somerton, however, held their nerve and straight from the restart the ball was collected by Jake Ralph and a 

good run of passes across field saw the ball arrive safely into the hands of winger, Dan Ruddle, who sped 

towards the line, side-stepping inside, to score a brilliant try. The conversion kick was narrowly missed by Jake 

Ralph. 

Flanker, Henry Moore, was having an excellent day with good carrying and solid tackling and it was Henry who 

nearly increased Somerton’s score when he collected the ball from the back of a line out and ran towards the 

Wiveliscombe line with great determination and after several unsuccessful attempts to halt his progress he was 

finally tackled just short of the line. 

It was a keenly contested first half but there was no doubt that Somerton displayed more creative flair and were 

trying hard to play open, entertaining rugby. Their support play was top drawer and the recycling/representation 

of the ball was excellent with all players keen to keep possession and the game flowing. 

Henry Moore, Tom Wills, Jack Musgrave, and Skipper, Dan Dury, contributed greatly to Somerton’s first half 

performance and scrum half, Tom Rowlands, was solid and industrious. 

Half-time: Wiveliscombe II 3 – Somerton RFC 8 

The first 5-10 minutes of the second half saw both teams, once again, evenly matched with neither side able to 

make the final breakthrough to the try-line. The scrums were keenly contested with both packs giving their all. 

Some good running rugby was evident with both teams trying hard to get the upper hand but, once again, the 

final execution of the pass failed to deliver. 

Somerton lost back row forward, Jack Musgrave, and centre, Tom Carter, to injury after 25 minutes of play. 

Wiveliscombe continued to concede penalties and Somerton came close to scoring following their choice to kick 

for a lineout and drive to the line, however, solid home defence kept the visitors at bay. 

The pattern continued but in the dying seconds, a determined dash to the line by Jake Ralph ended with a tackle 

into touch as the final whistle blew. 
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This was a very good game of rugby played with passion and commitment by both sides who can be proud of 

their contribution. Tom Wills and Jake Ralph displayed some robust tackling to halt the many strong 

Wiveliscombe ball carriers. 

Somerton ended as deserved winners and it was no surprise that the ‘Man of the Match’ award was shared 

between Henry Moore and Tom Wills both of whom played with great endeavour and determination. Well done to 

everyone involved! 

Final Score: Wiveliscombe II 3 – Somerton RFC 8 
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Saturday 19th April 2014 – Somerton RFC v Tor II 

A very expectant crowd gathered at Gassons Lane on this sunny Saturday afternoon knowing that games 

between Somerton and Tor II were always well contested and entertaining. It was also a certainty that Tor would 

be going all out to avenge their narrow home defeat by Somerton when the two teams last met in October 2013. 

The game kicked off with the early exchanges confirming that this was going to be a well-matched game of hard 

tackles with the gaining of metres not achieved without great effort. 

Somerton appeared to settle into their stride faster and kept their visitors in their own half, and under pressure, 

being quick to the ball and eager to retain possession. Their efforts were rewarded after 4 minutes of play when 

Tor were penalised and Somerton number 10, Sam Bullion, stepped up to take the penalty kick from a good 

distance out. He struck the ball well and all looked good until the ball hit the crossbar and fell into the hands of a 

Tor defender then cleared to safety. 

The pressure was maintained by Somerton who worked their way into a good position for a lineout on the Tor 22 

metre line after 12 minutes following a strong and spirited run from flanker, Henry Moore, who did extremely well 

to get over the gain line. Tor got themselves out of trouble but were penalised for holding on between their 22-

metre line and half way. Sam Bullion narrowly missed the kick to put Somerton in front. 

The pattern of the game continued with Somerton very much in the ascendency and matching Tor in every 

department despite the visitors 15 being comprised of a number of more mature and experienced players than 

their opponents. Tor conceded 4 penalties in the first 20 minutes but, unfortunately, both Sam Bullion and centre, 

Phil Waters, could not turn the kicks into points. 

It was only after 25 minutes that Tor got to play in the Somerton half but resolute defence kept Tor at bay 

together with some fine clearance kicks by Sam Bullion and Phil Waters. 

However, despite the run of play, it was Tor who got the first points of the game after 35 minutes of play following 

a penalty for a late tackle. It was the Tor number 10 who was successful with the kick. 

But Somerton were not going to be deterred and came close to scoring straight from the restart when young 

number 8, Jake Ralph, was stopped just short of the line after gathering the ball from the restart when Tor failed 

to take the ball cleanly and clear their line. 

Tor now found themselves under intense pressure as Somerton were determined to score. This came when a 

penalty was awarded just before the close of play and Sam Bullion stepped up to take the kick sending the ball 

soaring straight between the posts and Somerton got their first points as the referee blew the whistle for half time. 

. 

This was a very entertaining and well-fought half with Somerton easily being the more accomplished and 

determined side. This was an excellent, all round team performance by Somerton but Sam Bullion and Henry 

Moore can feel particularly proud of their individual contributions. 

Halt time: Somerton RFC 3 – Tor II 3 

Somerton lined up for the start of the second half with a number of replacement players but as the whistle blew it 

soon became evident that their determination would continue unabated as they played their rugby in the Tor half 

straight from the kick off. 

A breakthrough came after just 4 minutes when a Tor defender failed to clear his line following a testing kick that 

came his way dangerously close to the try line. The mistake was quickly turned to advantage as winger, Charlie 

Guppy, gathered and touched down for a score. Sam Bullion missed with the conversion kick sending it wide of 

the right post. 
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Tor now rallied and pressed hard into the Somerton half. After 7 minutes, they won a lineout just inside the 

Somerton 22 and gathered momentum following a ruck resulting in the Tor number 14 going over for a try which 

was converted by their number 10 after hitting a post and going over. 

It was now time for Somerton to show their true character and forge ahead once again. They continued to keep 

the pressure on Tor fighting for every metre gained and were awarded a penalty 10 minutes after the restart. 

Sam Bullion put in a fine kick to take Somerton into the lead by 1 point. 

The next 15 minutes of play saw both teams battling hard but it appeared that Tor were now playing with more 

intensity and spending more time in the Somerton half. Certainly, their performance in the scrum and lineout was 

gaining the upper hand and Somerton began to concede more penalties than their visitors. 

With just minutes of the game remaining, Tor were awarded a penalty within kicking distance of the posts after a 

Somerton player was penalised following a ruck. Tor’s number 10 stepped up to take the kick and coped 

admirably with the pressure of the situation as the ball soared cleanly between the posts giving Tor a 2-point 

lead. 

For the remainder of the game Somerton tried desperately hard to reverse their fortunes but Tor held their nerve 

to take the game. 

This was a fantastic contest between these close rivals who were both determined to give a good account of 

themselves in the true spirit of the game. It was an enormously entertaining game that had all spectators gripped 

from start to finish and all players can feel justifiably proud of their performance with tremendous effort and 

commitment clearly evident at every stage of the game. 

Full time: Somerton RFC 11 – Tor II 13 
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Saturday 12th April 2014 – Somerton RFC v Ivel Barbarians II 

There was something very different about the Somerton squad as they warmed up before the game on this dry 

but breezy April Saturday afternoon. There appeared to be real purpose to everything they did in anticipation of 

venting their frustrations following some disappointing performances over recent weeks. But games against these 

two teams were always well contested and the players, and the spectators, were anxious to hear the whistle blow 

at the kick off. 

Ivel kicked off with the ball going straight into touch so it was Somerton’s scrum on the half way line. The scrum 

went well for Somerton with the pack marking their endeavour and demonstrating what the Ivel 8 were up against 

for the remainder of the game. 

The early encounters were very much in Somerton’s favour with quick ball and good hands clearly evident. 

James Surmon showed his pace following a good, well-rehearsed move along the back line only to be halted just 

short of the line. But after just first 4 minutes of play, the Somerton pack drove hard towards the Ivel line and 

were rewarded with their first try with flanker, Justin Marks, going over the line for a fine score. Number 10, Sam 

Bullion, narrowly missed with the conversion kick. 

Whilst all Somerton players looked eager to play their part, two penalties were conceded within the next 5 

minutes of play but Ivel were unable to put points on the board. 

The next 10 minutes saw Somerton gaining in confidence in all areas of their game with a tight, cohesive pack 

that began to dominate the scrum and the lineout and also eager backs that were keen to pass the ball cleanly 

and rip through their opposite numbers. It was on the 20 minute mark that centre, Phil Waters, took the ball at 

speed, following a penalty for a high tackle, and touched down for a well-deserved try which was ably converted 

by Sam Bullion who was having a fine game both with the direction he was providing and his kicking game. 

Ivel rallied and pressed hard towards the Somerton line, but a good turnover led to a promising counter attack 

with Somerton number 8, Jake Ralph, being denied a score at the last moment. Just minutes later, however, after 

32 minutes of play, a well organised lineout win led to the ball going along the Somerton back line into the safe 

hands of winger, Mitch Coleman, who scored in the opposite corner. Sam Bullion missed the conversion kick. 

Just minutes later, Sam Bullion, received the ball just inside the visitors half and ran in strongly to touch down 

between the posts. He added to his score with a successful conversion kick. 

Somerton continued to press hard for the remainder of the first half and it was an extremely impressive team 

performance with every player giving his all with excellent support play enabling consistent pressure to be applied 

in all areas of the game. 

There were a number of Somerton players who deserved credit for their first half performance and these were: 

forwards, Dan Binding and Nathan Clapp and backs Sam Bullion, Phil Waters and James Surmon. 

Half-time: Somerton RFC 24 – Ivel Barbarians II 0 

A number of changes were made to the Somerton line up and this seemed to unsettle their performance 

somewhat as Ivel stepped up their game. However, Somerton’s excellent defence kept their visitors at bay. 

After just 11 minutes of second half play, Somerton regained their composure and some text book passing saw 

the ball go along the back line with centre, Dan Howley, making a penetrating run and off-loading to winger, 

Charlie Guppy, who ran in and touched down between the Ivel posts following a brilliant run. Simon Rumbles 

successfully coverted the kick. 

After 20 minutes of play, Ivel got themselves into a fine position within the Somerton 22 and Dan Howley was sin 

binned following an infringement during this period. 
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Shortly after the sin binning, Ivel moved the ball confidently along their line just inside their own half and their 

winger (number 16) ran confidently down the line discarding all attempts to halt his progress and went inside to 

score between the posts. The Ivel number 10 gained the extra points with an easy conversion kick. 

Within a minute of centre Dan Howley’s return to the field, he collected the ball at speed and ran in strongly to 

score a brilliant try beating many Ivel players attempts to bring him down. Simon Rumbles conversion attempt 

narrowly missed. 

Shortly after the Somerton score, an interception by the Ivel number 13 saw him speed to the line following a 60 

metre run. Again, the Ivel number 10 put in an excellent conversion kick. 

This temporary lack of concentration from the Somerton players was short lived as full back, James Surmon, 

received the ball well inside his own half, then, with great determination and skill, ran strongly towards the Ivel 

line beating a number of players en route and touched down between the Ivel posts for what was most certainly 

the try of the match. Simon Rumbles was successful with the conversion. 

Somerton’s confidence was now soaring to new heights with forwards and backs combining well and the ball 

being passed amongst players with great panache. It was during such a splendid period of play that James 

Surmon got himself into a good position to receive the ball and score his second try of the game. Simon Rumbles 

was successful with the conversion kick. 

This was an outstanding overall performance from Somerton with all players showing great commitment, 

endeavour and flair. A superbly entertaining game with some very memorable scores. Well done to everyone 

involved! 

Final Score: Somerton 50 – Ivel Barbarians II 14 
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Saturday 5th April 2014 – Wyvern RFC v Somerton RFC 

After Somerton’s fine win the previous week over Weston Hornets away, the stage was set for a repeat 

performance against Wyvern after Somerton sustained an away defeat last Autumn against their visitors today. 

Wyvern kicked off and took the earlier initiative pressing hard into the Somerton half. A period of indiscipline saw 

Somerton concede two penalties within the first 5 minutes, one of which provided an opportunity for the Wyvern 

number 10, Tom Stanley, with a good kicking opportunity to take the lead but the kick went wide. 

Somerton were finding it difficult to get some good passages of play together with a lack of clean ball and the set 

piece not going too well, but they did improve making good progress into the Wyvern half and were awarded a 

penalty after 24 minutes of play following a period of good pressure. Number 10, Phil Waters, narrowly missed 

with the penalty kick. 

Wyvern, however, were playing well with forwards and backs combining well and the pressure applied saw 

Somerton concede three penalties in quick succession towards the end of the half. The last penalty, once again, 

providing a good kicking opportunity for the Wyvern number 10 but the ball bounced off the post. 

It was a very patchy first half for Somerton with Wyvern looking the more organised and disciplined side with a 

strong, heavy pack making things difficult for the Somerton 8. There were, however, some notable performances 

from Somerton forwards Phil Coombes and Kris Davis who worked well in the loose and made good ground 

going forward. Phil Waters also put in some good defensive kicks clearing his line with great aplomb. 

The Wyvern number 8 looked a player with great experience and confidence and quietly led his team from the 

front in a no fuss manner. 

Half-time: Somerton RFC 0 – Wyvern RFC 0  

The first 10 minutes of the second half saw Wyvern gaining the upper hand, once again, and Somerton’s efforts 

being thwarted at the last minute. It was during this period that good hands from a scrum saw Wyvern back, Alan 

Denyer, run in for a try to the right of the Somerton posts with number 10, Tom Stanley, making it a 7-point lead. 

Somerton rallied and looked as though their fortunes were going to change, however, a further penalty was 

conceded 22 minutes into the half and Tom Stanley extended Wyvern’s lead to 10 points. 

After 30 minutes of play, Somerton skipper, Dan Dury, sustained a knee injury and had to leave the pitch. 

Somerton battled on but another try was scored by the Wyvern number 12 between the posts and easily 

converted by Tom Stanley. 

Despite the pressure, Somerton were not going to give up and looked determined to get some points. One of 

their best chances of the game came following a good scrum with the ball exchanged cleanly along the back line 

to winger, Kelvin Champion, who raced up the line to the corner only to be tackled into touch a metre from the 

Wyvern line. 

This was a frustrating game for Somerton who found it difficult to settle and get some good passages of play 

together. The game, however, was played in good spirits and full credit to Wyvern who ended the game as 

deserved winners. 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 0 – Wyvern RFC 17 
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Saturday 29th March – Hornets III v Somerton RFC 

Somerton travelled to Weston-Super-Mare desperately keen for a win after some recent disappointing results. 

The games between these two sides were always entertaining and closely contested and with both teams 

occupying neighbouring league table positions, there was added incentive to win. 

It was the home side who took the initiative early on in the game with good pressure being applied in the first 

quarter and two converted tries their reward. 

Somerton rallied but were kept at bay until 30 minutes of play when they fought back with their first score. 

For the remainder of the game it was end-to-end stuff with only small margins separating the two teams with 

scores being matched time and again. It was, however, Somerton who ended up as match winners with an 

impressive final push with just a 2-point lead. 

This was a cracking game of rugby and great credit to both sides for their effort and the entertaining rugby 

played! 

Final Score: Hornets III 41 – Somerton RFC 43 
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Taunton III v Somerton RFC – Saturday 15 March 2014 

This was a very evenly matched contest throughout with both teams playing with great endeavour and creativity. 

The prevailing ground conditions did much to promote plenty of good, open running rugby with ball in hand 

making this a very entertaining game of rugby. 

It was Taunton who went into the lead with a converted try. Somerton fought back pressing hard with outside half, 

Tom Stanley, stamping his authority on the game with confident kicking and good hands. It was a very close 

game with just a few points separating the teams. 

Taunton conceded several penalties and Tom Stanley was successful with three kicks. 

Somerton winger, Charlie Guppy scored a well-deserved try, ably converted by Tom Stanley who also scored a 

try with a successful conversion. After seventy minutes of play, it was Somerton who were leading by just one 

point, the score being: Taunton 22 points – Somerton 23 points. 

As the game entered the last 10 minutes, it was Taunton who forged ahead with a converted try. 

Despite Somerton’s best efforts, the home side’s defence could not be breached. However, this was a very good 

team performance by Somerton who can be satisfied that they performed well against a well-organised and 

experienced side. 

Tom Stanley had an excellent game for Somerton and put in one of the finest all-round performances, scoring 18 

points. 

Final Score: Taunton III 29 – Somerton RFC 23 
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Somerton RFC v Bridgwater & Albion III – Saturday 1 March 201 

Somerton were keen to secure home advantage today following the disappointment of their return to league 

rugby the previous week when the long layoff, due to weather condition postponements, left them well beaten by 

Morganians. However, games between Somerton and their visitors Bridgwater & Albion III were always well-

contested and entertaining games and a good crowd looked forward to this game being no exception. 

Unfortunately, Bridgwater had only 14 players so to make their numbers up two players in the Somerton squad 

played half a game each for the visitors. 

The first 15 minutes saw Somerton pressing hard with great determination but their efforts went unrewarded until 

some good passages of play saw the forwards and backs linking well towards the end of the first quarter which 

led to a try by young front-rower, Nathan Boyle. The conversion kick was missed. 

Somerton really began to settle into their stride and with just another 5 minutes of play number 10, Simon 

Rumbles scored a fine try which was duly converted by Phil Waters. 

It was clear that Bridgwater had their backs to the wall but in fairness to them, they were playing with true spirit 

and did well to keep the marauding Somerton 15 at bay. 

But, despite some resolute play by Bridgwater, another score for Somerton was delivered on the half-hour when 

scrum-half, Elliott Wilson-Challon, went over for an unconverted try. 

At this stage of the game, the Somerton backs were running well with ball in hand and playing attractive rugby so 

it was only a matter of time before wing, Sam Fowler, went over for a brace of tries, the first after 38 minutes, the 

second two minutes later just before the first half ended. Only the second conversion kick was converted by Phil 

Waters. 

Half-time: Somerton RFC 29 – Bridgwater & Albion III 0 

Somerton started the second half in the same determined fashion as they ended the first and after 5 minutes of 

play, winger Sam Fowler, scored his third try with Phil Waters securing the extra 2 points with the conversion 

kick. 

10 minutes later saw powerful, Dan Howley, get on the score sheet with a well executed try which Phil Waters 

turned into a 7 point score with a successful kick. 

With Somerton playing confidently it looked like the floodgates would open but determined defence by Bridgwater 

denied further scores for the home side for the time being. It was, however, inevitable that the try machine that 

Somerton had become would continue unabated and 25 minutes into the second half, winger, Charlie Guppy 

went over for a well-worked try which was duly converted by the confident Phil Waters. 

Further tries were scored by Simon Rumbles 5 minutes later (no conversion) and Phil Waters converted his own 

try with 5 minutes of play remaining. 

Centre, Dave Richards scored the last try of the game 1 minute before the final whistle with Phil Waters narrowly 

missing the conversion kick with the last kick of the game. 

A much improved display by the Somerton squad who can be justifiably proud of a much improved performance 

with some notable performances from Sam Fowler, Simon Rumbles and Phil Waters. This home win places 

Somerton in 6th place in the league table. 

All credit to Bridgwater who never gave up, playing with excellent team spirit and dogged determination. 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 67 – Bridgwater & Albion II 0 
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Somerton RFC v Morganians RFC – Saturday 22 February 2014 

Somerton welcomed Morganians to their Gassons Lane ground, keen to get back into the swing of things having 

not played a league match since December 14 last year due to the horrendous wet weather experienced and 

subsequent postponements. 

The match kicked off with Somerton pressing hard and the early pressure was rewarded with a penalty kick for 

the hosts after 5 minutes of play which was duly put over by number 10, Sam Bullion. 

Morganians responded and challenged strongly with an industrious pack that were quick at the breakdown and 

securing good turn-over ball. Their efforts paid off after 10 minutes of play with a converted try. 

Somerton regained their composure and put together some good passages of play but, time and again, gave 

away possession through kicking the ball instead of running with the ball in hand. Finally, after some good 

handling by the Somerton backs, Dan Ruddle scored an impressive try after 15 minutes with Sam Bullion getting 

the extra two points with a successful conversion. 

It was now end-to-end play with both teams increasing the tempo, however, it was Morganians who scored 

another converted try after 20 minutes of and continued to play with growing confidence up to the half-time 

whistle. 

Half-time: Somerton 10 – Morganians 14 

Somerton appeared to have learned from their mistakes of the first half by trying to hold on to possession and not 

giving the ball away through kicking, however, it was Morganians who retained the advantage with a well struck 

penalty kick 5 minutes after the restart followed by an unconverted try two minutes later. 

Somerton regrouped, applying pressure to the visitors and looked liked it was only a matter of time before they 

earned some points. This came 20 minutes into the half when front-row forward, Nathan Clapp, scored a well-

deserved try to give the home side hope of a come-back. 

Morganians, however, were determined to get their first win over Somerton and responded with an unconverted 

try with ten minutes to go and a further converted try with 5 minutes remaining to end the game worthy winners. 

Whilst Somerton enjoyed some good passages of play, there was little cohesion between forwards and backs 

and this made their task unnecessarily difficult by playing to their visitors strengths who had a very strong and 

determined pack. Had they concentrated on getting quick ball to their capable backs, it may have been a different 

story! 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 15 – Morganians RFC 34 
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Saturday 7 December 2013: Somerton RFC v Hornets III 

Somerton were hosts to Hornets III on this cold overcast Saturday afternoon and the Gassons Lane based club 

were keen to perform well after the disappointing defeat the previous week at Cheddar. The stage was set, 

therefore, for a keenly contested, entertaining game with the visitors placed two positions above Somerton in the 

league table. 

Hornets kicked off with Somerton responding well with the pack collecting and testing the opposition in the ruck 

and gaining yards. It was clear from the early forward exchanges that the two packs were well matched and 

willing to get stuck in. 

Likewise, both sets of backs were showing their abilities to run strongly with ball in hand using the full width of the 

pitch to make a dent in each other’s line. 

The first 20 minutes of play were fast and furious with both teams well matched but spoiling scoring opportunities 

at the last minute due to handling errors. 

Somerton flanker, Jack Musgrave, looked sharp and was determined to make his mark on the game from the 

outset being quick to the ball in the loose and putting the opposition under pressure in the set piece. Full back, 

Tom Howley, also had an impressive start to the game showing great composure under pressure and running 

strongly with ball in hand. 

With the game being very much an ‘even Steven’s’ affair, it was Somerton who made the breakthrough after 25 

minutes of play when number eight, George Musgrave, broke away from a scrum with the ball being nicely 

exchanged along the backs to Tom Howley who ran in strongly for a try in the right hand corner. The conversion 

kick was missed. 

Somerton continued to gain momentum keeping Hornets in their own half. With the Hornets penalty count 

mounting, Somerton found themselves in some good kicking positions and Tom Howley narrowly missed a 

penalty kick from just inside the visitors half with the ball falling just short of the cross bar. 

The first half came to a close with Somerton maintaining their 5 point lead and both teams showing good 

commitment and endeavour with the growing number of spectators being kept well entertained. 

Half-time: Somerton RFC 5 – Hornets III 0 

Somerton kicked off with good pressure being applied to Hornets as they defended their line. It was clear that 

Somerton meant business and after barely a minute of the kick off, quick ball and good hands saw the ball being 

exchanged to winger, Charlie Guppy, who ran in strongly for a fine try in the left hand corner. Phil Waters 

narrowly missed with the conversion kick. 

Hornets responded well and really put Somerton under pressure and would have scored had it not been for some 

resolute defence on the Somerton line. Replacement prop, Kris Davis, was particularly strong in defence and in 

the loose. 

After soaking up pressure for 6 or 7 minutes, Somerton showed great initiative by running the ball out from their 

own 22 and centre, Tyson Lewis, scored a super try in the right hand corner, against the run of play. The 

conversion kick was missed. 

Again, Hornets rallied and their efforts were rewarded with a push-over try between the Somerton posts 10 

minutes into the half. Surprisingly, the dropped goal conversion kick was missed. 

Somerton continued to be pinned in their own 22 by the very determined Hornets and, once again, it was the 

Somerton defence that held firm. After 27 minutes, second row forward, Tom Jupp, collected the ball just inside 
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the Somerton half and ran in strongly for an excellent try in the right hand corner. The conversion kick was 

missed. 

Somerton now settled into a more composed phase of play with confidence levels high and some good passages 

of play being evidenced. The forwards were now playing as a cohesive unit and following a strong push towards 

the Hornets line, Tyson Lewis, scored his second try, after 36 minutes, running in strongly as the ball was nicely 

exchanged between a number of players to the try scorer. Sam Bullion gained the extra two points with a fine 

kick. 

Somerton remained dominant for the remainder of the game despite the best efforts of the Hornets to get a 

second score. 

This was a very entertaining, keenly contested game with both teams giving a really good account of themselves 

and played in the true spirit of rugby. 

Somerton Flanker, Jack Musgrave, was named ‘Man of the Match’ after an excellent all-round game. 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 27 – Hornets III 5 
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23 Saturday November 2013 – Somerton RFC v Burnham-on-Sea II 

Somerton welcomed Burnham-on-Sea II to their Gassons Lane ground on this sunny Saturday afternoon 

presenting perfect conditions for a closely fought match, as this fixture always delivered. 

Burnham kicked off with the ball going straight into touch providing Somerton their first opportunity to show their 

strength in the scrum on the centre of the pitch. Whilst Somerton came away with the ball, it was clear that both 

packs were evenly matched and the battle between the forwards continued as both sides settled into their stride 

with no quarter being given by each during the early exchanges. 

Both sides tried hard to get some cohesive play together but it was Burnham who appeared the more comfortable 

running with ball in hand behind the set pieces with some confident play displayed.  

However, it was Somerton who struck first after 10 minutes with Skipper, Dan Dury, gathering the ball in the 

loose, following a breakdown on the half-way line, taking the ball forward before off-loading. The ball was then 

nicely exchanged between 3 Somerton players before ending in the hands of winger Charlie Guppy who sprinted 

up the wing, beating all attempts to bring him down, crossing the touch line and bringing the ball inside to touch 

down between the posts. The conversion kick was easily kicked by number 10, Sam Bullion. 

The next 5 minutes or so saw Burnham regroup and press hard towards the Somerton line with some good 

exchanges of play. Somerton did well to keep the marauding visitors at bay with some resolute defence but the 

Burnham number 14 scored in the corner following a quick tap penalty as the first quarter ended. The conversion 

kick was missed. 

Both teams continued to assert their presence with increasing physicality being evidenced across all areas of 

play. Somerton lost their powerful centre, Tom Howley, to the sin bin after 30 minutes with an opportunity 

presented to Burnham with the ensuing penalty just inside the Somerton half. The Burnham number 10 struck the 

ball well but narrowly missed with the ball just going wide of the post. 

Now that Burnham had superior numbers, they really stepped up their game but the Somerton defence held firm. 

This was the pattern for the remainder of the first half with Tom Howley returning to play just before the half-time 

whistle allowing the hosts to make progress up field. 

Half-time: Somerton RFC 7 – Burnham II 5 

Play resumed with both sides showing great endeavour and the exchanges in the loose becoming even more 

strongly contested. Burnham appeared to be gaining the upper hand in the set pieces, particularly in the line out 

stealing the ball from the Somerton throw in on a number of occasions. 

After 16 minutes, it was Burnham who now lost a player to the sin bin. With their number 19 off the field, 

Somerton needed to take advantage of the situation by applying increasing pressure on their visitors and coming 

away with some points. As Somerton pressed hard towards the Burnham line, they secured a penalty from a 

kickable position after 20 minutes of second-half play. Sam Bullion kicked well sending the ball straight between 

the posts to increase Somerton’s lead. 

Burnham rallied and pushed hard maintaining a presence in the Somerton half for the next five minutes or so. 

Their efforts were rewarded with a fine try scored by their number 13 after a strong run. The try scorer also 

converted the kick taking the visitors into the lead. 

With the pressure now on Somerton, they appeared to raise their game and put some well-executed passages of 

play together. The forwards, however, had their work cut out being matched man for man by the determined 

Burnham pack. Notable performances from the Somerton forwards in combating the Burnham eight came from 

Henry Moore, Tom Howard and Jerry Phillips. 
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With approximately 10 minutes of play left, Somerton’s efforts were rewarded with a penalty following an 

infringement in the loose. Sam Bullion stepped up to take the kick and successfully put it over taking Somerton in 

the lead by one point. 

Somerton continued to put pressure on Burnham playing some attractive rugby. Their efforts were further 

rewarded when centre, Tom Howley, touched down in the corner following a strong, searing run. Sam Bullion 

narrowly missed the conversion kick. 

Burnham continued to put pressure on their hosts and would have scored had it not been for the formidable 

Somerton defence. 

This was a keenly contested game with both teams giving 100% commitment making it an exciting and enjoyable 

game to watch with either side capable of winning. Somerton winger, Charlie Guppy was awarded man of the 

match following some excellent running with ball in hand. Well done to both teams! 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 18 – Burnham II 12 
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Saturday 9th November 2013 – Bridgwater & Albion III v Somerton 
RFC 

Somerton took a squad of 23 players to Bridgwater and the current competition for places is having a very 

positive impact on the team with talent in abundance to draw from. 

Somerton started the game at a high tempo, and with Bridgwater electing to kick off, the visitors attacked with 

great purpose from the outset resulting in a try inside the first minute scored by lightening cenre, Dan Ruddle, 

following a long run from inside his own half and touching down under the post. Number 10, Sam Bullion, was 

successful with the conversion kick. 

Somerton dominated the first half taking control of the scrums and excelled at the break down. Good clean ball 

was gained and used well by the backs resulting in tries by Harry Trebble, after 7 minutes, and another long effort 

from Dan Ruddle who outstripped the defence to touch down under the posts after 13 minutes of play. Both tries 

were successfully converted by Sam Bullion. 

The Somerton pack continued to demonstrate their strength, playing as a cohesive unit and this period of 

domination saw second row, Tom Howard, break away only to be stopped after a 25 metre run with the try line 

just out of reach. Prop, Kris Davies, who had an outstanding game, was in support and continued the drive 

forward to score a fine try after 30 minutes of play. Sam Bullion failed with the conversion kick. 

Three minutes later, Sam Bullion then embarked on a classic outside-half run, showing the ball to the opposition, 

then slicing through their defence to touch down for an unconverted try. 

Half time: Bridgwater & Albion III 0 – Somerton RFC 31 

The second half saw a very different Bridgwater side emerge from the kick off as they gained confidence and 

went through a revival phase. Somerton had to work really hard to maintain control. 

In an effort to combat Bridgwater’s ascendency, a decision was made to make several player changes and this 

appeared to work well for Somerton. This influx of fresh players seemed to renew Somerton’s efforts with further 

tries being scored. 

Flanker, James Peacock, scored the first try of the second half after 50 minutes of play and good support play 

and an exceptionally strong run saw winger Charlie Guppy break through the defence to score wide on the hour. 

Both tries went unconverted. 

The final try of the game was scored by winger Sam Fowler, after 75 minutes of play, following some good 

interplay between a number of players saw his supporting run outstrip the defence to, once again, touch down 

wide out. Sam Bullion went close but narrowly missed the conversion kick. 

There were a number of notable displays during the game by members of the Somerton team with Harry Trebble, 

Dan Ruddle, Craig Brownhill and Dave Smith putting in very workman-like displays. 

The man of the match award was a shared effort between Kris Davies, Dave Smith and Sam Bullion who all 

made outstanding contributions to the result. 

This was a very good team/squad display by the ever improving but still relatively inexperienced young Somerton 

side. The effective defensive work was particularly impressive and the strength in depth bodes well for the rest of 

the season. 

Final Score: Bridgwater & Albion 0 – Somerton RFC 46 
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Saturday 2 November 2013 – Somerton RFC v Wiveliscombe II 

Somerton welcomed Wiveliscombe II to their Gassons Lane ground on this very wet and blustery Saturday 

afternoon making playing conditions very difficult for both sides. 

Wiveliscombe won the toss and opted to play with the wind behind them, so the game kicked off with Somerton 

playing into the fierce wind and fumbling the kick-off. Initial play saw both teams struggling to pass the ball 

cleanly with a number of knock-on’s making the early run of play scrappy and stop/start despite both teams trying 

their best in the difficult conditions. 

Somerton pressed hard with excellent forward play denying the visitors possession in the early exchanges and 

lock, Phil Coombes, providing good line-out ball leading to good feeds to fly half Sam Bullion allowing centres, 

Richards and Ruddle, to demonstrate their running skills with last minute handling errors denying a score. 

However, the home side conceded a penalty following a ruck inside their 22 and dead centre with the posts. 

Helped by the wind the penalty kick soared over the posts giving Wiveliscombe their first points after 5 minutes of 

play. 

Somerton responded to the penalty by raising their game and began to put some good phases together retaining 

possession and keeping Wiveliscombe pinned down in their own half. The pack was now beginning to dominate 

with some excellent scrummaging and good work in the loose. 

Somerton continued to attack and following several close chances scrum-half, Harry Trebble, took the initiative 

breaking on the blindside and, after a strong run, off-loaded to his half-back partner, Sam Bullion, who slid over 

the line for a good score in the corner after 35 minutes of play. The conversion was missed. 

As half-time arrived, Somerton were unlucky to find themselves only leading 5 points to 3 after much improved 

play. 

Half-time: Somerton RFC 5 – Wiveliscombe II 3 

 The second half began with Somerton losing their way a little and allowing Wiveliscombe back into the game as 

the visitors played with greater intensity, coping with the elements well by keeping things simple and tight as they 

played into the wind. Somerton held out and managed to blunt the Wiveliscombe attack with a solid and 

determined defence. 

The game began to turn in favour of Somerton again and after intense pressure from a strong Somerton scrum, 

and quick handling, winger, Craig Brownhill, was put into space and crossed in the corner for a well-deserved try 

25 minutes into the half. The conversion was successfully kicked by Sam Bullion from the touchline. 

From the restart, Somerton kept control of the ball and after a number of rucks kicked long which resulted in a 

Wiveliscombe lineout 5 metres from their try line. Somerton put pressure on the lineout forcing a turn over and 

caught and drove hard towards the Wiveliscombe try line from the lineout that followed. The drive was stopped 

but the ball was successfully recylced and after 4 phases of play, and Skipper, Dan Dury, falling just short of the 

line, it was another strong run from Harry Trebble into space that followed with the ball beautifully off-loaded to 

flanker, Henry Moore, who went over for a try next to the uprights after 34 minutes of second-half play. Sam 

Bullion was successful with the conversion kick. 

Somerton then appeared to take their foot off the gas allowing Wiveliscombe possession and territory. With only 

one play left in the game and a Somerton Scrum, Sam Bullion kicked long with 3 chasers, the ball ended up in 

touch 5 metres from visitors line but there was no time left for the lineout and a possible bonus point. 

This was a good spirited game and both sides must take credit for playing entertaining rugby in very difficult 

conditions which was endorsed by both the match official and spectators alike. 

There were a number of excellent displays from the Somerton players including many line-breaking runs from 

young full back, James Surmon. However the man of the match award was shared between the evergreen 
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veteran prop and former club captain, Jerry Phillips, and the constantly improving tackling machine that is flanker 

Henry Moore. 

Well done to both teams! 

Final score: Somerton RFC 19 – Wiveliscombe II 3. 
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Saturday 26 October 2013 – Tor II v Somerton RFC 

With a good number of supporters on the touchline and clubhouse balcony, a relatively firm pitch and no rain, the 

stage was set for an entertaining game between these close rivals. 

Early play saw both teams quick to the ball and eager to show their endeavour with some determined tackles 

exchanged as each tried to settle into their game plan. This was very much the pattern as the first 5 minutes run 

its course, but Tor lost their scrum half to the sin-bin following some indiscipline following an infringement. 

Somerton squandered some early opportunities by kicking rather than running with ball in hand but pressed hard 

to capitalise on their player numbers advantage. 

Despite the sin-binning, Tor seemed to be the more confident side during the first quarter with Somerton 

appearing to struggle to execute the basic aspects of the game well. These mistakes allowed Tor to put them 

under pressure but good defence allowed Somerton to keep a clean sheet. 

The pressure continued and after 26 minutes the Somerton number 6, Henry Moore, was sin-binned for coming 

in from the side after a number of warnings by the referee to both teams. This would have given Tor the chance 

of 3-points from the resulting penalty kick position, within reach of the posts, but they chose to take a quick tap-

penalty instead which led to a strong drive to the Somerton line which was valiantly defended by the visitors pack. 

The Tor scrum that followed on the Somerton 5-metre line saw Tor rewarded with a push-over try for their efforts. 

Somerton continued to soak up the pressure but after 36 minutes of play, the forwards gained ground, driving 

strongly, and were awarded a penalty following an infringement in the loose. Sam Bullion, the Somerton number 

10, stepped up to take what was a difficult penalty, some distance from the posts, but the ball sailed through the 

posts with the benefit of the wind behind it to give Somerton their first points. 

As half-time approached, Somerton appeared to be on the ascendency coming close to scoring after strong runs 

from James Surmon and Justin Marks. The star players in the first half for Somerton were prop, Kris Davies, and 

number eight, Sam Russell, both of whom battled relentlessly in the loose, winning ball and gaining yards. Scrum 

half, Harry Trebble, also showed great commitment in the tackling department! 

Half-time: Tor II 5 – Somerton RFC 3 

The team talk at half-time appeared to have worked wonders for Somerton as more determined and cohesive 

play was evidenced with some good work by forwards and backs combining well. 

After 10 minutes, following a set piece, full back, Phil Waters, took the initiative with good hands and decisive 

running, and passed the ball to fellow back, Craig Brownhill, who ran in strongly for a well-deserved try. The 

conversion kick was narrowly missed by Sam Bullion. 

Somerton were now playing with increased confidence as they settled down doing the basics well at last. 

With 35 minutes of the half completed, Somerton’s drive towards the Tor line was rewarded with a penalty with 

the resultant kick ably put between the posts by Sam Bullion. 

As the final minutes ticked away, Tor put in some spirited play forcing Somerton’s defence to be tested time and 

again, but the visitors were very determined and kept their hosts at bay. 

This was an excellent away win for Somerton who kept their composure during the second half after a fairly 

frustrating first 40 minutes. Phil Coombes had a good day in the line-out, Craig Brownhill added pace and split 

the defence by cutting inside, and the replacements brought on added additional strength and momentum 

showing the in-depth talent that abounds within the Somerton squad. Prop, Kris Davies had an excellent all-round 

game and can feel justifiably proud of his significant contribution! 

Final score: Tor II 5 – Somerton RFC 11  
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Saturday 21 September 2013 – Somerton RFC v Minehead Barbarians 
II 

Somerton welcomed Minehead Barbarians II to their Gassons Lane ground on this warm Saturday afternoon for 

the first home match of the season. Conditions were perfect for rugby with no wind and a well-drained pitch. 

Unfortunately, Minehead had only 13 players and due to there being a shortage of front-row specialists the 

scrums were uncontested throughout the game. 

Somerton kicked off but it was the visitors who took the early initiative with some good support play despite their 

depleted numbers and a try was scored by their number 11 under the Somerton posts within minutes of the start. 

The Minehead number 8 made easy work of the conversion kick as it sailed through the Somerton posts. 

Looking a little ‘shell-shocked’ the Somerton 15 found it difficult to settle into any kind of rhythm and conceded a 

number of early penalties as Minehead continued to dominate the early play putting Somerton under pressure. 

After 8 minutes, Minehead were well forward into the Somerton half and had the ‘throw-in’ at a lineout. The 

lineout was won by their industrious number 5 who powered over the Somerton line for a well-deserved try. The 

Minehead number 8, once again, put the conversion kick cleanly through the Somerton posts to take their lead to 

14 points. 

The next 7 or 8 minutes of play saw Somerton desperately trying to get some composure into their game but still 

some indiscipline was apparent which saw prop Nathan Clapp receive a yellow card following a ruck. It was now, 

however, that Somerton appeared to get their act together and after 23 minutes, following a well-won lineout and 

strong drive from forward Sam Russell, Tom Wills went over the Minehead line but was held up. The resultant 5-

metre scrum saw Sam Russell power through the Minehead defence and nicely off-load to number 7, Justin 

Marks, who finished off the move with a fine try. Number 10 Sam Bullion was successful with the conversion kick. 

Immediately following the restart, the ball was confidently collected by scrum half, Tom Rowlands, and some 

good passing and confident running saw centre, Dave Richards, score a try which was nicely converted by Sam 

Bullion to bring the score level. 

Two minutes later, however, the Somerton indiscipline reappeared with a penalty kick being awarded within 

reach of the confident Minehead number 8 who duly gained the 3 points on offer to take Minehead into the lead 

once again. 

Somerton rallied and pushed forward with increasing confidence, good hands and intelligent running being 

rewarded with a second try for Justin Marks on the half-hour. Sam Bullion added the extras with a successful 

conversion kick. 

The remainder of the first half saw Somerton playing with greater control with some good handling and confident 

running despite losing a second player to the sin bin 5 minutes to half-time. 

Half-time: Somerton RFC 21 Minehead Barbarians II 17 

With some changes made, Somerton appeared to have benefitted from the half-time talk as more commitment 

and purpose was evident across the team. 

After 5 minutes of play, Somerton won their lineout on the Minehead 22metre line and some very good handling 

and running amongst the backs saw winger, Kelvin Champion, touch down in the corner. The conversion kick 

was missed. 

Somerton continued to keep possession and play in the Minehead half and their efforts were rewarded with a 

penalty which was beautifully kicked by Sam Bullion 10 minutes into the half. 
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Confidence was now clearly evident throughout the Somerton team and everyone appeared to be hungry to 

extend the lead. Following a Somerton lineout, centre, Simon Rumbles, put in an excellent kick through a gap in 

the opposing line which fell beautifully for fellow back, Matt Ulrico, who collected and touched down under the 

posts after 14 minutes. The conversion kick was missed. 

Somerton winger, Tom Jupp, had made several strong runs since he came on as a replacement and came close 

to scoring on several occasions. Finally, after 16 minutes of play, he touched down following a determined run, 

and coolness of head, near the posts. Sam Bullion duly converted for the extras. 

The next passages of play saw Minehead being subjected to intense pressure and it is to their great credit that 

they halted further scores until 30 minutes into the half as flying winger, Kelvin Champion, went over in the corner 

for his second try following well executed back line play. The conversion was missed. 

Somerton dominated the remainder of the game and just before the final whistle, winger, Tom Jupp, took his try 

tally to two with a good score in the corner following a quick ball from a lineout. With the last kick of the game, 

Sam Bullion narrowly missed the conversion. 

Players of note for Somerton were forwards, Sam Russell, Justin Marks and Tom Wills and wingers, Kelvin 

Champion and Tom Jupp. Fly-half Sam Bullion did well with his conversion and penalty kicks. 

It also has to be said that despite their shortage of numbers, Minehead took the early initiative by taking the game 

to Somerton and were 14 points in the lead after 8 minutes of play and never gave up at any stage of the game. 

This to their great credit and they have much to celebrate in terms of their performance in the circumstances. 

Final Score: Somerton RFC 51 – Minehead Barbarians II 17 
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